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DEDICATION 

The Division of University Housing dedicates this history to Donald L. Halverson, now 
in his 97th year, who was the first Director of the Department of Dormitories and Com- oo 
mons, the original name of the present-day Division. os 

Don Halverson implemented the concept, expressed by President Charles Van Hise in ee * wa 
1904 and strongly subscribed to by the original Dormitory Faculty Committee, that resi- a a ye, 

dence halls for students should be an important part of the University educational pro- ee ae 
cess. From the beginning, he stressed high-quality housing and food service as essential , a on~ 

support for a successful educational program. He had a strong belief, shared by the Dor- lll i, achy a ssp 

mitory Faculty Committee, in the ability of students to handle their group living affairs SS? a f : a 
with minimal direction. He translated his faith into action by encouraging student self- co et ae 
government and leadership. In conjunction with the Dormitory Faculty Committee, and ce 7 oa “ioe 
with their guidance and assistance, he developed the House Fellow (leader/counselor) gales a 
System as a key element in the educational process. This system of administering stu- he ot : A i fi 

dent living units has been adopted in concept by many colleges and universities across ne io 

the country, and it remains the system on which the present University residence halls ‘ 

are based. 

The past and present staffs of the Division of University Housing, as well as the Uni- 

versity as a whole, have benefited from Donald Halverson’s extraordinary vision and pio- 

neering work. His philosophy, based as it is on the worth of students and those who Donald L. Halverson, first director, 1924-1945 

advise and teach them, continues to guide the University housing program. 

July 1987 

Madison, Wisconsin
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PREFACE 

The writing of this history was conceived about sixteen years ago by several senior 

staff members of the Division of University Housing. By that time, Donald L. Halverson, 

the first director of the division, and Lee Burns, the second director, had retired. Begin- 

ning in 1924, their overlapping careers spanned more than forty years. These men pio- 

neered the development of the educational philosophy of student housing as President 

Charles Van Hise had envisioned in his inaugural address in 1904. Halverson and Burns 

also developed a very successful managerial philosophy and we believe that their knowl- 

edge and experiences should be recorded. We also believe that there are salient facts and 

events in the seventy-five years from 1851 to 1926 that will provide valuable perspectives 

on the growth of student housing. Such a historical record might benefit present and 

future Division of Housing staff and University administrators. 

In 1983 we were fortunate to commission Barry Teicher and John W. Jenkins to under- 

take the research and writing of this project as an adjunct to their work on the third vol- 

ume of the University of Wisconsin history. Don Halverson and Lee Burns were still 

available, as were Newell Smith, the third and fifth director; and George Gurda, longtime 

assistant director; and myself, the fourth director. All of us had spent many years in Uni- 

versity housing administration and were able to contribute to the research. Norm Sun- 

stad, the present director, has also contributed his support. 

We are greatly indebted to Barry Teicher and John Jenkins for their conscientious and 
thorough research and writing efforts. The University Publications Office staff have con- 
tributed their talents to enhance this book; especially Francine Hartman for editorial sup- 

port, Barry Carlsen for design, Gabrielle Cooke for production coordination, and Steven 
Deatherage and Beth Horning for typesetting. The final result has exceeded our expecta- 
tions. We believe it will be a valuable and useful part of the University history. 

Lawrence E. Halle 

Associate Director (retired) 

July 1987
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INTRODUCTION 

The University of Wisconsin began as a one-room college preparatory classroom in Smith, redirected its energies toward planning and building for the future. The present- 

1849 and by 1903 it had evolved into a nationally respected teaching and research institu- day physical plant and program of the division bear testament to the success of their 

tion. From 1903 through 1925, under the administrations of Charles R. Van Hise and efforts. 

Edward A. Birge, the University grew into an even more comprehensive institution—a It is always a risky proposition for the historian to write on a subject whose readers 

“combination university,” in Van Hise’s words—featuring strong teaching, research, and actually lived through its events. This history of housing at Wisconsin is no exception. Of 
graduate training, while at the same time expanding student services. The years 1925 necessity we have had to pick our approach and follow it; unfortunately, ignoring material 
through 1940 were confusing and complex. The University’s experience paralleled the of special personal or professional interest to our audience in the process. Perhaps we 
nation’s, going from economic prosperity to depression. Internally, faculty governance have over-simplified housing nomenclature at Wisconsin in an effort to provide ease of 
gained importance as presidential leadership faltered. World War II and its aftermath reading and understanding. Terms such as “dormitory” and “residence hall,” for exam- 

dominated the decade of the 1940s. In the 1950s and 1960s authorities at the University ple, are used synonymously, even though each predominated during its particular era. 
turned their attention toward the development of a comprehensive, forward-looking cam- The critical reader will find other similar examples, and we hope she or he will be 
pus growth plan. forgiving. 

The history of housing at the University of Wisconsin reflects the history of the institu- This study was prepared under the auspices of the UW History Project, specifically to 
tion itself. The first fifty years saw a struggle for definition. In his 1904 inaugural address, trace the history of housing and to place it within the larger University of Wisconsin con- 
President Van Hise included housing as a key component in the combination university, text. The authors wish to thank Dean E. David Cronon and the College of Letters and 
thereby proposing a new and important function for it at Wisconsin. Beginning with the Science for their continued help and support of the project. Most data used in this history 
opening of Tripp and Adams halls in 1926, a new system of dormitories was established reside at the University of Wisconsin Archives, and we wish to express our gratitude to 
that tried to meet the residential, social, and educational needs of students. Based on Frank Cook and Bernard Schermetzler for their assistance. Among the most pleasant 
Yan Hise’s model, it was administered by the Department of Dormitories and Commons, and rewarding experiences in researching this study were interviews and conversations 
and involved a dormitory committee, a student self-government association, and a house with many of the men who shaped the history, including Donald Halverson, Lee Burns, 
fellow system. After 1930, in addition to defining its role in and responsibility toward the Lawrence Halle, Newell Smith, and George Gurda. Others providing helpful assistance 
University, the department, under the leadership of Donald Halverson, coped with the include Willard W. Blaesser, Elmer B. Dahlgren, Leland S. McClung, Otto E. Mueller, 
debilitating effects of the Great Depression, and later helped reinstate the stalled building George W. Robinson, Clarence Schoenfeld, W. Norris Wentworth, and Tell C. Yelle. 
program. With the advent of World War II, the Department of Dormitories and Com- Finally, we wish to thank the Division of Residence Halls for providing funds for the hiring 
mons, renamed the Division of Residence Halls, turned its attention to providing housing of a research assistant, Steven Ourada. The authors take full responsibility for any errors 
for soldiers stationed on campus. Following the war, the division provided emergency liv- in fact or judgment that may appear in the following pages. A chronology listing the major 
ing accommodations for returning veterans and their families. When these temporary events in the history of housing at Wisconsin is included at the end of the text. 
facilities were closed, the division, under the leadership of Lee Burns, and then of Newell
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The Collegiate Ideal in a Small Town 
1 

etween 1849 and 1903 the University of The Collegiate Ideal in a Small Town 

Wisconsin evolved from a rented one-room 
college preparatory classroom into a beauti- Prior to the Civil War, the University of Wisconsin A 

fully situated modern teaching and research functioned almost entirely as a small-town preparatory E z 

institution. It began primarily as a school for boys and school and modest college for young men. Although per- tf; 

ended as a richly variegated home of male and female haps difficult to envision over a century later, the popula- 

college students, graduate degree seekers, teachers, tion of Madison during the 1850s and early 1860s never 

and world-renowned scholars. Compared with the insti- surpassed 9,000 people. Few city residents possessed 
tution's twentieth century experience, governance accommodations to house students, many of whom were ie 

throughout the early years was heavily centralized, first still teenagers. Furthermore, capital city Madison had 
residing with the Board of Regents, and later broadening developed a statewide reputation as expensive and 
to include an increasingly autonomous chief executive sometimes dangerous, a place parents might reasonably ad 
officer. Outside the campus, local and national concerns hesitate to send their children to live, regardless of age. 
included the Civil War, Wisconsin's legislative commit- It only made sense that the University would establish a 

ments to equal educational opportunities for women and program that combined housing with instruction. 
men, midwestern industrialization and urbanization, a The fledgling university’s first three administrative 

succession of religious and social reform perspectives, heads—Chancellor John Hiram Lathrop (1849-1858), 
and trends in European and American higher education Chancellor Henry Barnard (1859-1860), and Vice- 
all came into play at Madison. Due to the nature of Chancellor John Sterling (1860-1867)—and the Board of 
power and control on campus, regents and presidents Regents exercised day-to-day control. The institution 

(sometimes called chancellors) were the ones who fre- ie _ ee . a maximum . ~ 
uently defined and expressed the responses to th students by 1865, most of whom were enrolled in 
e events of the ea . preparatory studies anticipatory to genuine college work. Chancellor John H. Lathrop 
The early history of housing at the University of Wis- Furthermore, there was no conception of academic free- 

consin was very much in step with the general drift of dom or faculty governance. Faculty members were 

ideas and events, and little in the way of tradition or strictly employees, hired to teach and otherwise follow from example, and generally coming to grips with their 
administrative structure existed to provide an offsetting instructions of the regents and the chancellor, who him- destinies as future leaders of church and state.? 
dynamic. Housing ebbed and flowed with the changing self possessed only extremely limited prerogatives. Nevertheless, the regents’ decision to construct resi- 
currents of life on campus, the state, and the nation. But In January 1850 the Board of Regents approved an ini- dential facilities contradicted a contemporary American 

this is not to say that housing during the early years tial building plan and authorized its Building Committee educational antipathy toward dormitories and commons. 
failed to attract the serious attention of campus movers to proceed with the first of five anticipated structures, a On the one hand, the colonial colleges, always perceived 

and shakers. On the contrary, student dormitories oper- dormitory. (Of the first five buildings originally planned, as leaders within American higher education, had grown 

ated at the beginning as perhaps the central feature of four were dormitories and one was a classroom; two of well beyond their modest origins by the mid-nineteenth 
the institution, although later, and for very good reasons, the dormitories were never built.) The city housing situ- century and no longer required collegiate housing 

they did indeed shift to the periphery. This chapter dis- ation obviously contributed significantly to this decision, arrangements merely to provide lodging for their stu- 

cusses the early history of housing at Wisconsin as an which was patterned after an old tradition in higher edu- dents. Furthermore, enthusiasm for the educational 

expression of the institution's general formative cation known as the “collegiate way.’ This approach to aspects of the collegiate ideal had diminished as time 

development. student housing originated at Oxford and Cambridge in passed, enrollments grew, and outside interests 

Great Britain, and was followed for both educational and attracted faculty members’ attention away from student 

demographic reasons by several American colonial col- residence halls. Dramatic problems with the collegiate 
Campus, circa 1887 leges. The collegiate way defined higher education as a model were also apparent. Reports circulated that dor- 

, social as well as an intellectual enterprise. Students lived mitories and commons had turned into bastions of stu- 

with teachers, sharing ideas and information, learning dent misconduct, where pranks and general disorder



2 The Early Years 

replaced serious study and collegial discourse with Peo si pawn 
tutors and fellow undergraduates. Additionally, an ever- ere = s — a 

present Anglophobia, especially strong on the Atlantic r reo ia : 

seaboard following the War of 1812, combined with a pace Me 
growing American egalitarian or populist attitude, came cage S eee 
to associate the collegiate way with the nurturing of an oe) 7a rr | 

American aristocracy, a notion abhorrent to many Ameri- P ec j , 4 

cans, educators among them.3 es Po ; 
Authorities at Wisconsin tended to ignore or reject this . a ue 

negative image of college residential life. Indeed the only Ne z 

criticism expressed by a University official of any aspect GPa 

of the collegiate model came from Chancellor Barnard in ~ ' rc 
1859, and his concern was limited to saving money on i 

the food service side of the operation, while yet assuring 

that “the presence of the families of the Faculty [remain] j 

an elevating and a co-operative influence in the adminis- r 

tration of the University.’ He would regret, he 

continued, 

to see a feature of our system, so conservative of the mor- 

als, manners and order of the institution, done away. The 

entire abandonment of the grounds by the families of the 

Faculty, would impair confidence, I think justly, in the order Chancellor Henry Barnard Vice-Chancellor John W. Sterling 

and safety of the institution, as a residence for young men.4 

Especially during the pre-Civil War years at Wisconsin, great pride in these modern contraptions, which consist- heretofore connected with college commons.’ 

continuing allegiance to the collegiate ideal and the inad- ently failed to meet expectations. The executive commit- As time passed and the University grew more complex 

equate city housing alternatives supported a thoroughly tee of the board reported in January 1853, for example, and difficult to govern, the regents withdrew somewhat 

positive attitude toward on-campus dormitory living. that the two original furnaces in North Hall had not pro- from daily supervision of the dormitories and increas- 

The Board of Regents paid for the first two campus duced sufficient heat during the severest part of winter ingly laid the burden upon the shoulders of Dean of the 

buildings—North Dormitory (1851) and South Dormitory and that two additional units had been installed. Prob- Faculty Sterling, who became the primary administrative 

(1855)—by arranging loans against University capital lems continued, and in 1865 the regents decided to dis- agent for both housing units, while a male “steward,” C. 

accounts, and they maintained close supervision of con- continue use of the furnaces; residents thereafter found L. Williams, ran the commons for approximately two 

struction through their Building and Executive commit- themselves responsible for fueling and operating fire- years during the late 1850s. Sterling’s duties were far 

tees, among whose members was Chancellor Lathrop. places in their rooms. from glamorous. He found himself responsible for such 

Original facilities included basement furnaces, outside Building Committee members regularly paid inspec- mundane jobs as renting used furniture to residents, 

privies and a well; bedrooms with adjacent studies; com- tion visits, and “Professor Sterling and Lady” resided receiving payment for room and board, and generally 

mon rooms for recitations, study, and scientific work; for a time in South Hall rent-free in return for running supervising the students’ behavior. Several other faculty 

and in South Dormitory (also known as South Hall, the the “boarding establishment,” designed by the regents members also resided in the dormitories from time to 
other building was known as North Hall), a dining room to obviate “an alleged objection to the locality of the time, but nothing is known of their names, activities, or 

for common boarding.> University, as an unsafe as well as an expensive place responsibilities.7 

The reader may be surprised to learn that North and for the residence of young men during their period of Prior to the Civil War the regents discussed the 

South halls contained furnaces. If the regents’ reports pupillage.” According to the regents’ executive commit- admission of women to the University, but they took no 
throughout the 1850s are any indication, the board took tee report of 1856, the facility avoided entirely “the evils action. The stated intention was constant and consistent,



President Chadbourne and the Female College 3 

but the priority was too low; funds remained extremely unfriendly. Mrs. Sterling finally broke the ice by hosting executive officer of national scholarly stature. Academe 

scarce, and professors had to be hired and facilities con- a gathering in her rooms, following a meeting of a was at that time just entering a phase of intellectual fer- 

structed merely to bring the institution up to minimum recently established female literary society.’ Thereafter, ment. The emerging precepts and practices of modern 

academic and residential standards for the men. campus social animosities diminished, although the science were threatening to wrest control over curricular 

Finally, conditions right for the admission of women change seems not to have extended to the classroom. In and other institutional developments from previously 

developed during the war, when the campus was nearly any event, as the Civil War came to an end, the Univer- dominant interests representing traditional Protestant 

depleted of its male students. Women were thus admit- sity operated two dormitories, North Hall for the men, orthodoxy in the nation’s colleges and universities. The 

ted in 1863 to the Normal Department—previously more and South Hall for the women. The collegiate way board thus sought a leader who might shape Wisconsin 

an abstraction than an actual functioning unit of the remained formally intact, although the collegial aspects into a thoroughly modern state university and at the 

University—and housed in South Hall. Professor and of the arrangement—the heart of the arrangement— same time escape the criticism of many potentially 

Mrs. Sterling now found themselves in charge of three never fully took root because most faculty members offended conservative religionists, such as the state’s 

to four score of young women; feeding, counseling, and resided away from campus. numerous Lutherans. 

otherwise looking after them. While male students had Chadbourne was clearly the man for the job. As a pro- 

the option of dining with their female counterparts in the fessor of science responsible for instruction in geology, 
Sterling-run commons, the fact was that the young men President Chadbourne and chemistry, and botany at highly regarded Williams Col- 

failed initially to welcome the young women to campus. lege in Massachusetts, Chadbourne had elicited wide- 
The women received a chilly reception in the mixed the Female College spread praise as a full-fledged scientist who argued 

classes they attended, and reports indicate that commu- The presidency of Paul A. Chadbourne (1867-1870) effectively in books and speeches for the compatibility of 

nications between the two groups were rare and often heralded the regents’ first attempt to employ a chief his studies with American religious orthodoxy. Further- 

more, he possessed impressive ideas as to possible pro- 

grammatic reforms. Within this broader context of the 

i. Lae eg ee Po Ue Chadbourne administration, the Female College, origi- 

Pes, eg a macot ene ae es ges nally housed in the South Dormitory Building, can be 
mere aes . : 2 ae ae Pe better understood. 

Serer cee i : , a The regents’ interest in hiring such a substantial 
: ma : leader as Chadbourne was prompted by the Wisconsin 

| A ‘ legislature’s passage of the Reorganization Act of 1866, 

fi ieee: . ei P which read in its opening section, “The object of the 
= ; 2 eg rs ass in University of Wisconsin shall be to provide the means of 

i \ * ial ro acquiring a thorough knowledge of the various branches 

ee cE pa RE gee , of learning connected with scientific, industrial and pro- 
i =F ES ON ete os Perse: y A . ” . : , 

fr rt fir ny " a ie ai i ne a ax ae pe eee fessional pursuits. . . This was grist for Chadbourne S 

: aa" eae EEE? De wt 7 i ae i «| sc FEE PRET tthe mill, and the board enthusiastically pursued him. During 

Lbs EPBELEE Gite) as ee JRE tf, So aa Tere wr. the summer and fall of 1866, Chadbourne met and corre- 
ey Sead pate wp a ee ee ee EEE [WR ag sponded with the regents. In anticipation of a visit with 

ae ae. | fis Be! if pe ECU Seat . : ‘ - 
ee % Ps BS atl a cag ae Te ical Fan OEP rt - the board in Madison, Chadbourne expressed his stand 

; a °& ie mE ns Pes, eee 6 ee iy eee oF Res Teg “ee thoroughly and effectively in a letter to the regents dated 
+ ae, aeons co alt age Soe as.) s mS | ae ed September 3, 1866. Displaying detailed knowledge and 

ey ee buen a aS a | oo _— Ps appreciation of such leading universities as Yale, Har- 
: “dea ot at + S i ~~ Pe fe i” as bY 3 yard, and Michigan, Chadbourne envisioned an academic 

Corey ee Be 4 me a 1] program and administrative structure that would, if put 
: An as : RIN sees ae | into effect, place Wisconsin in the vanguard of America’s 

Main Hall (later Bascom Hall), South and North Halls, 1884 colleges and universities. In general, his goal was to



4 The Early Years 

retain the best of traditional liberal arts education while “The young women in the University could not be 

combining it with more recent utilitarian developments in removed, and so he tolerated them, but on his own 

scientific research and instruction. All of this could be P terms.” In an early report to the regents, Chadbourne 

accomplished under the auspices of the Reorganization ’ described his current thinking as to why the change 

Act of 1866. So far, so good.1° 1 made sense: 

“ Then ame the Tub. Section 4 of the act read that Fe « I consider it a misfortune that this [Normal] Department is 
The University in all its departments and colleges, shall ke connected with the University as it is—an arrangement well 

be open alike to male and female students. . . .” In enough for High Schools and perhaps for Denominational 
Chadbourne’s view, this provision promised to direct the Colleges where the system of constant supervision is in 
University of Wisconsin along exactly the wrong path for 4 vogue and where everyone can be subjected to family and 
reaching its highest potential level of development. J religious discipline, but in my opinion, entirely out of place 

Instead, his preference was to remove the fledgling Nor- in a State University, where the students are, and ought to 

mal Department from campus and place it under the aus- be, treated like men, rather than like boys.12 
pices of some other state agency. “There is no question nt \ ¥ Besides stating Chadbourne’s view on the place of 

but that every state ought to provide equally for the edu- _ women at the University, this passage is also an early 
cation of both sexes,’ he wrote, but experience” did . expression of the thinking that ultimately would result in 
HOt indicate that the “best results” would be reached the full eclipse of the collegiate ideal at Wisconsin: to the 
by bringing them together in the same college.” After extent that university students should be considered 

marshalling several similar arguments, Chadbourne “men,” not “boys.” the old model, featuring constant 

respectfully proposed a compromise: surveillance by adults was inappropriate. As we shall see 
that a law might be passed requiring the Regents . . . to ina later section of this chapter, President John Bascom 

establish a Female College or Department—having its own President Paul A. Chadbourne finally, at least as far as males were concerned, thrust 
buildings, & its own teachers—in which Department the aside the last remnants of the collegiate model at Wis- 
course of study should be equivalent to that in the Classical consin in 1885. 

Department & the members have such access to Cabinets, mitment to the principle of equal access for women, Chadbourne’s concern was with the specific problem 
Libraries & University lectures as the Regents should pre- while simultaneously gaining control over the particular of how best to arrange conditions so that female stu- 

scribe. form through which such equality might be expressed. dents would least hinder the true work of the University 
An amendment to the 1866 statute would produce the To the present-day mind, this amendment might indicate as he saw it. Holding true to the views he expressed in 
desired result, and the regents might thereby “give an actual threat to or denial of access, but to the regent his September 1866 letter to the regents, the new presi- 

equal advantages to males & females and have an Insti- or legislator of the mid-1860s the change apparently dent consistently emphasized the separate and distinct 
tution that all the people of the State could patronize. seemed innocuous enough; no publicly expressed oppo- status of Female College students. An amusing incident 

...” Inthe absence of such an amendment, concluded sition to the revised section 4 has come to light. Satis- indicates the lengths to which Chadbourne would go in 

Chadbourne, “I must now respectfully decline to accept fied with this compromise—women would, after all, this connection. Six women of the college had completed 

the place which you have offered me.” remain associated with the University—Paul Chadbourne their program of studies in time for the 1869 spring com- 
The regents willingly set to work and within months accepted the president’s office during mid-1867, and the mencement, and they were scheduled to receive the 

were able to inform Chadbourne that the legislature had regents allowed him unprecedented latitude as he strove first University of Wisconsin bachelor’s degrees awarded 

enacted the Amendment of 1867. Replacing the old sec- to reorganize the institution according to his vision.!1 to females. Chadbourne balked, however, on the grounds 

tion 4, it read in part that “The University shall be open During the 1867-68 academic year, Chadbourne and that women should not be referred to in masculine 
to female as well as male students, under such regula- the regents abolished the Normal Department, replacing terms. Only when a professor demonstrated for the 

tions and restrictions as the Board of Regents may deem it with the Female College as the best possible compro- president that the dictionary defines “bachelor” without 

proper. . . .” By convincing the legislature to include this mise. As Curti and Carstensen observed of the new reference to gender did Chadbourne allow the female 
second clause, the University thus maintained its com- president in The University of Wisconsin: A History, scholars to received their Ph.B. degrees.'3 The annual
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report of the regents for 1868-69 stated the new official Re Yl 7 / ip 

policy: “Ladies receive the same degrees as gentlemen \ 4 es AN bi Lf 
for the same or equivalent courses of study.”4 | le eh \\ | lV 

While the Female College represented an important ~ ot iw 3 . a sg N \ 

structural change in the University, life in South Hall, ‘ 4 A I (ens SN WW 4-5 

home to the women students, continued much as it had . ary jf | ea i es Aaa ys CA i 
during the Normal Department period. The preceptress, ~ oe PL i} k ~ x JP ! j ae | 

Miss Elizabeth Earle, exercised day-to-day supervision. uae if { | Leda = rome MEW oR wW J 
Miss Earle had earlier carried the title of Preceptress of os ty | Pon iF ES 4 rl ot ee ty 

the Normal Department, a position she occupied follow- . Gal hit al if i eos fj KS 7. 
-ing the departure of Miss M. S. Merrille, who served as : q . a So ae iF iF eee i 7 oo a f Fa 

the first preceptress from 1864 to 1866. While Female Mee i te if ea) Wel | | oa = 8 SS EA 
College students attended university lectures and used fe iil ih ae ible if (pt Sa eee Fe ee | 

other instructional facilities (apparently because limited vail es ~.< ¥y r I ae ee 
resources could not purchase anything approaching equal ae i it al Per | TE OD ; ri 

facilities exclusively for the women), recitations and Paes PER es i } i i “| 
other study activities took place within the walls of = (lll aan ea = 4 PCA | A Ni i E | 

South Hall under tutelage of the Female College staff. EEE a ? aie i 

During the academic years 1867-68 through 1869-70, : X y : BE 

six women served on that staff. Miss Earle remained as : 

preceptress through 1868-69, when she was replaced by Chadbourne Hall, circa 1901 
her former assistant, Miss Clarissa L. Ware. Four other 
women—Miss Frances Brown, Miss Louisa Brewster, ! . ' 

Miss Clara D. Bewick, and Miss Elizabeth (Lizzie) S. Bi 
Spencer—were employed as teachers of music, printing a 

and drawing, Latin and history, and English, respectively. = ii { 

The record fails to indicate which staff members resided : ee i bi | 

at South Hall, although it is clear that the preceptress » 4 ry i 
and probably her assistant lived there. Thus while the ~ | : | i i} 
men of North Hall increasingly escaped the confinement ages | : hi. ill Hi 

of the collegiate way, through President Chadbourne’s - Py, Fk ‘ mad) 
benign neglect of their supervision more than anything 4 | | ad 7, ie aa Fos et " 

else, the women of South Hall lived out the traditional Pi CM Le H i 
model more fully than any group of Wisconsin students, ie — \ : A ~ 
before or since. t AL AY ] y \\ TT} } H | f 

Within an austere, Calvinist atmosphere the women g \ | \ aul, . 
developed an apparently pleasant and rewarding cama- A ae | 
raderie. One 1872 alumna described her life in South ‘ =e 
Hall for the Wisconsin Aegis of February 1896. “We é ‘aan | + 
lived,” she said, “in rooms furnished almost entirely by = teen ee 
ourselves . . . they contained a bedstead, wash stand, mae eee ee cars coats ie rn 
stove and table. Our carpets were a great deal of trouble een eee mas ieee = 
to us. We bought our wood, hired someone to cut and Chadbourne Hall dining room, circa 1928
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carry to our rooms. We drew from the very deep well by The regents and president continued to push for a ment of Boarding” in the hall, providing meals for all 

means of two buckets, a rope and wheel.” Students special women’s dormitory building. As Chadbourne women residents at a cost of three dollars per week.}9 

cleaned their own rooms. During winter the halls were expressed in 1868, “we have no proper laboratory, no As the Chadbourne era at Wisconsin closed, the men 

“icy cold.” telescope, no observatory, no room for public meetings, again resided in both North and South halls, and the 

Attendance at church and at evening devotions, was compul- no building suitable for the Female C ollege.” The next ‘women. occupied a new building designed especially for 

sory. To most of us this daily service, consisting of Bible year, Chadbourne’s last at Wisconsin before returning to their exclusive use. 

reading, lecture and prayer was very beautiful and interest- geo College as - eS Hopkins ated 
ing. I shall never forget my first evening in South Hall and e regents reported that the University now enrolle ‘ 
the sweet, impressive voice of the Preceptress as she led 245 men, while North Hall could accommodate only 90, Presidents Twombly and Bascom 

the kneeling girls in prayer. many crowded 4 to a room. Furthermore, room and The presidencies of John H. Twombly (1871-1874) and 

“On the whole,” the report continues, “we lived board prices in town were expensive, driven up “accord- John Bascom (1874-1887) defined a lively era of upheaval 

2 a ‘ ing to the demand.” The men needed South Hall, and and moderate change at Wisconsin. As with the short 
together much like a happy family, interested in one i at : ai eee . : . 
another's welfare and pursuits ”15 therefore “we are in immediate want of a building to be Chadbourne administration, this more enduring period 

: . . eee used as a Female College.” Also needed were a public featured the continuing transition in American higher 
While President Chadbourne succeeded in limiting the . 5 a eee 

. . hall and an observatory. Finally, in 1870, the legislature education toward a more secular and scientific orienta- 
scope of coeducation at Wisconsin, the women of South . ng: . : f 

P 3s ‘i ss appropriated $50,000 for a new Female College building. tion. Twombly ran afoul of the drift, while Bascom cham- 
Hall failed to accept his victory with equanimity and % ee . «ng ge . . es nee : : 

2 Dead 3 Besides significantly expanding the institution's physical pioned it. Similarly, Twombly stubbornly tried to retain 
acquiescence: “During the first year,” wrote the Wiscon- cas ‘ . oo . 
sdii Aaois carvespondent plant by this action, the legislature set an important at least the paternalistic aspects of the collegiate model, 

eas P , precedent by directly financing a University facility while Bascom rejected them outright. What tied the two 

we were always . . . conscious of a litte friction and criti- through an appropriation. As subsequent chapters of this men together was their vocal and enthusiastic advocacy 

cism. Several of the men students were opposed to co- history illustrate, this would not be the last time that of full and complete coeducation at the University of 
oe On the part of a eilia beginning to end, I fresh approaches to funding University buildings Wisconsin. Neither of these presidents would have quar- 

bel in ne ek ‘este . arger Te the ae emerged from efforts to expand on-campus housing reled with section 4 of the Reorganization Act of 1866; 

gain knowiedge. lve elt, and sometimes sate, that te state accommodations.18 they would have endorsed it heartily. Indeed by the close 
owed as much to her daughters as to her sons, and that the The buildin ic about fit ths. Th John B °s admini ion, the Female Coll 
doors of the University should be thrown open as widely to e building process took al dou een mon is. The of Jo l ascom $ a ministration, le em le Col lege 

us as to them. . . . Our lady teachers quietly encouraged regents awarded the construction contract in July of found itself abolished in favor of women's unrestricted 

us.16 1870, and the basement was completed that summer, access to educational facilities. As for the three dormito- 
with work continuing throughout the winter. Finally on ries first encountered by Twombly upon his arrival on 

As long a the separate and so-called equal Female Col- about the first of October 1871, the Female College campus, only one remained in 1887, and that was the 

lege continued to exist, however, the institutional struc- Building, located near the northwest corner of Park building most recently built and occupied by women. 

ture of the University served as an effective barrier to Street and University Avenue, opened to residents in Twombly was unfortunately a rather undistinguished, 

completely free access for women at Wisconsin, time for the beginning of the fall term. The three-story probably misplaced, chief executive officer. His adminis- 

_ While President Chadbourne apparently did not favor structure was built of stone, 50 by 75 feet, with a wing tration is instructive primarily as an indication of the 

imposing the collegiate model upon the University’s measuring 40 by 87 feet. Total cost of construction was massive change then transpiring in academe. To put it 

male students, he did work enthusiastically with the $46,570, the remainder of the appropriation going for most bluntly, this severe Methodist minister simply 

Board of Regents to convince the legislature to pay for furniture. The new building, like South Hall, accommo- lacked all appreciation for the developments in secular 

an additional dormitory building. The early argument dated approximately 80 student residents. A new pre- scholarship championed so articulately by President 
maintained that accommodations in North Hall were ceptress, Mrs. Delia E. Carson, was appointed that Chadbourne. He also lacked President Chadbourne's tact 
insufficient to house the 148 men enrolled; that South year, She would remain at the University for sixteen and ability to please his diverse public. Even Twombly’s 

Hall, designed for men, should be reoccupied by them; years (ten as preceptress and six as an instructor), a advocacy of fuller coeducation led to serious problems 

and finally, therefore, that a new facility for the 88 record unsurpassed by any other professional female instead of hearty praise. 

women of the Female College, appropriately designed, employee during the nineteenth century. The regents The way Twombly approached the women’s cause at 

should be constructed.!” also hired a “judicious matron” to direct the “Depart- Wisconsin may have in fact hastened the eclipse of his
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cane 

career there. In 1877 a bitter flap developed over the ; ee LA! . 

wording Twombly had used in the University catalog, i ie . , as ioe a 

which wishfully misrepresented the actual extent of - A rae fe Ae Pi Eee ' 

coeducation on campus. Regent Hamilton, possibly a PF a hg bF ne 

supporter of President Chadbourne’s image of coeduca- ri a ae. 

tion and certainly an advocate of regent prerogatives, oes ' e S — pS . 

wrote angrily on August 6, 1872, that Twombly’s state- Pe 4 P f m 

ment was : y hie ps 

in direct opposition to the whole letter and spirit of the eo - J x a 

Board of Regents. The Female College and the College for ‘a | 4 ae 

gentlemen are entirely separate and distinct, and it is only s my -s ea 

when the ladies prefer, or when the instructional force is ; | 

deficient, that Ladies and Gentlemen are to recite ! ‘i f : 

together.20 \ : Wf’ 

By 1874 Twombly found himself the object of scorn . ¥ 

from all sides. The faculty judged him neither a scholar tr , 

nor a defender of scholarship. The students chafed 

under his fundamentalist Christian orientation, which he 
expressed in an obnoxious, paternalistic style when deal- Ry 

ing with daily campus life. The regents, recalling the Le A 

1872 flap over coeducation and finding no reason to sup- Lar a - 
port the president’s woefully inadequate academic lead- President John H. Twombly President John Bascom 

ership, forced Twombly to resign in lieu of dismissal for 

incompetence. 

The day the regents accepted Reverend Twombly’s bourne did share similar hopes and expectations for To accomplish full coeducation at Wisconsin meant pri- 

resignation, they named John Bascom his successor. increasingly modern American higher education, and marily to eliminate the Female College, an institution 

Bascom hailed from Williams College, as had Paul Chad- they both were academically well connected. Twombly, designed expressly to segregate university women from 

bourne before him. Bascom, too, was a highly regarded on the other hand, was entirely lacking in these regards, the mainstream of campus life. The Board of Visitors, 

and eclectic scholar, although the bulk of his work, as and the regents must have recognized another president organized in 1858, was a regent-appointed committee 

distinguished from Chadbourne’s, was in the social of his ilk would never do. With John Bascom, the Univer- (usually of alumni) that observed and commented upon 

studies and humanities. More than fields of study sepa- sity of Wisconsin found itself back on the right track. University of Wisconsin activities from the layperson’s 

rated the two colleagues, however. Twice before, Chad- The regents’ pleasure over the hiring of President perspective. The Board of Visitors had begun edging 

bourne had prevailed over Bascom in political struggles Bascom translated into considerable latitude of action for away from the Female College almost as soon as Presi- 

at Williams, most recently by ascending to the institu- the new chief executive officer. Bascom was not reluc- dent Chadbourne left town: “ . . for the securing of the 

tion's helm. An earlier conflict concerned an effort to tant to take control of events on campus, he quickly best advantages, of liberal education,” they wrote in 

introduce coeducation, with Bascom as a leader of the established himself as a leading exponent of social 1870, “the administration and this dual organization of 

losing side, in support of the movement. Furthermore, reform throughout the city and state. Within the Univer- the University needs revision in some respects. . . .” 

Bascom’s religious and moral views, which he enthusias- sity, Bascom set about hiring new and impressive faculty One year later the visitors called explicitly for abolition 

tically expressed in published writings and public members and otherwise bolstering the academic pro- of the college, but President Twombly remained incapa- 

speeches, strayed from orthodoxy and leaned toward the gram. Coeducation, too, occupied a prominent spot on ble of effecting the desired reform. John Bascom, how- 

nondoctrinaire, naturalistic, and rationalistic end of the his agenda, and he placed it fully in effect at the earliest ever, moved quickly during his first year in office, and 

nation’s Protestant spectrum. Yet Bascom and Chad- possible moment. reported to the regents in 1875 that within “the past
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E =a a : John Bascom we find a leader who struggled, like Chad- 

| # S : x , bourne, first and foremost to place the institution upon a 

| | i Be : ZB solid foundation of modern scholarship. As Bascom’s 
| Peas sneer 4 4 annual reports indicate, the University above all needed 

if Ee ‘ expanded facilities to accommodate classrooms, labora- 

“ | % [ § 2 4 tories, and libraries. And so it was in 1885, following the 

. | 4 4 i a é destruction of Science Hall by fire in late 1884, that Bas- 
¢ } p hi : ? : 3 com acted in full consistency with his basic objective as 

x H : i Ape a > f president and abolished the men’s dormitories in North 

Le a | Bate 4 and South halls in favor of the buildings’ use as 

: | igh. f : | i Ve ps classrooms. 
i } Bi Z = i ey t Such an act would have been unthinkable during the 

4 ae i im é | i ‘ ie a id bot «& early years of the University, but the times had changed. 

as meat v He ) ] 0 —_—oS lp The city of Madison had grown large enough to house 
kor : = MN eee, RS the men. And the collegiate way seems almost to have 
Bs ot = ie Bi } Vi = ff. re been forgotten by the institution’s leaders as they tried 
aa) Sa bi Br: my le DS. f ¢ to construct a modern university, an enterprise which 
| ae aif i ie | 3 aa ‘ increasingly stressed the maturity and rationality of its 

od “a . { ‘ Pr FF Pe» e students. Moral education remained important, but 
= : . % uh _— ee President Bascom, unlike his predecessors, believed 

Ate r bs \ ij that instruction in the classroom was the appropriate 

ww ' i ! on method of accomplishing this end. As one celebrated 

“a “ te aw Wisconsin alumnus, Charles Van Hise, put it some years 
ho ‘< ae later, in 1904, 

v , ae The men of the days of Dr. B f & es A e men of the days of Dr. Bascom may or may not now 
k believe the tenets of his formal philosophy and ethics as 

i given in his books, and as pounded into them in the class- 

7 room with sledge-hammer blows, but they believe and share 

=~ in his high ideals, are inspired by his burning enthusiasm, 

and have been led to stand steadily for the right. 

Ladies’ Hall student room, circa 1890s Bascom defined his general policy in this area for the 

regents in 1879: “Counsel is freely given collectively and 

singly to students as to their duties to themselves, to 

year, the young women have been put, in all respects, College staff because the necessity of providing equal, each other, and to the state.”2? The men’s dormitories 

on precisely the same footing in the University with the but separate, educational services had largely been had thus lost their educational mission, and were fully 

young men. No difficulties have arisen from it.” Consis- eliminated. At Ladies’ Hall, in other words, university expendable when greater needs presented themselves. 

tent with this new organization, the Female College coeds encountered fewer opportunities to work with and The displaced men, for their part, seemed fully capable 

Building was now designated Ladies’ Hall.24 be inspired by adult women of varied academic and cul- of taking care of themselves. 

John Bascom did more about on-campus residential life tural accomplishments. Such was the price of progress. The situation at Ladies’ Hall was different and more 

than merely changing the name of one dormitory build- But the introduction of full coeducation notwithstanding, complex. The collegiate way, after all, had been from its 

ing. Concerning the women, for instance, coeducation the men’s dormitory life underwent the most radical inception in England an ideal concerning the education of 

led directly to a reduction in the size of the old Female change during President Bascom’s administration. In men. Dormitories for women might share some of its
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features, as did the facility at Madison, but their basic His great contribution at Wisconsin was to begin building 

raison d’étre referred instead to shifting attitudes about what President Charles Van Hise later called the “super- an 

the place of women in American society. Thus President structure” for research and scholarship that turned the » 

Bascom, while announcing the introduction of full coedu- college into a true university. Perhaps most importantly , . 4 

cation, told the regents in 1875 that “The ladies rooming in this regard, he set up a faculty committee to oversee sa 

and boarding in Ladies’ Hall, necessarily come under the anew “graduate department,” which in 1904 became the 

restrictions incident to a quiet household, and we wish Graduate School, and he drastically increased graduate = = 

them and their parents to distinctly understand this.” student enrollment. He also, for the first time, hired + 

Nine years later, however, the Board of Visitors productive scholars in several pure and applied science ~ ‘ 

reported, “With the Ladies’ Hall . . . standing on the fields, including engineering and agriculture. And he ae. * 

same footing of entire freedom from any restraint of even took the time to help with early university summer N 

authority . . . , as are all the other halls of the univer- school classes in an effort to prepare high school teach- i a 

sity, the fear of loving parents is increasing.” Manage- ers more effectively to introduce modern laboratory sci- a 

ment of the facility had nevertheless improved during the ence to future university students. As Chamberlin wrote . F): 

year before, “and we advise,” concluded the visitors, before his appointment at Wisconsin, the presidency wer 

“that its regulations, if changed at all, be made more would allow him to introduce “the newer educational a 

rather than less stringent.”23 ideas that have emanated and will yet more abundantly . P 

In 1887 President Bascom found himself forced out of develop from the profound intellectual movements of our f 

office by the regents. He had guided the University times.”25 Chamberlin was so entranced with modern 

through thirteen years of unprecedented growth and scholarship, in fact, that he even eschewed President 

development. But he also had pressed incessantly on Bascom’s seemingly old-fashioned commitment to 

campus, in the community, and beyond for reform after instruction in social and personal morality. Chamberlin President Thomas C. Chamberlin 
reform, from time to time offending powerful members truly considered the institution’s students mature adults, 

of the board, who probably would have agreed with Mark competent to study and master a rigorous experimen- g 

Hopkins’ 1862 assessment of young Bascom’s character, tally based university curriculum. great majority of students was enrolled. 
which seemed to the Williams’ president “in danger of This latter view led to disciplinary problems that Chamberlin’s view of on-campus residential life was 
that fanaticism . . . by which men sacrifice the finer feel- Chamberlin could not solve. The immediate occasion for consistent with his discipline policy. Obviously sharing 
ings and proprieties of life in view of what they call trouble was the traditional student practice of hazing the anti-dormitory perspective characterized earlier m 

right.” Yet at the end of Bascom’s tenure, the Univer- freshmen, which he considered childishly inappropriate this chapter, the president wrote to a colleague in 
sity of Wisconsin remained essentially a liberal arts col- and, more importantly, illegal. Early in his administra- another state: 
lege, albeit by this time one of increasingly impressive tion, Chamberlin informed some violators of his anti- I beg leave to say that in my judgment college dormitories 
quality and diversity. It would be left to Bascom’s next hazing policy to stop. They did not, and the president, are very undesirable, and I would earnestly advise against 

three successors—Thomas C. Chamberlin (1887-1892), acting logically in his view, called in the police. Later he the adoption of the dormitory system if it is practicable to 
Charles Kendall Adams (1892-1901), and Edward A. was amazed to learn of the bitter student reaction on avoid it. It is much better for the students to be distributed 
Birge (1901-1903)—to complete the transition to full uni- campus. What Chamberlin saw as a simple matter of among the homes of citizens and receive through them that 

versity status. dealing with adult lawbreakers, the students viewed as essential part of a complete education which springs from 
unwarranted outside interference with traditional college social relations. It furthermore relieves the institution of 

: : fun and games. The president thereafter tried to estab- much care and expense, and frees the college coniniunlty: 
From College to University ; 8 ‘ a 5 : from a constant source of disturbance, since the aggregation 

lish more cordial relations with the students, but failed. ofa large-body of young men in’such associations gives 

Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin was a scholar through Finally, in 1891, Chamberlin transferred to Professor occasion for the development of those peculiar rowdy prac- 

and through. A widely acclaimed geologist, he main- Edward A. Birge the responsibility of dispensing student tices which characterize—and perhaps it is not too strong to 

tained serious and substantial interests in a broad range discipline, thereby appointing Birge the first dean of the say—disgrace college life. . . . I go so far as to believe that 
of subjects, the humanities and social sciences included. College of Letters and Science, the unit within which the . . . it would be well if all that is distinctive in a college com-
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munity, as such, could be wiped out, and then when we had ter innovator in higher education also brought with him 
freed ourselves from our unfortunate inheritance, we could from Yale a fresh and controversial perspective about the 

develop a community of sentiment and action harmonious educational opportunities potentially associated with stu- 
with our times and also consonant with our claims to leader- eh dent life. As Edwin E. Slosson wrote in 1910, Harper 

ship in education in its broadest sense.2” i ’ “at the start established residential halls or houses in 

By 1888, when the president wrote these words, the spite of the prejudice against them at that time prevailing 
‘ . . in the West, on the ground that they were medieval, 

collegiate model, as an abstract ideal, had reached its a : oes ge ye 
. . A British, and aristocratic institutions.” Harper, in his 1902 

nadir at Wisconsin. d ial report to the trustees, recalled that his pur- 
Meanwhile, the attraction of Ladies’ Hall had dimin- ecenma TEpo i OE: USES TES SP 

: a) pose had been “to provide social units so constituted as 
ished to such an extent that only twenty women now la 2 aie en 

A + to give freedom for individual development.” Ultimately, 
resided there. In their report of June 1888, the Board of UM . 

. . . a he asserted, “Nothing will contribute more largely to the 
Visitors noted this fact and took aim at a facility that ; .. . . 

. : . . 7 “ development of the proper spirit and life than the provi- 
seemingly had lost its reason to continue. Introducing : . 

i . . . : o te sion of student houses on the quadrangles, or in close 
their attack with an apparent misreading of history, the i imity.30 

visitors stated their stand against continuing the wom- Be ; ‘ 3 
en's dormitory: ; ae Meanwhile, at Wisconsin, the regents appointed Cor- 

, J ha Fi nell University president Charles Kendall Adams to 
Several years ago the Board of Regents wisely abolished — os ‘ replace Thomas Chamberlin. Although Adams had suc- 
from the University the dormitories for boys. It is the aim td . ceeded at his duties in New York, he found them person- 
and spirit of the University to abolish all distinctions on iv ally distasteful. The result was that Wisconsin acquired 

nt of eal and fo moult the en coveduation eae ’ another highly regarded scholar and administrator. Ear- 
In spirit as well as In name, hence we deem It inconsistent . — li fi sor of histo at the Universit: of Michi- 

i irls. Dean Edward A. Birge ler, as a proles' ry y 2 
tp longer preserve @ dommibry for Btls a gan, Adams had apparently introduced the seminar 

Besides expressing a concern for the social implica- method of graduate instruction to the West. President 

tions of coeducation, this passage is also instructive Adams remained at Wisconsin throughout the remainder 
since it indicates tacit assent to Bascom’s and Cham- in the same report Chamberlin noted that workers had of his career, finally leaving in 1900 when doctors con- 

berlin’s views that off-campus living conditions were now fitted the facility with better heating, lighting, and vinced him that only a change of climate might restore 

well suited to the personal needs of university students. plumbing. “It is gratifying to note that with these his seriously failing health. (Dean Birge carried on for 

“The building itself,” concluded the visitors, “is a fine improvements and the most excellent management of Adams as acting president from 1901 through 1903, 
structure and with the dormitory eliminated it will be the hall it is now fully occupied, indeed, fails to meet the when the regents appointed Charles R. Van Hise presi- 

found very serviceable . . . for use in instructional demand.”29 These were President Chamberlin’s last pub- dent.) Throughout his tenure President Adams worked 

work.”28 lic words on dormitories at the University of Wisconsin. productively and happily within the boundaries laid down 
As it turned out, President Chamberlin took a less In 1891 the president resigned his post to take up by Chadbourne, with the added feature of constantly 

jaundiced view of the prospects for Ladies’ Hall. Rather duties as head of the geology department at the recently striving to unify a growing institution whose teaching, 
than closing the dormitory, he tried to transform it. His founded University of Chicago. It is difficult to overstate research, and social functions increasingly tended toward 
tactic in this regard was to hire Dr. Almah J. Frisby, a the impact of this new institution upon the University of destructive fragmentation. It was in this regard that 

graduate of Wisconsin's general science course and of Wisconsin. For one, as the pirating of Chamberlin sug- Adams stepped beyond his predecessor by nurturing uni- 
Boston Medical School. Her appointment as Preceptress gests, William Rainey Harper, president of the Univer- versity “spirit” whenever possible; backing the football 

and Professor of Hygiene and Sanitary Science took sity of Chicago, was quickly and ably constructing a team, for example, or overseeing the construction of a 

effect at the beginning of the 1888-89 academic year. As research institution to rival Johns Hopkins and Harvard modern men's gymnasium and armory in 1894. As the 

Chamberlin put it in his 1888-90 biennial report, “Miss in the East, while establishing a teaching institution that faculty resolved upon the occasion of his resignation in 

Frisby’s thorough scientific and professional training fit immediately placed itself in direct competition for stu- 1901, “The administration of President Adams has aimed 

her to watch over the health of the young ladies.” Later dents with Wisconsin. Harper did much more. This mas- to promote the physical and social interests of the stu-
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dents, as well as their intellectual and moral welfare.’31 tion “should at times exercise moderating and restrain- had served for seven years before resigning in 1895), 

President Adams's attitude was a harbinger of renewed ing influences.” Adams continued to observe that Adams suggested that a dean of the women's depart- 

University of Wisconsin concern for the general well- it is hardly to be denied that benefits would be derived from ment, qualified for faculty status, now be employed 
being of its students, particularly those residing in such wise superintendence as might be given by a large- instead. The dean's position obviously would encompass 
Ladies’ Hall. His major action in this regard was to minded, sympathetic, and scholarly woman of discretion, responsibilities well beyond the purview of earlier pre- 

appoint Annie C. Emery, Ph.D., the first Wisconsin whose duties, without interfering with those of the Mistress ceptresses. 

dean of women in 1897. In his 1896 report to the regents of Ladies’ Hall, should be so comprehensive as to embrace Dean Emery’s tenure at Wisconsin was short, lasting 
Adams had acclaimed the success of coeducation at Wis- the general oversight of all the young women in the Univer- only until 1900, when she resigned due to her failure to 

consin, but noted that “the social tendencies and inclina- sity. please either students or University authorities. As the 
tions of young men and young women are as prevalent in Noting that the legislature in 1889 had mandated the past and first president of the Bryn Mawr College Self- 

a University as elsewhere.” Thus it was that the institu- employment of a preceptress for Ladies’ Hall (Dr. Frisby Government Association, Emery had tried to establish a 
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2 The Early Years 

7 A versity authorities allowed her position to remain vacant 

' , ee | for the next six years. The times apparently were not 

La — is * és yet right for as rigorous a reassertion of in loco parentis 
| wy eo as the visitors desired. 

e 4 pa a The Board of Visitors also concerned themselves with 

| f Ya Y Fs the personal lives of university men, although in this 

= , i ia case displaying a more lenient attitude. But “of course,” 
- +a, i they observed in 1901, “there must be no winking at, or 

@ 2 j Free toleration of, such flagrant immoralities as drunkenness, 

{ ; f Hi ie gambling or licentiousness. . . .” As regarded the 

ieee Qe oh gill resumption of on-campus residential life for men, “It is 
> : bh . Ps Yl believed,” they wrote in 1899, “that a dormitory for the 

4 % ie a young men would be helpful in many ways. It would 
. * abet 

j ‘ rs ‘ ; se. iil reduce the expenses of living to those of slender means 

toa Pd ee s . and would supply a community of feeling among many of 

= 3 ae the students. . . . It would also contribute to a whole- 
’ | a 4 some University spirit.” By 1902, a men’s dormitory 

‘ e seemed “a necessity.’ Room rents in town had risen, 

. sala discouraging potential students of limited means, “young 

a Sad men from the common walks of life” as well as the 
ae , Be: “more favored.” A men’s dormitory would help maintain 

. Ow ee Se our “homogeneous” society, thwarting its fragmentation 

‘ a - a eo TR i ‘ig : : into “distinct castes or classes.” Such a new facility 
= | ae 3 Sn eres : “iy r would help preserve our “free government” and “free 

fo ; _ - : : > 3 = . institutions.” Even Harvard, noted the visitors in closing, 

barge ee titi a a ae = ee ge namin sam ny provided dormitories Be ope aniOee students at “rea- 

E j eae Tee Th <<. il sonable room and board. The cogency of these argu- 

YY ii ee Yi aes a. ments notwithstanding, however, University authorities 

Main Hall (later Bascom Hall) fire, 1916 maintained higher priorities for their spending, and the 

men would have to wait nearly a quarter century for 

their new hall. 
similar organization of women at Wisconsin, “the special observed that “the greatest weakness in the present E. A. Birge provided administrative leadership for the 

object of which,” according to President Adams, was “to system of directing the life of the women students is in remainder of this period, which was marked by much 

define the social conventionalities which shall be the lack of personal responsibility for the enforcement of talk and little action about student life and dormitory liv- 

observed, and, by the fostering of a wholesome public rules, whether these rules be made by the . . . Associa- ing. He had worked closely with President Chamberlin, 

opinion, to contribute to the earnestness of University tion or by the University Authorities.” The visitors fur- and then with President Adams, whom he effectively, 
life.”33 Many university women objected, however, to ther proposed that the dean replace the current matron though unofficially, replaced in 1900. Viewing himself as 

this rather mild attempt to reassert institutional control at Ladies’ Hall and be charged “with such responsibility a caretaker president, Birge offered no important policy 

over their personal lives (membership was voluntary), for the students . . . as is exercised by the wise mother initiatives. As his administration closed in 1903, the dean 

and therefore refused to cooperate. of daughters of similar age.” The visitors suggested that of women’s position remained vacant and only the single 
Meanwhile the Board of Visitors pressed for even “this system” be extended to sorority houses as well, dormitory for women accommodated students on cam- 

tougher social control measures. They lamented the allowing “for the enforcement of such definite rules as pus. Acting President Birge does deserve credit for 

association's “inability to enforce its authority,’ and might be adopted.”*4 But Dean Emery resigned and Uni- engineering one notable event in the history of housing
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at Wisconsin, however. Exercising his wry sense of 9. Curti and Carstensen, University of Wisconsin, vol. 1, pp. 219, 227- 25. Quoted in Curti and Carstensen, University of Wisconsin, vol. 1, 

humor during his first year in command, he arranged lahon theta nda ieee p, 286, 
that Ladies’ Hall be renamed for President Chadbourne. Hopkins and the Log: Williams College, 1836-1872 (New Haven: Yale 26. George a en: oe A Memoir (Madison: Univ. of Wis- 

“My reasons were two,” he wrote years later, Univ. Press, 1956), pp. 141, 151-152. consin Press, 1956), p. 20. 

First, President Chadbourne secured the appropriation for 10. General Laws of 1866, chapter 114; Chadbourne to Regent Van Slyke, 27. Chamberin to President Lewis MeLouth, Dakota Agnlewral Cok 
ee : : i lege, 16 November 1888, UW Archives. Also quoted in Curti and Car- 

the building. . . . My second reason is a private one. . . . 22 August 1866, UW Archives, 1/1/3, Box 7; Board of Regents, stensen, University of Wisconsin, vol. 1, p. 664 

I thought it was only fair that Dr. Chadbourne’s contumacy Report of the Committee on Organization, 2 October 1866, in , oe 
regarding coeducation should be punished by attaching his Reports of the Regents, vol. B, Pp. 20; and Chadbourne to the 28. UW Regents’ Report for 1888, pp. 59-60, 60. 

name to a building which turned out [to be] one of the main nee of Misoinein S Sepleniher 1860, UY 29, UW Regents’ Report for 1888-89 and 1889-90, pp. 45-46. 
supports of coeducation.36 ov : 30. Si . oe Wiliam Res 

« . ee: . Slosson, Great American Universities, p. 422; William Rainey Harper, 
11. Curti and Carstensen, University of Wisconsin, vol. 1, pp. 223, 225. “Decennial Report, July 1, 1902,” in The Idea of the University of Chi 

12. Curti and Carstensen, University of Wisconsin, vol. 1, p. 230. Quoted cago, ed. William M. Murphy and D. J. R. Bruckner (Chicago: Univ. 
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The Van Hise Inaugural Address 5 

n 1903 the Board of Regents settled upon a per- selves upon the president, resulting in a series of prag- 

manent replacement for President Adams by matic decisions and actions, among them the construc- z 

appointing University of Wisconsin Professor tion of two new facilities for university women; one a n 

Charles Richard Van Hise to the post. Like social and physical education center, and the other a dor- eo] 

Chamberlin, Van Hise was an internationally respected mitory. Struggle as he might, however, Van Hise continu- Be 

geologist. He had sat as an undergraduate in President ally and ultimately failed to orchestrate the funding, plan- yy 

Bascom’s class, had done graduate work with President ning, and building of his proposed men's facilities. But se T. a) 

Chamberlin, had earned the University’s first Ph.D. the dream did not die with him. During the Birge admin- Sl oa 
degree in 1892, and, for the previous ten years, had istration a succession of committed and resourceful 4 
served as a part-time faculty member with Chamberlin regents, faculty members, and administrators continued f f ae 
at the University of Chicago. Fully appreciative of the the struggle, and finally, at long last, they succeeded. , es ? 
modern university as advocated by Thomas Chamberlin, erry .) ra 
Van Hise also reflected the Chicago influence in favor of The Van Hise Inaugural Address , hs Pi 
an even more coherent and comprehensive institution, 

featuring strong teaching, research, and graduate train- President Van Hise delivered his inaugural address on 
ing components, as well as significantly enhanced faculty Tuesday morning, June 7, 1904, as part of the Universi- 
participation in governance and expanded student ser- ty’s jubilee celebration. The event marked the fiftieth 
vices. In these regards, Van Hise’s breadth of institu- anniversary of the institution's first commencement 
tional vision was unprecedented at Wisconsin. President exercise. Van Hise insightfully and somewhat apocry- 
Van Hise died unexpectedly in 1918, and the regents, as phally portrayed Wisconsin's past and detailed his hopes 
they had for President Adams, looked to Edward A. for the future of the University, if only the necessary 
Birge to carry on for the fallen leader. Birge did so until will, energy, and resources were brought to bear. In the President Charles R. Van Hise 
1925, when the appointment of Glenn Frank to the presi- process he argued cogently for his vision of the combina- 
dency introduced a new era at Wisconsin.' tion university.” 

In his 1904 inaugural address President Van Hise Van Hise opened his talk by reviewing the University’s dent Chamberlin’s administration had been the recogni- 
offered the term “combination university” to character- history. He noted, for example, the increase from 3 pro- tion of the “importance of applied science.” But more 
ize his splendid conception of what Wisconsin might fessors and 1 tutor in 1854 to the current 228 faculty significant was Chamberlin’s emphasis on “scholarship 
someday become. The speech constitutes a tour de members. Similarly, he described an expansion in enroll- and research—a definite attempt on his part to make the 
force within the literature of American higher education ment from 56 to 3,150. He summarized the administra- institution of which he was head justify the name of uni- 
as it defines and defends the main components of Van tions of Lathrop, Barnard, Sterling, Chadbourne, and versity.’ His “profound influence” produced both 
Hise’s ideal university, a revitalized men's dormitory sys- Twombly as constituting a period of “struggle first for “advancement” and “diffusion of knowledge.” President 
tem occupying an important place therein. But ideas existence and, later, for advancement.” President Bas- Adams and Acting President Birge had carried on Cham- 
require action to make them effective. Thus, among com, under whom the speaker had studied, “consoli- berlin’s legacy with distinction.? 
other important efforts, in late 1908 President Van Hise dated and unified” the College of Arts and Letters, “While the achievements of the past fifty years are 
produced and submitted to the regents a campus archi- establishing strong liberal arts courses. Many alumni sufficiently great for celebration,” continued Van Hise, 
tectural plan to embody, detail upon detail, the physical certainly remembered Dr. Bascom’s “pervasive, master- “the ideal of the state university is still more worthy of 
features of the combination university. Meanwhile the ing, moral power.” They “may or may not now believe celebration.” At this kind of institution “no restriction as 
exigencies of day-to-day institutional life forced them- the tenets of his formal philosophy and ethics as given in to class or sex is possible . . . this is a new thing in the 

his books, and as pounded into them in the class-room world.” But it was not accurate to say that historical 
lH with sledge-hammer blows,” continued Van Hise, “but influences are necessarily worthless. Consider Oxford 

Campus, circa 1917 they believe and share in his high ideals, are inspired by and Cambridge, to whom the founders of America’s 
his burning enthusiasm, and have been led to stand colonial colleges looked for guidance. Their most basic 
steadily for the right.” A “distinctive feature” of Presi- characteristic was “the system of halls of residence,
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involving commons, unions, and athletic fields.” It was man model” and the subsequent founding of Johns university, nuances which at least through World War II 

true that recent scientific advances requiring large and Hopkins University had led to the appearance of scholars largely defined the essential character of the institution. 

expensive laboratories had caused problems for the in the West “not content to do instructional work alone.” For example, he appreciated the fragmentation problems 

small English colleges, but it would be “absurd” to think Professors Allen and Irving were the first to arrive at addressed earlier by President Adams, but Van Hise’s 

the collegiate way might be abandoned there. After all, Wisconsin, followed by Chamberlin, who “began system- task was more difficult because the organization he envi- 

Oxford and Cambridge had produced “an astonishingly atically to develop scholarship and research.” All of this sioned would be considerably larger and more complex 

large proportion of great statesmen, writers, and had resulted in enhanced public service by the social and than anything imagined during the 1890s. Thus he set 

scientists.”4 the natural scientists. Ultimately, however, “the final and out to nurture a comprehensive university community. 

During the early days at Wisconsin, he continued, “we supreme test of the height to which a university attains One of his greatest accomplishments in this endeavor 

had the essentials of the English system.” But they had is its output of creative men, not in science alone, but in was the development of a system of shared governance 

nearly vanished since the burning of Science Hall, after arts, in literature, in politics, and in religion.”6 through faculty committees. Not only did faculty mem- 

which time the men were turned out of North and South With all of this as preamble, President Van Hise was now bers increasingly find themselves responsible for impor- 

halls, without any definite plan to change our system, prepared to suggest the ideal American university—one tant university affairs, they also met and worked with 
indeed without any thought of the profound change which which has the best features of the English system with its colleagues whom they might otherwise never have 
was being made in the character of the university. . . .” dormitories, commons, and union; one which includes the known. Again with regard to the faculty, Van Hise 

Certainly, formal teaching was important. liberal and the fine arts and the additions of science and pushed for and coordinated the founding of the Univer- 

But, when the student goes Out into the world, there is no ol ti and one wich spennpoies upon these sity Club, which ran a dining Toom, provided meeting 

other part of his education which is of such fundamental inca de cco ee cs e hint universities, facilities for department and committee meetings, and 

importance as capacity to deal with men, to see the other ; : SCO; sci», Has combinalaon tauversity sponsored many recreational and social activities. For 
fellow’s point of view, to have sympathetic appreciation with Bue American university of the fature, and this the Uni- the students, as we have seen, he intended to build the 
all that may be good in that point of view, and yet to retain Verity of Wisconsin must become ts tbe the Peet of dormitories, union, and commons. 
firmly his own ideas and to adjust the two in fair proportion. the great universities of the nation. Indeed, Van Hise intended to build many things. Just 
Nothing that the professor or laboratory can do for the stu- Van Hise closed by proclaiming his desire that Wisconsin as the combination university implied community, it also 

dent can take the place of daily close companionship with “will continue to guide the state, until a university is involved rational physical expansion. Classrooms and lab- 

hundreds of his fellows. In the intimate communal life of the built as broad as human endeavor, as high as human oratories were badly needed, and ever-increasing stu- 
dormitories he must adjust himself to others. He must be: aspiration.”7 dent enrollments seemed likely. Six months after pre- 
genial, far, likable, or ele his lot is rightly a tard one. This senting his inaugural address, Van Hise suggested in his 
fundamental training in adaptability to and appreciation of re 
his fellows can only come from attrition between a large president s Teport of December 1, 1904, that a long-term 

number of human units. The Campus Architectural Plan building policy should be developed. Barely four seats 
later the Board of Regents received the “Preliminary 

Authorities at Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Pennsylva- Once he had defined it, President Van Hise set out Draft of the Report of the Architectural Commission on 

nia understood this and had retained many features of actually to build the combination university. And in many the General Design of the University of Wisconsin.” The 

the collegiate system. If Wisconsin was to do what these connections he was remarkably successful. He is widely Regents’ Minutes for December 16, 1908, read: “Archi- 

institutions had done “for their students, not only in pro- and justly remembered, for example, for his advocacy of tect Laird appeared before the Board and presented his 

ducing scholars and investigators, but in making men, it University of Wisconsin service to the public in the report on the plans for the future constructional develop- 

must once more have halls of residence, and to these forms of faculty participation in the work of governmental ment of the University.” Although the document is enti- 

must be added a commons and a union.”5 commissions and in extension programming. Research tled a “Preliminary Draft,” the regents, without taking 

Van Hise next sketched other important historical and scholarship developed markedly during his regime. formal action on its recommendations, used it for years 

themes, among them “the development of pure science And finally, he grew into an articulate.and intelligent thereafter as an important guide whenever the expansion 

and its assimilation by the college of liberal arts,” and the national spokesman for modern American higher educa- of campus facilities was under consideration.® 

rise of the studies of political economy, political science, tion and the roles it might play in society. The Architectural Commission consisted of three 

sociology, and history, which had had “a profound influ- President Van Hise also strove to accomplish the more members. The chairman was Warren P. Laird, professor 

ence upon governmental progress.” Similarly, the “Ger- subtle yet equally important nuances of the combination in charge, College of Architecture, University of Penn-
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sylvania. The second member was Professor of Archi- 

tecture at Pennsylvania, Paul Cret, who had distin- zy 

guished himself in the design of new facilities at his Lk gs 

home institution and elsewhere. The third member was | ie ‘ Te 
Arthur Peabody, state architect of Wisconsin. Through- ek ge : u a 
out the four years of its work, the commission frequently eine a a aS E “al 

reported its progress to the regents and remained in | | tk el MA ia} 1 
close and sympathetic contact with President Van Hise, pelea iy oe = Bie : ll 
whose influence in the preparation of the report was 4 ; < 

ubiquitous. oe oi Alm 
Near the beginning the report notes “the task set for a - eo] a % (/ we 

your Commission has been the production of an organic Be 2 ‘ 4 ce Aa eh as 
plan for the whole future development of the University us ar Sie = 4 pa | eae a8 et tied a bed | ona 

in which each newly added part would find its proper and a eS 
final place, securing its own greatest individual useful- Campus—Student YMCA and Armory, 1917 
ness while contributing to that of the whole . . . 

To accomplish this end, the commission began with a study v Awe TS UN leader LZ ne] aime 1 x Po <4 MS " UA 1] 
of underlying conditions, both of site and institution, of the a ee \IY) i , Shane BL AMT 1 a ri) A 7 
answer given by each department to a comprehensive me Ls A] SS <a Fale | | hex 7, WA 
inquiry as to its needs present and prospective, and of the é. : ; SD it. -_ Se | = 
policy and views of the administration. This was followed Ua) — L re 
. . . by conferences with the departments concerned and = sy! ha &é hy rd 
the unfailing aid and counsel of the President.9 _ 4. ~ “NR * 

Besides looking internally to the faculty for its views, J 2 Pose at wat angus “ = i ‘ 
the commission and Van Hise, so typically of University a Si ek Went eh Na . | 
of Wisconsin leaders, also looked externally for informa- ee cua fi S 4s Se 
tion and advice. By the fall of 1906 they had consulted ai ar amas aay 5 om a Dysart eo a , [ 

with appropriate authorities at Harvard, Yale, Cornell, ——— ya a LL Aa 7 Pe eG ieee Ya coat 
Wellesley, Columbia, Vassar, and Princeton. Years later, ‘nl Pana Pipes a pes we a Se oN cS 
when funding had finally been arranged for new men’s d Sion cnt i peas, r aia alll _ — i 
dormitories, planners followed the same pattern of seek- | id (ee P i we em. ee 
: : = —_ pane \ Baas y e a. ing advice. a 7 Pf t / ; baa ee. s 

The plan as submitted to the regents described six 7 4 SY fA y / "A \ ie, ~. = “a 
campus subunits: the approach, the liberal arts group, mf —_ at a — SO 
the pure science group, the applied science group, the a Pee aE ee a - 
group of agriculture, and the group for residence and a! sell Lia, mdi > 3 
athletics. The commission intended that these subunits 4 Oy ee bok). i oa NG 
would accomplish a number of community facilitating f ie , fa A 4 AD, jyallamatiiaaes 3.) Wine tS al ~ . 
objectives, among them: 4 ; Fe _ “ee <i BS Ny wok 

a proper relation of departmental groups to the whole sys- ° wf | s alee i a = ~ 
tem . . . a suitable inter-relation of the buildings of each VTE SS aber = 
departmental group . . . [and] a complete and well ordered Army trainee housing in Armory, 1917



system of thoroughfares by which all parts of the University Groups of suitable size could not have found space, for tion university. 

wil be knit together . . in a manner most likely to mini- women in the region of Chadbourne Hall or for men else- Finally, the commission characterized and justified the 

mize time and energy in travel to and from the University where within the University territory, without preempting specific design it had chosen for the new student 

and between its parts.1° ground more wisely assigned to purposes of instruction. facilities: 

: oo oo. The lake shore region is least well adapted to the latter, but 

In this way the combination university would find expres- its very isolation, great beauty of outlook and accessibility The house-unit conforms in each group to the principle 

sion in actual physical relations. from all parts of the institution give it nearly ideal qualities adopted by the administration after extended study of dor- 

Referring generally to its sixth subunit, the Architec- for the purpose. In shape and configuration also the ground mitory systems. This principle calls for the segregation of 

tural Commission departed radically from Bascom’s has lent itself happily to the purpose. The Women’s Group students into residential groups of about one hundred and 

point of view vis-a-vis student life by asserting, in har- lies nearest the Liberal Arts and Pure Sciences, its south- fifty each for men and a smaller number for women. The 

mony with President Van Hise, that “as the complete ern division lifted by the hill slope above that near the lake latter are provided with houses accommodating two units 

university must extend its care of the student over the shore, thus giving full view to both, while the Men’s Group, each, joined by a dining hall or commons, the former with 

whole range of his activities, bodily and social as well as nearest their athletic field, lies on the lower level with a long houses each reserved to its group, containing social rooms 

mental, there is provided another chief factor, that of lake frontage enjoyed by every house.1! a commons the — enclosing a base a 

Residence and Athletics.” The commission’s reasoning The new university dormitory system would, in other Goce ae oe lot men could be 

as to location follows: words, conform to and confirm the logic of the combina- : 
Aside from proximity to a men’s union, this plan, as 

concluding portions of this chapter demonstrate, was 

ai . remarkably prescient of the facilities as they finally came 

ee tet ccostata 
— i Earlier in its report the commission had discussed 

; eae > yaaa what it called “the Sub-Group for Women,” located near 
oe Chadbourne Hall. It was in this area, central to women’s 

: ™ life on campus, that the architects envisioned a “Wom- 

ol A i en’s Building,” boasting “a modern gymnasium complete 

2 ie wea 3 in all phases and with provision for lectures, concerts, 

fi ha rr : dances, banquets, receptions and private theatricals.” 

(dL s The commission also anticipated placing a women’s union 

L in the immediate area, one which would provide “for the 

a ae 4 oe a j women students a house exclusively devoted to their 

| Td 2 a A: Ye pet Wy TT ? ed 3 $d ae P social life . . . for many organization and common needs 

cs F b c MT jj ‘ oe ‘ a ‘ a 3 such as lunching facilities, society and class meeting 

Bil \ itt. ff i i bo aT rooms, the guest rooms for visiting women, etc., etc.”!8 

oi ™ meee || . 
\ \ a i, a / J New Facilities for University Women 

\W | . ‘ . These were the plans that President Van Hise and his 

| ‘ he ‘ | / Architectural Commission made for accommodating the 

£4 university's students. And to a remarkable extent, as we 

| shall see, they ultimately came to fruition. But in the 

} meantime, day-to-day life proceeded and brought with it 

the need to improvise. The first challenge was to 

Chadbourne Hall, third floor dining room, circa 1920 arrange for the Women’s Building described above. Pres- 

sures for this physical education unit had been mounting
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since the mid-1890s, when the men’s combination gym- future women’s building,” he wrote in June 1906, nue.” The regents empowered their Executive Commit- 

nasium and armory was completed. Throughout the next “besides containing an adequate gymnasium, should tee to call for construction bids.18 

decade this facility provided the male student population contain rooms for social purposes, and would thus be the Soon work was under way. In November 1908, Presi- 

with embarrassingly superior facilities compared to the social center for the young women of the University.”16 dent Van Hise summarized for the regents how the legis- 

women’s small and poorly equipped unit in Chad- By the end of January 1907, Laird wrote to Van Hise that lature had financed the facility in 1906-07 with the first 

bourne Hall. “as you know, I have had the advantage of Mr. Cret’s of four planned annual appropriations of $100,000 for 

Two general considerations help account for the deci- study in working over the preliminary plan for women’s “student buildings.” “Under this grant,” he explained, 
sion to move ahead with the Women’s Building before the dormitories, gymnasium and commons, thus bringing it “the women’s building, to serve as a women’s gymna- 

commission completed its plan. First, the Progressive into consonance with the larger plans for future Univer- sium, a union for the women, and as a supplementary 

reform movement of the day emphasized healthfulness sity development.” 1? Finally on December 12, 1907, the dining hall, is under construction . . 19 By 1910, when 

as a basic educational and social objective. The view regents accepted the recommendations of its Chad- Van Hise delivered his next biennial report to the 

evolved that a good university must provide good physi- bourne Hall Committee and the adviser to women by regents, he was pleased to observe that Lathrop Hall 

cal education facilities for all of its students and any insti- adopting plans for the “women's gymnasium,” to be (originally named Adams Hall by the board) had opened 

tution that did not should act with some urgency to rem- located “on University Avenue between Chadbourne early that academic year.2° “The building for the first 

edy the omission. Second, women could not use the Hall and the Chemistry Building, fifty feet from the Ave- time in the history of the University of Wisconsin fur- 

gymnasium and armory because such facilities had to be 
segregated by gender. We have seen that President Bas- 

com completed the coeducation process, but this did not ES re 

mean that he thought all students could or should share woe Reagent a na. Fits by Fae esa Se ene Bed 
all University resources. The dominant view of the day Ms arty ee Py aes Rng 1, Aah Sa peggy: IP — 

held that men and women at times deserved separate, ea aay | cae Pei, Fad TRS Eos 

albeit equal, programs and facilities. Thus in 1904 Acting F i ti en Pe" Se Sa ae rg 

President Birge reported that the legislature had pro- ' } fee a ri ic (aan fe “ 
vided for the “establishment and support for a course in & i = : / Pte Becky 8 Rt i 
home economics . . .” in 1903. This new program, fs |= { rT] a : 

according to the Board of Visitors report for 1902-03, 1 ee ; a ny . i 

would VG) ce: T _ ae a | 

bring women here for the practical training they must now Hig = : r c : : f i 

seek in neighboring states, and give them an equivalent for ha a a , come : . 

the work the University has so long emphasized for men. In : | — eS J 

this regard we feel that the University has taken a step A i See paar | "4 : 
needed to bring it in line with other state institutions, and in caiat Sl i ie 

the direct course demanded by the development of co- J TS eee a a ~ i 

As might have been expected, Chadbourne Hall housed ra = peo Ma ~S i hs 
the new program in its early years. ere *s pi ‘ “ : mere j 

President Van Hise and the regents began planning for eee 4 en 

the Women’s Building and the dormitories, commons, eH -s a ae 

and union simultaneously and prior to the naming of the gas Se ea ; fe, 
architectural commission. Earlier in 1906 the board had Ee wee Us eae i. ae 
engaged Warren Laird as a consulting architect at a fee = me ee ps - 4 
of $1,000.15 By this time, too, Van Hise had begun Bs SSE Re eS ama 

expanding his image of what the facility might do. “The Chadbourne main floor parlors, circa 1905
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Second, a university women’s housing organizational 

structure already existed and a second dormitory could 

be easily added. Rules, regulations, and procedures 

were in place, as was an adequate administrative appa- 

ratus. None of these existed for the men.?? 
In any event, the appropriation became available during 

ey a enetenss. Sar aiid 1911, and the president, consulting architects, and 

| cattle i i" 4 regents kept busy making arrangements. The primary 

: Lie | = I a < ry rm i debate with regard to Barnard Hall was choosing its loca- 
ao E in i” oo va uk ee fee rr Ke tion. Although Van Hise and the architects favored the 

—_— Lo ml Sh WA ia nai i : lakeside site described in the campus plan of 1908, the 
— : ee Eee Wan | regents found it unacceptable since only a single dormi- 

f = a ae tory was to be built at this time and the lakeside location 

5 id ie. would be extremely isolated. Regent (Mrs.) C. A. Buck- 

a ae - aie GE Ta staff, a leading member of the Committee on Future 
Lael aA me el . Constructional Development, argued for locations at the 
La ie ue psa foot of Park Street, either to the east or to the west. 

mn AE Gye ee ee f Be, a But the legislature disallowed the eastern site, and the 
ie ee c, ae sy aie si oe ie architects made a persuasive case that the western loca- 

iit ee. ee i, = ff a: tion would interfere with future University growth and 
Se ee bi Ses a would be too publicly located for the residents. Finally, 

Tripp and Adams Halls and Refectory, 1926 on July 11, 1911, as a compromise more than anything 

else, the regents voted that the new dormitory “building 

be placed between Chadbourne and Lathrop Halls.”23 

nishes the proper gymnasium facilities for the women. Lathrop halls, the legislature financed this building Construction of Barnard Hall proceeded from March 
. .. The far-reaching influence of this gymnasium upon through an appropriation. At present we have found no 1912 to June 1913. According to the report of State 
the general health and physical development of the record of discussions explaining why the women received Architect Arthur Peabody, “It consists of a central por- 

women cannot be estimated.” yet another facility while the men remained wanting. At tion, running north and south with wings extended east- 

The building also boasted an auditorium with a stage, rooms least two contributing nes ea apparent st; paelr waar eneleee aes ican ee aes 
for social purposes, for literary societies, and for other tal wishes Were influential. As President Van Hise wrote steps down to the lawn.” The cost was $123,500, and 
women's organizations. It is expected that as many as prac- to the regents in 1906, “the parents of the state are the total floor space 35,000 square feet. Of the 140 dor- 
ticable of the social affairs under the auspices of the young desirous of sending their daughters to quarters which mitory spaces, 133 were rented to students, with the 
women will be held in this building. Lathrop Hall also con- are under some university supervision. . . . This is not remainder set aside for the matron and other uses. 

tains a dining room and cafeteria. Thus this building fur- possible at the present time for more than a part of the 8 if 
nishes to the women students all the advantages of a club, young women, nor does it seem likely that it will become ~ frst floor ate the = mine —— 
and in addition to that makes it Possible to have the general possible until additional women’s dormitories are pro- ties che sing i connects d vodke Cental Kitchen 

ee much more satisfactory conditions than vided.” In 1905, a committee of the Board of Visitors which supplies also Chadbourne Hall and Lathrop Hall dining 
stated, “We feel that the state owes the protection and rooms. The interior is finished in a simple dignified manner, 

By 1910, while the men remained dispossessed in these advantages of a home to all young women who enter [the and is equipped with a passenger elevator.24 

regards, University of Wisconsin women had their own university’s] doors, and we recommend the erection at 

dormitory, union, and commons. once of cottages or dormitories, large enough and of suf- Without a doubt, this new residential facility far sur- 

Three years later, in 1913, the women had their sec- ficient number to house all the women connected with passed any other that university women had ever 

ond dormitory, Barnard Hall. As with Chadbourne and the University who now must live in boarding houses.” enjoyed.
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ee 

Administration of the women's facilities, including ne 7 7 E 

Chadbourne, Lathrop, and Barnard halls, became aS ies 2 eer . P 2 %, ‘ ‘I I ; 

increasingly structured and inclusive during the Van Hise , pe w bs See > : ae. 

presidency. Through 1905 the mistress of Chadbourne a Pa Phe >—3 S ier? « oy 

Hall seems to have had sole responsibility for life in that SS © . a Pash : Tish ii a a i. 

building. In 1906 Van Hise hired an “adviser of women,” hn. a eee OC ee sel L 

Mrs. Cora Stranahan Woodward of Brooklyn, New York. iv A Tig a . See Bhi 

“Upon her,” stated the president, “will rest the respon- 4 i oe ce : Se a § eo i | F Re ———— a be 

sibility of leadership in still further improving the social es 5 s ike A. i a = a “ ; oe oe ee 

conditions of the young women of the University.” Mrs. Yaa i |, i Bese 7% ae | f - a te : 

Lois Kimball Mathews, dean of women, replaced Mrs. 2 0 Pe ae oe | Bae y p “e = 

Woodward in 1911, and retained her post until 1918. By a. ee Ze 3 Ey aE, 

1914, Dean Mathews could report, “The care of this A ee qe t! yw 8. ee aS : et 

whole body of young women falls upon this office,” which is Pt te a eae Sk eat an fal 

then included the dean of women, the mistress of Chad- F a8 = ; eS ee — we Re Ne P aL St A EL 
bourne Hall, the mistress of Barnard Hall, one full-time a EIT eS ken eee | 

assistant, one-half time assistant, and a secretary. In i BS a 2 : Q eke ey 

1917 University Business Manager H. J. Thorkelson ee = a ee Aber ae 

submitted to the regents his “Memorandum Regarding Lene Pamir oe ne oem ieee 

Dormitories and Commons,” covering the previous dec- Barnard Hall, circa 1920 

ade. For the years through 1910-1911, Thorkelson dis- 

covered “a serious financial loss amounting in round ee a = 

numbers to $29,000.” No accounts were kept but from eae. 
ss - 

that time forward, results of a new recording system for is ep ne = Sa ; 

Barnard Dormitory, Chadbourne Dormitory, and Com- A ny Yada a 6 9 
missary Department improved annually. University x} ‘ENA cc 

authorities would later reshape and extend this structure Ht ie PN eA 

into a modern and efficient unit responsible for the ve “f i fh 4 aa pee 

administration of all campus residence hall and commons yy } y ip i i ty 
facilities. 25 y \\ an e ery a) a = 

i eG 4 : ll aa 
i ‘a ia) — 

Struggle and Failure I “a fy aay i 

While the women’s facilities had been built and were fi bs #.. i i a / 

operating, the funding of men’s dormitories through leg- 7 | ne fi " p 
islative appropriations remained a fond but elusive dream i | f er 3 = — 

of their advocates. As early as his inaugural address, t ee a a, ' 
President Van Hise had speculated that, in light of other b eo i i : ane 

“necessarily very large demands upon the state,” per- i e “4 PEP ere 
haps the burden would have to be borne by wealthy —— pCR 
alumni. “In no way can a man leave a more appropriate ai as 

and permanent monument for himself than by building a ai iis ns 5 
hall of residence, a commons, or a union.” Van Hise did Barnard Hall small parlor, circa 1920
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not give up on the state government, however. Each year of the state,” and cancelled the appropriation.27 Biennial Estimates for 1921-22 an item for Dormitories 

he offered his plea, and as we have seen, he announced With the advent of World War I, the University entered for Men and Women to accommodate 150 men and 150 
that in 1906-07 the legislature was planning a series of wholeheartedly into the war effort, opening the women’s women.” A crunch for housing was on, and Dean of 
four $100,000 appropriations. The first fifty or sixty per- facilities to the Student Army Training Corps and post- Women Nardin had argued in her “Confidential Report 

cent was to pay for Lathrop Hall, and the remainder was poning plans for further expansion. As Business Man- upon a Survey of the Housing of Women Students in the 

to go for a men's dormitory, but the legislature never ager Thorkelson wrote to state Senator Whitman, “I City of Madison” that “no more houses are available.” 

appropriated the rest. Then in 1914 the president pro- wish to suggest that the Capital items originally As during the Van Hise regime, however, legislative 

claimed in his biennial report that the legislature had requested by the University authorities be modified as appropriations for additional campus residential facilities 

finally set aside $300,000 for a men’s dormitory, com- follows: (1) The elimination of the request of $240,000 were not forthcoming. Before long the housing shortage 

mons, and union, including $50,000 for equipment. The for Men's Dormitories or Union. . . ” Thorkelson con- subsided, largely due to the sustained efforts of the dean 

money would become available in March of 1915, and tinued, “In making this proposal, which has the approval of women, and the regents narrowed their attention 

occupancy was expected for the autumn of 1916.26 of President C. R. Van Hise, we are sacrificing many almost entirely to providing accommodations for 

This good news from the legislature set off a flurry of items of expenditure absolutely necessary to the contin- the men.?9 

planning activity on campus among regents, students, uance of the University at its present standard of The regents now began to look seriously into alterna- 

and staff. Heady with optimism, the Board of Regents effectiveness.”28 tive methods of financing. One method, first proposed 

voted on October 8, 1913 to “adopt for the Men's Dor- as early as 1905 by the Board of Visitors, was for the 

mitory the location originally designated by the Architec- University to lease land to private builders, who would 

tural Commission of 1908, and that the first structure to Funding, Building, and Organizing for then construct dormitories and rent them back to the 
be erected be the most easterly.” Also in 1913 the Stu- the Men institution. A second method was to raise money with a 

dent Conference issued its “Report of the Committee fund drive. So, for a time in 1919 the regents worked 
on Dormitories.” “This committee,” which had worked President Van Hise died on November 19, 1918, and with a committee of alumni, faculty, and students to 
with representatives of the junior and senior classes, the regents appointed the dean of the College of Letters secure funds through the sale of stocks for dormitories 

“has become convinced of the necessity of a system of and Science, E. A. Birge, his successor on December and a student union. In March of 1922 the Visitors resur- 

dormitories for men that shall provide convenient and 4, 1918. Six months later the war ended, and the new rected their earlier proposed method, this time before a 

comfortable living conditions, in one center of student president, again viewing himself as a caretaker, faced very receptive Board of Regents, which instructed Act- 
life at a reasonable price, under University control.” monumental and unprecedented problems. The Univer- ing Business Manager J. D. Phillips to consult with the 
Three reasons justified this conclusion: the high cost of sity was in disarray after Van Hise’s sudden death; an state attorney general as to possible legal problems. 
living in town, the lack of “close, personal contact with unusually conservative state legislature was generally Unfortunately the attorney general determined, in Phil- 
other students and. . . Faculty,” and “democracy within unsympathetic, if not hostile, to the institution; and the lips's words, that “Legislation which now exists does not 

the university is not fostered by the present social condi- campus was flooded with returning veterans, actual make it possible to build dormitories on state property 
tions.” The report ended by affirming the regents’ deci- enrollments exceeding estimates by thousands. Yet by with private capital.” Yet, according to Deputy Attorney 
sion to locate the dormitory at the lakeshore. Next came the time the Glenn Frank administration, (beginning in General Hoyt, there were certain constitutional avenues 

a plan prepared by Arthur Peabody and submitted to the 1925) was barely one year old, much progress had been the legislature could follow to allow such an effort.3° 

regents by the acting business manager that would pro- made. A fresh and workable method for raising construc- Mr. Phillips pursued the matter for the next eight 

vide “economical but ample provision for men in single tion funding had emerged; a faculty committee had months, corresponding with officials of the Common- 

rooms.” Finally, early in 1915 a distinguished committee immersed itself in planning for the new facilities; and a wealth Mortgage and Bond Company of Madison, the 

of Dean Charles S. Slichter (Graduate School), Dean modern, fully comprehensive, and efficient management Executive Committee of the University of Michigan Dor- 

Frederick E. Turneaure (Engineering), and Professor system stood in place. President Van Hise’s combination mitories Corporation, Gay Brothers of Madison, and the 

John G. Mack (Engineering) produced a plan “based on university ideal had finally reached fruition. Wisconsin Attorney General’s Office, while keeping the 

furnishing lodging and board at the lowest possible cost.” During the first few years following the war, regent regents informed along the way.3! Meanwhile, Arthur 

Unfortunately before the regents could take further discussions favored the building of new dormitories for Peabody prepared a report on the “General Problem of 

action, the legislature again changed its mind, due, in both men and women. On October 20, 1920, the board Dormitories,” which outlined the next possible actions 

Van Hise’s words, to “the alleged hard times and poverty voted to have the business manager “include in the the board might take.3? The regents held an evening
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the architects prepared drawings and plans, and a faculty 5 

committee, appointed by President Birge in August of 

Ba 1924, studied and reported to the board on “the devel- 

a a ; opment of social life of the University, particularly with 

ah ee 4 relation to the architectural plans for the Memorial Union ( 

oe a Building and dormitories.” +} 

. a ty 4 The faculty committee (commonly known and hereaf- 

bl — ter referred to as the Dormitory Committee) construed ie tn 

; Ry =m its charge in the broadest of senses. Its members, after ' " a 

— ‘ . ay 1] all, were highly respected senior professors from across 

; _ the campus, originally including Max Mason (mathemati- re 

2 : cian and future president of the University of Chicago), 7 a 

4 -. ¥ Harold C. Bradley (physiological chemist), Otto Kowalke i a 

s ’ fe (chemical engineer), and Charles S. Slichter (mathemati- d 

) cian and dean of the Graduate School). Dean of Men ' 7 

; Scott Goodnight began serving on the committee during . 
its earliest days. Working with the staffing assistance of ii "i 

John Dollard, secretary of the Wisconsin Union, during foe 

a the ensuing semester the group studied the national dor- Fe me a 

. o mitory situation, debated possibilities for Wisconsin, and ‘ — a 

finally offered its “Report to the Regents by the Faculty oe Emon 

Dean Scott H. Goodnight Committee on Constructional Features of Dormitories Professor Harold C. Bradley 

etc.” on January 21, 1925.36 

In anticipation of this report, the committee sent Dol- 

meeting on the subject on Tuesday, December 5, 1922, lard on a twenty-three-day trip to twelve leading North tion of dormitory men outside the class room, and help to 

and one week later received from Regent Walter J. American institutions of higher education. Dollard visited develop a vigorous and healthy morale.37 

Kohler a “General Plan (which includes Legislation and Northwestern University, University of Michigan, Uni- 

Financing),” prepared by a Committee on Dormitories versity of Toronto, Dartmouth College, Massachusetts The second conclusion is nothing less than a restate- 

whose members included President Birge; Regents Institute of Technology, Cornell University, University of ment of the collegiate ideal, modified for modern times 

Kronshage, Seaman, and Kohler; J. D. Phillips; with Chicago, Harvard University, Yale University, Columbia at a state university. Dollard then considered the follow- 

Regents Horlick, Fast, and Eimon also participating. University, Princeton University, and the University of ing categories: freshman dormitories, type of dormitory, 

Finally, the next October, President Birge reported to Pennsylvania. Dollard’s “Report to the ‘Faculty Commit- size of rooms, types of supervision, rules, financing and 

the regents that the legislature, thanks to the timely and tee on the Social Needs of Wisconsin Undergraduates’ ” cost, fraternities and dormitories in the same architec- 

effective efforts of Regent Theodore Kronshage, had and “Data on Dormitories in Schools Visited” covered tural unit, freshman commons, single and double rooms, 

authorized the board “to build dormitories from surplus all aspects of the problem. He offered two general con- library and common room, breakage and roughhousing, 

in revolving funds, etc.” Kronshage, an alumnus, attor- clusions: first, at the minimum, dormitories “should freshman pledging, athletic and intramural sports, and 

ney, and public servant, was active behind the scenes make student living conditions less costly, more com- general interest. The report was truly comprehensive in 

and his general support for the development of men’s fortable, more thoroughly decent . . .”; scope and based solidly and substantially upon the best 

residence halls was apparently of inestimable value.3+ working examples available. 

The primary legal barrier had been overcome. and second, as a maximum contribution dormitories may The Dormitory Committee relied heavily upon Dol- 
Planning for the new men’s facilities now proceeded on encourage undergraduate leadership . . . lessen social dis- lard’s work, but the members also discussed the dormi- 

three interrelated fronts. The regents’ Constructional tinctions in student society, encourage general participation tories extensively with faculty colleagues, and consulted 

Development Committee oversaw the general process, in athletic sports, provide a means for intellectual stimula- with architect Arthur Peabody—a process that perfectly
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embodied President Van Hise’s shared governance ideal. The two-part recommendation on “supervision of dor- manager, secretary, and comptroller. In essence this 

In the introductory remarks of their report, the commit- mitories” deserves special attention. The committee felt maneuver allowed the regents, through a legally distinct 

tee stated: “. . . the material available in Madison was that discipline should take the form of “home rule,” corporation under their direct control, to overcome 

studied and the secretary of the committee was sent on organized around a committee of residents elected by dependence upon state appropriations by placing them- 

a trip to twelve universities to gather data. On the basis their peers. More importantly, perhaps, they also selves in debt to finance the men’s dormitories. Techni- 

of the information so obtained, of study of conditions at asserted cally, the regents would lease the tract of land proposed 

Wisconsin, and of the advice of a considerable group of ihe dsirahilty of havibw aa older man zedident'n each wi: in the architectural plan of 1908 to the corporation for 

the faculty, recommendations were made to the architect This man might be called a dormitory “leader” with such fifty years, rent-free. Then they would lease back the 

during the preparation of his sketches.”** When the time functions as the name would suggest. His influence for lead- completed buildings from the corporation, with rental 
finally came to make recommendations, both the board ership should not be lessened by imposing on him discipli- payments approximately equal to interest and principal 

and the committee could be confident that the proposed nary responsibility. He would be expected to help educate charges. The corporation would obtain the necessary 

measures enjoyed substantial backing throughout the the younger men by example, by friendly counsel, and by $970,000 for the construction of and equipment for two 

university community. his sympathetic interest in them. The committee has sug- quadrangles and a refectory through a first mortgage 
The report contains eight substantive recommenda- gested that he be provided with a suite of two rooms, one with the state Soldiers’ Rehabilitation Fund, and a sec- 

tions, most of which eventually were followed. The com- of them a sitting room in which he can meet and talk with ond mortgage bond from the regents. The completed 
mittee first advocated “the quadrangle type of construc- the men in the dormitories. facilities would be ready for occupancy at the opening of 
tion,” desirable both for architectural concerns and for This proposal constitutes the foundation for what would the fall semester in September of 1926.4° 

“the social unity which common life around a common later become known as the House Fellow System, a dis- As the opening day approached, members of the Dor- 

center would promote.” Similarly, they preferred the cussion of which appears in Chapter 3. mitory Committee refined their thinking on the propor- 

“entry type” over the corridor style to protect health Taken in sum, the eight recommendations loyally tions of students by classes that should reside in the dor- 
“and for social reasons, in that a small group of thirty reflected Van Hise’s combination university ideal. As mitories. They finally recommended to the regents that 
men can more easily become a compact social unit John Dollard wrote in the minutes of the committee for each thirty-two-man unit accommodate two seniors, four 

through friendly activity and close contact.” About thirty April 2, 1926, juniors, six sophomores, and twenty freshmen. As the 

men would make up a unit, “one which would merge sat- . . . minutes of their deliberations put it, “It was felt that the 

isfactorily into the larger group of eight units which make Chairman. Bradley took up the: important bustness;of the twelve men above freshman rank would leaven the lump 

up the whole dormitory.” Each unit should contain a meeting by sltetching to the:students preseltt Hhescoureesot of green freshmen coming into the dormitories and 
‘i i : the dormitory development to date, showing it to be a need- : . : : . 
common room.” “It was felt that the inclusion of such a ful feature of the university envisioned by Dr. Van Hise, and would establish a basis for friendly leadership and guid- 

room as the natural meeting place and playing place for which came to a proper realization when this Committee ance of the new men.”4! 
the men would make life in the dormitories more desir- was appointed by Dr. Birge with Max Mason as its chair- At the same meeting, in response to the request of 

able and would promote a unity in this group which man,39 recently appointed President Glenn Frank, the commit- 
would simplify all problems in connection with dormitory tee also agreed upon a policy concerning “the nature and 
administration.” Single rooms were preferable, although extent of the supervision of the dormitories them- 
about one quarter of the accommodations might consist cae. selves.” John Dollard, who prepared the minutes of the 
of two-room suites. Regarding who should live in the The Spirit Lived On meeting, records that President Frank “commented on 

dormitories, the committee favored required freshman During this period of research and planning by the the special function of advisers as that of promoting 
residence as soon as adequate accommodations came Dormitory Committee, the regents were busy as well. community life and spirit . . . and offered further that 
available. Freshmen, after all, “are most in need of the Possessing legislative approval and architectural plans, the special function of the adviser was one of informal 
influences which right leadership and good living condi- on June 30, 1925, their agents filed articles of organiza- leadership. . . .” Mr. Phillips wondered about a possible 
tions could bring to bear on them.” Concerning the gen- tion for the non-stock and non-profit-sharing Wisconsin conflict between “business and social leadership . . . 

eral architectural style, “the committee felt that the dor- University Building Corporation with the assistant secre- and spoke of the experience in the girls’ halls where it 
mitories should . . . be of a varied and non-institutional tary of state in Madison. Officers, members, and direc- became necessary for the so-called ‘hostess’ to be 
character and so recommended to the state architect.” tors of the corporation were the university business under the department of Halls and Commons.” (See
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Chapter 3 for discussions of the unanticipated problems 1918, and later, between 1922 and 1924, he found I cannot overestimate the value to be derived from a com- 

occasioned by this administrative change. Initially, con- employment as an accountant and then assistant to the prehensive cost accounting system. The extra expenditure 

flicts developed between the dean of women's office and manager of the University Business Office. As Halver- for a competent accountant and the added duties in the vari- 

the department of Halls and Commons.) Further discus- son wrote in 1927, “It was during this period that much ous departments are more than made up for in the valuable 
. : : a information given the director. In fact I would not care to 

sion produced a consensus that residents should set and of the plan for food cost accounting was worked out; in supervise a dapartsnnat witout @ completa’ coat ayaten, 

administer their own rules, “with the exception of cer- this work I had an active part.”48 . 

tain fundamentals as to drinking, women and gambling On December 29, 1922, Acting Business Manager J. Halverson concluded his observations by placing his 
. . and that disciplinary officers of the university should D. Phillips submitted to the regents a “Report on the work in a larger context: “We aim to have in the opera- 

step in only in case of an offence committed against the Cost Accounting System being installed in the University tion of our dormitories and commons the best business 

university body politic, its good name or reputation.” Department of Halls and Commons.” The system was methods available, never as an end in themselves, but as 

The Dormitory Committee also agreed that “young important because it finally made rational, and reasona- the means of making our department achieve its greatest 

faculty men, university staff men, graduate students, bly predictable, the activity of a unit that operated measure of usefulness.” 44 

and possibly . . . a few prominent seniors” would be entirely upon the income it generated. As Donald Finally, on February 4, 1926, Halverson transmitted to 

considered for the post of adviser or counselor. Profes- Halverson approvingly wrote of the system in his “Man- Phillips a “graphic chart” showing the proposed organi- 

sor Kowalke argued that no candidate should be hired agement of Dormitories & Commons,” dated May 1925, zation of the department after the opening of the men’s 

who had not spent at least two years at the University, 

“his idea being that such men could not properly com- 

municate to the younger students the spirit of Wiscon- "i — ad ee Te ae By, 

sin.” The group then designated a Personnel Committee P % lee . is y «<i % 

consisting of Deans Slichter and Goodnight and Profes- ae a Org’ 7 

sor Bradley, with staff assistance from the director of ee a. br 

Dormitories and Commons, Donald Halverson, to r gt ‘ i ‘ eer a id y 
receive applications and make selections. In the process ee tS: Setegp te — 
of its deliberations this committee would evaluate over ; 4s : y j 
seventy-five applicants for sixteen vacancies. oe PA. un ta 

Finally, to round out preparations for the opening of ee “ es os , : a SF. 

the first men’s dormitories on campus in forty years, the " Moe qe ge i a atin 
department of Halls and Commons, the agency responsi- oa as re fer il . aeuanited 
ble for the day-to-day operations of the new facilities, ' L ; . en at a a ieee) 

completed its transition into a fully functioning adminis- | 5} at > ae nek Die —— i 
trative subunit of the University Business Office. Donald ars @ age. a pr on ee yr 
Halverson, while effectively functioning as director of S fl ey. Per or 
Halls and Commons on February 1, was formally - ab et ae eee i. | 
appointed to the post of acting director at the Board of j i " he. i: Mee We a 
Regents’ meeting on March 5, 1924. Sometime later the 4: Ser - . ty it << ; 

regents transferred his appointment to permanent q 7 n a - aa “hed ius, 
status.42 Lc , i nates = B seg Pr 

Earlier, as we have seen, a succession of women had ; : Ear egy x me oe) ; 
occupied the office, which administered Chadbourne, 7 y Ma Nadaes oer 7 5 PR ee Fares 
Lathrop, and Barnard halls. Unlike his predecessors, ¢ —_ aa a a: Evite Oh 
Halverson’s orientation was heavily toward the dollars- me  : P ‘Vk. 2 
and-cents side of the job. He organized and ran the . —— ae lie 
French House when he arrived at the University in Tripp and Adams Halls, Refectory, and Soils Building, circa 1930
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heen a ees a ae aa dormitories. The new arrangement would require a 
i 5 a Sil! one aes ee : eae a is Ne ee Aa budget increase from $20,790 per year to about 

) celia : $29,800, but the work load would grow even more. The 

a ’ staff, which only a few years earlier had consisted of a 

_s 5 ai mere handful of people, now would number fifteen: 
re Bai e Ma Tie : director, assistant director, accountant, dietitian, assis- 
ree ee See ._ lM eet tant to director, housekeeper, assistant accountant, Loe we Le J <3 S ees . 

a an ee 2 ee bookkeeper, head chef, storekeeper and buyer, superin- 

et E E —— oe / > ae Wetter tendent of men, clerical helper, hostess of Chadbourne 
5 ‘ a ee ie a Pe i Pe 5 E z Et . ce 4 i i wg aE. ae Hall, hostess of Barnard Hall, and head proctor.45 The 
Be re es ren ae a ce re) 7. Bee 4 main lines of planning for opening day were now com- 

p f fea Bw i eo ae + % Er i ee plete. Tripp and Adams halls opened, as planned, for the 
Se ¢ Fes eae uf ae deeds 24 fall semester of 1926. 
en , 6 a aS iia ew ¢ wate 4 

ot NS aR kane = 12 i cA er ra eine ee a ae Fen 
ee eis sre i = Jet eS ee ees ENDNOTES 

Adams Hall, circa 1932 
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nN 

he years from 1925 through 1940 formed a and appreciation of the myriad traditions, details, and 

| period of unprecedented institutional com- S aadd problems that made up this dynamic and diverse institu- 

| plexity and dispersion of power at the Uni- wy tion. But with a few notable exceptions, such as his first- 

2 versity of Wisconsin. The regents set the rate appointments to vacant law and agriculture dean- 

ball rolling in 1925 by replacing scientist and traditionalist ships, the president acquitted himself poorly. He simply 

caretaker president Edward A. Birge with booster and was too busy with his outside writing and traveling 

journalist Glenn Frank, thirty-seven years old, one-time schedules to carry his administrative burden as some 

protégé of Billy Sunday, and most recently editor of the . thought he should. When he spoke, he spoke well, but 

New York-based Century Magazine. While Birge had his listeners often felt he had little of substance to 

spent decades at the University, ingesting and cultivating impart. 

the principles of open-handed collegiality and respect for es At least one crucial, albeit unanticipated, benefit did 

faculty prerogatives and responsibilities, Glenn Frank accrue from Mr. Frank’s style in office. Early on, great 

strode into the president’s office as a greenhorn, with chunks of power and influence began to disperse away 

his gaze focused well beyond the local Madison land- from the central administration and move toward the var- 

scape, toward the national political and social horizon. fe ious schools and colleges. Simultaneously, curbing what 
Especially to enthusiastic LaFollette Progressives who might otherwise have evolved into an oligarchy of deans, 

were then in power, the new president appeared to be a the faculty began to band together in a new way. Numer- 

man of vision and style, a leader destined to revitalize A ous faculty committees, the practice of collaborative 

the institution's outward-looking spirit and commitment. research across campus units, and the informal faculty 

infrastructure, centering around the University Club and 

. a plethora of dining clubs, experienced an invigoration 

Problems and Solutions, 1925-1940 Governor Philip F. LaFollette unprecedented in the institution’s history. A full-blown, 
President Frank’s career at Wisconsin waxed and fully functioning community of scholars emerged to help 

waned according to his relationships with his various . , . fill the void in leadership. 
constituencies. From the political point of view at the tincommitied and sloppy university adininistratoy, the President Frank's failure to concentrate fully on cam- 
state level, for example, the president’s unexpected general public and the student body perceived him as a pus matters carried less vital although equally important 

refusal to back partisan agendas, combined with his striking personality. Frank maintained a coast-to-coast implications for on-campus housing, an enterprise 

repeated failure to prepare adequately for legislative and teadership of his syndicated newspaper column, he responsible for serving the educational and social, as 
associated hearings finally rendered him persona non spoke eloquently and long, and, by implication, he well as the residential needs of its charges. Before the 
grata among his former supporters. Perhaps it was true asserted the pride of Wisconsin upon the broad Ameri- men’s facilities opened, responsibilities were fairly well, 

that no chief executive officer, no matter how attentive can scene. Doing what he did best, Glenn Frank continu- although not perfectly, delineated. The Dormitory Com- 
and well-informed, could have withstood the enormous ally pleased these audiences and enjoyed local support. mittee provided faculty involvement in planning the new 

challenges of the Great Depression and emerged The day the regents dismissed him in 1937, the students buildings, setting basic educational policy, and selecting 

unscathed, But by the time the LaFollettes engineered protested vehemently at the state capitol; three years the all-important student “advisers.” Donald Halverson's 

Frank’s ouster in early 1937, the situation had deteriora- later, but for his untimely death during a campaign trip, department of Dormitories and Commons, located 

ted beyond any possibility of rational discourse. While Wisconsin Republicans seemed ready to designate Glenn within the University Business Office, looked after finan- 
the politicos tried to deal with what they viewed as an Frank their candidate for the United States Senate. cial and administrative matters for the new units, as well 

The faculty occupied a third position vis-a-vis Presi- as for Chadbourne, Barnard, and Lathrop halls. The 

dent Frank. They generally expected him to provide dean of women, meanwhile, supervised most aspects of 

ee strong and thoughtful leadership within a governance the educational and social lives of female campus 
Tripp and Adams Halls, and Picnic Point structure respectful of professorial rights and duties. To residents. 

many of them, to administer the University effectively, As time passed, and President Frank allowed matters 

as had the great Van Hise, required full-time attention to to drift, lines of authority blurred. The Dormitory Com-
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replace Glenn Frank. Dykstra immediately set about the Tripp and Adams quadrangles each maintained a gate- 

task of recapturing the presidency. As far as university house, where an attendant furnished information, dis- 

housing was concerned, the new chief executive took lit- tributed mail, and operated the all-important telephone 

tle direct action. Nevertheless, a spirit of reinvigoration, switchboard. The Van Hise Refectory boasted several 

rooted significantly in improving economic conditions, dining rooms attached to a large and modern kitchen.” 

4 infused the institution, and the regents quickly ended the From the educational point of view, the design of the 

. TA or decade-long hiatus in the expansion of on-campus hous- buildings was important, but not as crucial as the 

‘4 ing facilities. Within three years of arriving at Wisconsin, arrangements developed by the Dormitory Committee 

; e- President Dykstra saw residential accommodations for for governance and supervision. In the first place, all 500 

: mn both women and men more than double in capacity. By residents reportedly met during their first week on cam- 

" be 1940 the Van Hise ideal for on-campus living, as first pus in the auditorium of Agriculture Hall to form their 

a > partially embodied in Tripp and Adams halls, was no Men's Dormitory Association, loosely patterned upon 

longer a goal but a reality, functioning in modified and the long-standing Women's Self-Government Association 

diverse form. The faculty continued to assert its opin- and adhering to the April 1926 recommendation of the 

ions through the Dormitory Committee, and Donald Dormitory Committee (discussed in Chapter 2). As the 

Halverson’s recently renamed Division of Residence Daily Cardinal put it in late September, “The body of 

Halls had settled into a satisfactory, if not amicable, men will be practically self-governing . . . and the presi- 
working relationship with the dean of women. In sum, dent and council members who were elected in sectional 
university housing had passed through a trying and excit- meetings . . . will have virtual control of the dormito- 

ing period of upheaval and coalescence during the pre- ries.” To assure faithfulness to the spirit of the enter- 

vious fifteen years. prise, the association, one month later, submitted its 

Président Clein Frank draft constitution to the Dormitory Committee for 

. . approval, which followed within one week. As finally con- 

The Van Hise Units stituted, the association governed in all matters relating 

mittee, established as a planning group, continued to The new men’s dormitories opened as scheduled for to social, recreational, and athletic activities of the sev- 

function on an ad hoc basis as the educational arbiter for the fall semester of 1926, the Wisconsin Alumni maga- eral subunits or houses of the halls, which included sub- 

the men, although professional administrators increas- zine apocryphally proclaiming the event ‘a fifty-year-old scribing to magazines and newspapers, financing a pier, 

ingly predominated, both in number and in influence, dream come true.” More realistically, of course, the and operating a lending library that maintained a “sym- 
over the remaining and aging professors.! Simultane- three-building complex represented the fruition of Presi- phonic phonograph collection,” all to be paid for through 
ously, Donald Halverson’s ascension to full membership dent Van Hise’s ideal as expressed in his inaugural fees and special fund-raising events. * So far, so good. 

on the committee led to enhanced power for him and his address of 1904. And thus it was fitting that the regents As Chapter 2 has illustrated, the Dormitory Commit- 
department. Regarding female campus residents, named the refectory, and thereby the entire set of struc- tee envisioned a cadre of relatively mature student advis- 

Halverson’s efforts to encompass all housing and dining tures, after the late president. The dormitory buildings ers to function as the central feature of the educational 

facilities consistently within his purview resulted in con- were named Adams Hall, for the earlier university presi- program in the dormitories. The setup early became 
tinuing tensions with the dean of women’s office, which dent, and Tripp Hall, for a deceased Wisconsin alumnus known as the house fellow system, aptly referring in the 
had traditionally been responsible for the social life of and financial benefactor. As the university bulletin for one direction to the thirty-man subunits or “houses” 
university women, including those living in dormitories. 1926-27 announced to prospective residents, within the halls, and in the other direction to the instruc- 
Meanwhile the two women's and two men’s facilities . . tional responsibilities frequently associated with aca- 

hp nog pons na, ganda MT cmd rate “ews” Exc) wit Wns 
feeding and educating an ever-growing cadre of Univer- each of which is divided into sections accommodating about coined the name is unknown, although Charles 8. Stich: 

sity of Wisconsin students. thirty men. Thus each section is virtually an independent ter, dean of the Graduate School, long-time advocate 7 
In early 1937 the regents selected Clarence A. Dyk- unit with its own entrance, social rooms, and toilet and men's residence halls, and a prominent early Dormitory 

stra, political scientist and city manager of Cincinnati, to shower facilities. Committee member seems the most likely candidate.
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More than any of his colleagues on the committee, Slich- upon how far either the association or the fellows, func- wrote directly to President Frank about his displeasure 

ter would naturally have thought in terms of “fellows” as tioning at their very best, could progress toward defining with a system he said failed to prepare him to introduce 

appropriate to accomplishing the long-anticipated educa- the character of the typical resident’s stay at the Univer- residents “to the more intangible spirit of study and 

tional mission of the new dormitories.4 Whatever the sity. Furthermore, neither agency actually performed intellectual interests,” while saddling him with colleagues 

case, nearly a score of handpicked house fellows, most fully as intended, and to that extent the stated purposes having “no real interest in intellectual affairs.” By Janu- 

of them graduate, medical, or law students, were on of the dormitories were thwarted. ary 1929 a committee of fellows concluded that “the 

hand during September 1926 to meet and greet the first Two problems, both referring at least partially to the exact duties of the Fellow have never been specifically 

500 residents of the Van Hise units. On the face of it, Glenn Frank administration, presented themselves as defined. They have been left to us to determine with 

then, the Men’s Dormitory Association and the house especially troublesome to the authorities, if not to the experience. Now that the dormitories are two and a half 

fellow system at Tripp and Adams Halls provided for stu- paying residents, many of whom may have been amused years old, perhaps we can begin to define what the Fel- 

dent self-governance within an explicitly educational con- by the upheaval they witnessed. The first difficulty lows’ duties have come to be. . . .” Yet two years later, 

text. involved confusion among the fellows as to the nature of following his dismissal for hitting an unruly resident, ex- 

Detailed evaluations as to the early success or failure their responsibilities and wisdom of their organizational fellow T. G. Schirmeyer complained, among other 

of the dormitories to meet President Van Hise’s idealized superiors. In February 1927, for example, house fellow things, that Director Halverson promulgated “weak 

expectations of them would be foolish. Yet the day-to- C. W. Thomas thought so little of both the Dormitory administrative policy” that failed to adequately protect 

day grind of schoolwork and the tendency of students to Committee (the agency that selected him) and Director fellows from unruly residents.> 

seek diversions must quickly have set powerful limits Halverson (the official who supervised him) that he The second problem concerned Alexander Meikle- 

john's Experimental College, which appropriated half of 

Adams Hall for its use from the fall of 1927 through the 

= — a = ~ : ee spring of 1932. During the 1926-27 academic year, the 

SE OS. Sieger Re OR , TT Ne: VL 4 letters and science faculty had approved the controver- 
Ha a ha ee ee ‘ RX od S Mw ; x F \ Re eas a & Ay sial program primarily as a courtesy to recently arrived 

Be a Es Boy Sing Odea a oie WB aga, PVs eh eds pee President Frank, who had taken a serious personal inter- 

ema” “gaye Ors ha ane A en 9 PW fs ste est in Meiklejohn and his ideas while serving at Century 
ca Ne ee <= te, sa Sy Kier cig Rh By Magazine. The debate continues as to the strengths and 

as ‘ee ¢ , orf et es 1% eed aa te penny weaknesses of the Experimental College, but one thing 

fi ae ae LO ree) Wg ae rE is clear: This nontraditional, inquiry-oriented experiment 

H Ge Sd tia ra hi vA R Bae ans en, : in bashing social convention in undergraduate liberal edu- 

Siete EM t f ma "7 Pie ah cation disrupted life mightily at the Van Hise units. While 

Ree PR } in ; ‘ ae re Donald Halverson fumed, the Men's Dormitory Associa- 

ae ‘ + 4 ition ee | RC thst tion and the fellows assigned to the traditional houses 

"womans | —_ ee 1 : a | attempted to keep order in the face of daily challenges 
i : { ca. \ ¥ to their legitimacy.6 

cae ie mi ii ‘\ The fellows were unsure about their general objectives 

} I ‘ ee. i ' \ i ~ and particular duties, the Dormitory Committee and 

a} ts | Ne 4 bY j Ky aa wn ql Director Halverson failed to act decisively to clarify their 

ES i A : { Se me! ) satel pid respective responsibilities and obligations, and the Men's 

ee oss i oh] Re te a Dormitory Association and the house fellows faced hard 
—_ : meinen ale — | era times in contending with disruptions from the Experi- 

s : fg ea rest nih te San aes SN | mental College. The fact remains, however, that the Van 
agian “ Hise units opened on schedule and consistently served a 

th full complement of university men throughout the 
Van Hise Hall (formerly Refectory and later, Carson Gulley Commons), circa 1960 late 1920s.
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Problems and Possibilities eer 
—— ‘ St lll ec SY ie Bi i 

The character of the University housing scene evolved a a a — ~  ¥—_— > — | Cc 

steadily during the pre-Depression era Frank adminis- ae 1 , Tg fi J 

tration. On the one hand, Dormitories and Commons ie S14 \ 
Director Halverson struggled to overcome what he con- - 2 , f iia " 
ceived as roadblocks to the full exercise of his responsi- . ss ; 

bilities, but he received little assistance from any central- Pn 

ized authority to reduce the continuing tensions. On the ry - : 7 4 i 

other hand, general satisfaction with the Van Hise units % - , Bis — “ie { 
led the regents momentarily to lose control of their col- Lat ] ’ bf 7 a we r 

lective sense of reality and plan a “University City.’ | | I h é hy oe 

They temporarily envisioned facilities grand enough to pai co 3 in =a y vw? 4 

provide on-campus dormitory and fraternity housing for i i ee ead 7 Th 2 = ] 

all interested comers. The time was ripe for many peo- Re iw r ~ omer” 7 — i su, 
ple to assert their interests and concerns about the baad : an: ar \ i a 

direction university housing should take. yg De | 
Donald Halverson’s problems developed as he resisted ae thy," ~ 

any agency that challenged or limited his comprehensive aie: ae Se Pg) ? a ti i | 

administration of university housing and commons facili- ae! ae ‘y : \ pie ek he ‘ a cs § Ss o } 

ties. Two of his difficulties are especially instructive in 1 Ne , re q a Bo Othe GA —_ | 
this regard. First, Director Halverson sought to break ee ene 

the dean of women’s traditional monopoly over Barnard, Chef Carson Gulley and staff with Thanksgiving turkeys, circa 1932 
Lathrop, and Chadbourne halls. Halverson initially chal- 

lenged the dean soon after his appointment to the direc- 

torship when he announced that the mistress of Chad- responsible for the social and moral education of univer- As with the case of overlapping authority between the 

bourne Hall would no longer enjoy the use of a private sity women, and the director of dormitories and com- dean of women and the director of dormitories and com- 

dining room table and waitress. Dean of Women Frances mons, functioning under the auspices of the University mons, Donald Halverson found himself again in the posi- 

Louise Nardin intervened, but Halverson succeeded in Business Office.7 tion, at least in his view, of holding responsibility but 

getting his way in this early skirmish. During the fall of In his second major difficulty, Halverson battled with lacking full capacity to act. Presidential intervention, 

1926, Halverson banned the taking of food and equip- the agencies responsible for protecting the rights of although probably incapable of entirely relieving these 

ment from the Lathrop cafeteria. Dean Nardin’s response state workers. In one instance, the director tussled with natural institutional tensions, might have improved mat- 

in this case was that the incident represented nothing the Wisconsin State Civil Service Commission in 1928 ters significantly. The fact remains, however, that while 
more than a “misunderstanding,” based upon the direc- over its right to classify University housing officials. He personally annoying to the people involved, these difficul- 

tor’s failure to appreciate the long-term practice and his administrative colleagues in the business office ties almost certainly had little bearing upon the resi- 

involved. Halverson saw things differently, and wrote to finally succeeded in gaining official recognition that these dents’ quality of life on campus.® 

his superior, Business Manager Phillips, “It is disturbing employees, himself among them, were professionals The regents’ remarkably ambitious efforts throughout 

and rather disheartening to me to know that my author- within the institution. In another difficult situation, the fateful year of 1929 to plan a “University City” indi- 

ity in handling the cafeteria is entirely ignored by those Halverson found himself responsible for providing custo- cate just how captivating to the imagination the possibili- 

who have taken exception to the ruling.” At the heart of dial and repair services twenty-four hours a day, seven ties of on-campus living were at the time. At first the 

these incidents, and apparently many more undocu- days a week. The department paid university engineers only question before the board concerned constructing 

mented ones, was a fundamental conflict between two for this work, but they remained under the control of the university housing for graduate students. On January 16, 

phases of University authority: the dean of women, physical plant, which adhered to civil service regulations. 1929, Regent Olbrich reported to his colleagues on Har-
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yard University’s efforts in this regard, the implication second mile zone, “running from the ‘Milwaukee’ tracks vide enough emergency aid to maintain the University’s 
being that perhaps Wisconsin might follow suit, indeed to the lake, properly platted, landscaped, and planted fundamental commitment to basic research and scholar- 

might move one giant step beyond. The board referred with trees and shrubs, can be developed into a ‘univer- ship, while employing recent Ph.D. graduates until they 

the matter to its Constructional Development Commit- sity city’ that will be picturesquely unique in the United could find jobs elsewhere. 

tee for investigation, the charge including instructions to States.”10 The Depression hit the department of Dormitories 

consider the “fraternity and sorority situation at Wiscon- Considering the difficulties encountered by University and Commons at least as hard as other campus units, 
sin,” which at that time was in especially poor shape due officials as they struggled for decades to build Tripp and producing especially challenging problems. Not only was 
to prohibitively high costs of building and maintaining Adams halls, it seems unlikely that funding ever would this agency, like the summer session from the academic 

facilities. Proceeding as the faculty’s Dormitory Commit- have been found to build University City. The point side, required to raise its entire budget through reve- 
tee had a few years earlier, this regents’ committee sur- became fully and finally moot, however, as the Great nues, it also had to service the mortgage debt on the 
veyed important sister institutions to determine the sta- Depression temporarily slammed the door shut on any Van Hise units. (The University owned Barnard and 
tus of housing on their campuses. On March 6, 1929, possibility of further development, great or small. On Chadbourne Halls free and clear.) Furthermore, because 

the committee recommended to the full board that “a March 4, 1930, Business Manager Phillips submitted a he was responsible for an educational rather than a busi- 

special committee, consisting of Regents Faast, report to the board, entitled “Memorandum Relating to ness enterprise, Director Halverson had set men’s room 
Schmidtmann, and Mead, be appointed to continue the the Construction of Additional Dormitories.” After rates at a level that required nearly full occupancy to 
study of the fraternity, sorority and student housing situ- rehearsing the various and gloomy fiscal problems produce the needed income. When 30 vacancies 
ation; that this committee have the power to appoint fac- involved with any extension of campus housing facilities, appeared at Tripp and Adams in the fall of 1930, followed 
ulty and alumni members, as they see fit, to aid in their including the possibility of requiring freshmen to reside by 70 more the next spring, serious trouble seemed 
work.” Among the three faculty members appointed, on campus, Phillips concluded that “Compulsory resi- unavoidable. Compounding these difficulties, the Experi- 
Harold Bradley of the Dormitory Committee provided dence . . . would probably work severe hardships on mental College, which had been such a thorn in Halver- 

_ __ the strongest link with building efforts of the many self-supporting students and . . . create a condi- son's side, closed in the spring of 1932, contributing to 
immediate past.9 tion that would make University dormitory rates out of the burden. In addition to all of this, certain campus atti- 

The special committee set enthusiastically to work. line with the market price in Madison.”!! With these tudes persisted against the recruitment of new resi- 
Here was an opportunity to extend President Van Hise’s words the regents’ discussion of University City ended dents. Greek organizations, which had their own finan- 
vision of university housing as an educational enterprise for the duration of the Great Depression. cial problems, frequently discouraged potential pledges 
to thousands of students. Committee chairman Schmidt- from living on campus in order to have them available for 
mann wrote, in full concurrence with Van Hise’s inaugu- residence in fraternity houses. Saddest of all, however, 
ral address of 1904 (see Chapter 2), “. . the student : was the so-called “racial problem.” Directed initially 

leaving the campus is just as much the product of his The Great Depression against the Experimental College and later to the whole 
way of living here as he is in his class work.” The special The annoyances of the 1920s were as flea bites com- of Adams Hall, this midwestern anti-Semitism mani- 
committee submitted its final report to the regents on pared to the wounds inflicted upon the University by the fested itself among students who might otherwise have 
November 22, 1929. It called for an extremely energetic Great Depression of the early and mid-1930s. Enroll- taken up residence in the men’s dormitories. !2 With such 
two-phase building program, when completed, to extend ment dropped significantly, and so did state appropria- difficulties to face, residence hall authorities might have 
from the lakeshore at Observatory Hill to Picnic Point, tions. The Board of Regents killed its plans for expan- been forgiven had they quit and stood aside as their 
and to be funded through the Wisconsin University sion such as University City, and they seriously curtailed modest empire collapsed in a general slide to ruin. 
Building Corporation and private sources. The first and building and grounds maintenance work. Happily for the But the community spirit prevailed throughout the 
easternmost phase would include new women’s dormito- University, however, a spirit of hearty resolve manifested entire institution, and housing officials and interested 
ries, the transfer of the Van Hise units to women’s occu- itself throughout the community of scholars, leading to a university citizens set imaginatively and productively 
pancy, and the building of new men’s dormitories and fra- generally acceptable, if not agreeable, salary-reduction about the task of accommodating themselves to the 
ternity houses, all provided with abundant recreational plan. The senior professors were hit the hardest but the bleak conditions they faced. The most obvious measure 
areas. The second phase would consist of additional need to fire any junior faculty members was avoided. was to lower room and board rates from a 1930-31 high 
facilities for fraternities and sororities, “and perhaps Simultaneously, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Founda- of $410 for women and $420 for men to approximately 
even faculty homes.” “In general,” the report read, this tion dipped into its then modest capital accounts to pro- $340 for all by 1934-35. Concurrently, Director Halver-
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[PREG cy ny Fl ea son initiated a high school visitation program, placing 
¥ aay een, bx Aa a oj — Lee Bums and Amold Dammen in charge of this phase 

hate ey es ea \ By ae \, é gy of recruitment. A complementary effort, the Slichter 
Le Fea A SNES m Sa es Plan, required male Wisconsin Alumni Research Founda- 
ee ee Nahe MN a. eg) 7 ~ gece a f tion fellows to reside at Richardson House in Adams 
ie vt iy ESN “| 4 .. “a \ \! a ry | Hall, where they received room, board, and a modest 

bs RC E =e ag 8b ! ] ag ae i ie Ny stipend.18 Finally, in a crucial policy decision, Assistant 
ey es Ae eo Es. [ , = | ‘ to the Business Manager A. W. Peterson agreed to a 

CN See ee ! a AG \ Dormitory Committee request that the University 

Sas ba ay ea ae eet Ai Yi i i 5 gee budget a portion of the expenses for the department of 

\ ce AR a SRN es th ota || \\ oe Laer Se Dormitories and Commons on the grounds that its mis- 

Sens a) Fox as oN I ‘e S } y Plead oo sion was indeed partially educational in nature. Taken as 

Mea oy A ERAS : AH x ie fi me? aes eek a whole, these measures allowed the men’s and women’s 

r xe yy ami , an fi + Ag ES ARES Weg Sie : ci dormitories to continue providing a reasonable level of 

‘ A eg AS Se aA Y y a: aes ee, Be i service until a healthier economy permitted a resump- 
. SCN ats Goes: NG 5 ie " J | 4 Rca i ae ooh oP tion of growth and development.'4 

< aie aah rocks 4 ey . | ee a3 pong The Kronshage Units 

hr B 1 * | . ny S = BS * mi ie) During the fall of 1936, as the undecided fate of Presi- 

‘ RB. | a id Ro Ea dent Frank dominated campus scuttlebutt, a rekindling 
i By fs : . = economy and rising enrollments produced the first stir- 

bs e- y ae z rings of interest in a rejuvenated building program. With 

N , te My Ht 4 the basic architectural and educational features of the 

Pm) | By . ~ Van Hise units now generally perceived as expressions 
a Oe “ A 

4 : . ys a of conventional wisdom, late-Depression discussions 

rs ~ about additional university housing began stressing the 

5 _ | virtues of high-quality, low-cost facilities. The Great 

9 | Depression, of course, encouraged this interest in econ- 

j of 7 omy and providing for students of extremely limited 

Ce ao ; r } means. More than this, however, since 1915 a modest 

ath, , en | - cooperative housing tradition had developed off-campus 

| ; | : at Wisconsin, and its example suggested emulation on a 

” 3 : ¢ ' “ larger scale.1 

‘ewes oY ae | bcos Dean of Men Scott Goodnight was the first University 

Al F | . ee ' official to encourage the regents to end the building 

ry en ec, 5 . hiatus. His involvement in student housing had been 

iu R21 cn ‘ ubiquitous, with both a membership on the Dormitory 

» Waly o 2 oe Committee throughout most of its history, as well as pri- 

: mary responsibility for overseeing men’s off-campus liv- 

ing arrangements since World War I. The immediate 

- - - - occasion for Goodnight’s initial appeal was in response 
Adams Hall courtyard, circa 1950 to press reports of unsafe and unclean student living
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conditions in the city. The alternative that Goodnight and € , = pai i Bas PT $301, 7 < 
his colleague, Charles Dollard, offered was a revival of ay a iy 7 es * ot Sova « ‘* : y nN ae | 

the University City idea. “We feel,” they wrote to the a : Beil eae os es ; ih hegie 

regents in mid-October 1936, “that any final or adequate a’ Es x ee i ‘. af a “x Agae os 

solution to our housing situation for men involves a "i a at at ae ae Ea. LE gig ic 

resumption of this original plan. . . .” Immediate and ne: r Perit yeaa <-heon Whey " Se LO er 
practical actions, however, might involve the building of PS) Be (ee Pas Beaton cone “a 
“some sort of university owned and subsidized dormito- ~~ ee eee ei mee 
ries” or “cooperative houses.” be ae SS et ee ee EO px ; aa 

Dean Goodnight and his General Student Housing iii iis eS —! stg eer eat 3 se x 
Committee, the counterpart of the Dormitory Commit- } = ; ey n % oe Fe 4 | 

tee, appealed twice more to the regents within the next | ei oe ip “I = SL eee” a “wh 

few months, the second time advocating the construc- oe f See || = es, Sey Me ae Madea 
tion of on-campus cooperative living accommodations for Ye SS Se OAS Sg ra ’ ate 5s 
an additional 1,500 men. With these conditions and ted) ee ee Poe ee oe ws 

a q “ee i 7 ce sc] a ‘ reeen “hpdos | 
reports as background, the regents settled down to seri- bee om co sf = Piso retort a. a Nes a ies 8 pa ; 

ous planning for the construction of what eventually a pe P sis sa Fie 21 Se a ee Boo" . 
would be eight additional men’s residential facilities = =e " 7. eee 5 ak. Pete #5 ‘ 
known as the Kronshage units.16 i 5 Tae se ae ee & bie 

P a 4 “s Ren oa 

Once the regents realized the more than ten-year te ot Soon ae i es be 8 | 
building hiatus might actually be drawing to a close, pre- ei es Se H as Pi. | 
liminary planning for the new men's units proceeded rel- ’ 3 ae = Oe Pe * atively smoothly and quickly. At its March 1937 meeting, , roy ees 
the Board of Regents received from J. D. Phillips the — ae i — : 
“Proposals for Additional University Dormitories: An canis — ne gg 

Analysis by the University Business Office,” which they a Seige ——— 
had ordered in response to Dean Goodnight’ final report em -_ . . ent i 

submitted the previous month. Phillips's discussion con- swagger a ‘ : 
sidered demand, financial feasibility, and methods of Turner House, Kronshage Units, circa 1962 

financing, possibly involving support from the Works 

Progress Administration, thereby demonstrating for the 

regents that the time for action had arrived.!” Thus con- ber of the Dormitory Committee, Professor Otto structures that would feature double rooms (as opposed 

vinced, the board, expressing itself through its Execu- Kowalke, set to work in the now-traditional manner for to mostly singles at Tripp and Adams) and forty-man 

tive Committee, issued a proclamation asserting that “In such groups. After consulting with other institutions to houses (as opposed to thirty). Eschewing any comment 

a state institution, where there are equal academic facili- identify positive exemplars, after seeking out the views on the educational features of the proposed facilities, the 

ties for all, the democratic principle demands that equal of fellows and representative students, and after long and committee appropriately left it to Professor Harold Brad- 

facilities for social education should be provided, regard- serious deliberations, the committee issued its ley, chairman of the Dormitory Committee, to argue that 

less of the financial limitations of the individual. . . .”18 “Kowalke Report” on December 6, 1937. In concert the house fellow system ought to function as the key 

The Executive Committee further committed the Uni- with the architectural commission plan of 1908, this pro- means of structuring residential life at the new units. 

versity to resume a building program by appointing a posal recommended that new men’s dormitories be con- The board indicated its approval of these recommenda- 

committee, appropriately chaired by Donald Halverson, structed along the lakeshore to the west of the Van Hise tions during its December 1937 meeting by agreeing to 

to consider what could be done. units. And in keeping with the times, the report proceed with a search for funding and authorizing the 

Halverson and his colleagues, including another mem- stressed economy in its analysis of costs and described Executive Committee “to give approval for the location
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of such building or buildings and to approve the neces- 

sary contracts to be entered into by the Wisconsin Uni- 

ed versity Building Corporation.” With these general con- 

Ol ee on ~ ” fi siderations now resolved, the arrangements for the first 
i i et] three units could proceed.19 

+) ee = ‘nao The process of producing these facilities, known at 

i = r coP first simply as units A, B, and C, moved at an unprece- 
Mh i =! eae dented rate. In March of 1937 the board approved a 

Te sss br eee building plan that could include as many as eight units, 

een see depending upon availability of funding, capable of accom- 
modating up to 640 students. The next month, the 

regents granted the Wisconsin University Building Cor- 

= 3 “ss ES poration permission to receive bids, sign contracts, and 

2 oe ae Scam borrow funds from the Wisconsin State Annuity Board 
1 ac ; il for the construction of buildings. As work proceeded, 

2 NE -~ the first three units now scheduled to open at the begin- 
\ . : 4 ning of the fall semester, the Works Progress Adminis- 

tration notified the regents in August that it would con- 

il re : " | 1 \ tribute $229,909 for new men’s dormitories. Thus 
~—" ; af & financially fortified, the board gave its approval for the 

_— a construction of the next five halls and associated dining 
TNBICAL EURSE cFEQOR ELAN rooms, which would stand ready for occupants in approx- 

imately thirteen months.2° 

Units A, B, and C, accommodating 240 students, 

—— - SS — —= opened in September 1938 as planned. The facilities 

i were diverse; all of them, however, were in accordance 

with Harold Bradley’s recommendation, using the house 

in fellow system in one form or another. Unit A offered 

ee services similar to those available at Tripp and Adams 

| b= FQ halls, where residents enjoyed daily maid service and the 

ig ye fe ff Dormitory Committee hired the fellows. Unit B, tending 

| a i Ls tt ae ee ‘aie id iE ; toward the cooperative model, offered weekly cleaning, 

; f es fe ff ; while the men cared for the parlors and corridors them- 

\ i | | ‘it it = ‘it at ie i Fe ‘ i selves and elected their own house fellows. Unit C, most 

\ Z wh iz HE ae Fi 4 ‘Se sr closely resembling the off-campus cooperatives, offered 

I hs , no maid service and governed itself entirely. Unit C, 

| ome the ay EE. Ee : 4 unlike units A and B, offered no food service, primarily 

| because its residents held jobs that included meals. Said 

| Donald Halverson after one month’s operation of unit C, 

| “T have been cherishing the cooperative idea on dorms 

L a — for along time, and it has been gratifying for me to see 
Typical Kronshage House, 1938 how well the boys have so far managed their dorm.” 

Consistent with the variations in services provided by
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the University, annual room rates varied by unit: A, $96; Dean Nardin in September of 1931, constituted the most session of 1940. On June 7, 1937, the Regents’ Business 

B, $75; and C, $70, with possible adjustments in the lat- natural leader, but the traditional tensions between her Committee, the Dormitory Committee, and the General 

ter according to actual expenses.2! The new units office and Donald Halverson had resulted in her near- Student Housing Committee (among whose members 

boasted the best features of Tripp and Adams halls while estrangement from the department of Dormitories and was Dean Greeley) convened to discuss the women's 

incorporating timely and economical arrangements Commons. New lines of communication had to be estab- facility. At this time the group voted to recommend to 

as well. lished before serious progress could be made. the regents that two units be built. But, as had been the 

The final five halls and dining facility of the Kronshage A seemingly haphazard, yet ultimately productive, case for the Kronshage units, the exact number of build- 

units went into service twelve months after the first series of meetings finally laid the groundwork for the ings would remain tentative until exact arrangements for 

three. Two of this latter group mimicked the successful opening of Elizabeth Waters Hall in time for the summer funding were completed. The next month Dean Greeley 

example of unit C and functioned as cooperatives for 

men of particularly limited means, while all of them, of 

course, incorporated the house fellow system. As stu- — beta . niin tt a 
dent Monty Jackson observed for the Daily Cardinal, “I Svat SE ee ee lee ciauen oe Siegumeameasey ty 

think that these cooperative houses are really great. iia ail ee ee 
They help train men for cooperation and good citizenship ‘ramos 

in later life.” Thus as the academic year of 1939-40 (ais cea SI aa aio oa ca ee ea TS 

opened at the University of Wisconsin, the campus COE SEE SSE es ee cement pet ea 
accommodated nearly 12,000 men in the mature, if not Oo ea 3 5. aie 3 
aging, Van Hise units (Tripp and Adams) and the new 

Kronshage units (Chamberlin, Swenson, Conover, 

Gilman, Jones, Mack, Showerman, and Turner).?? Now 
it was the women’s turn for improved housing facilities. 

Elizabeth Waters Hall | Be fe = 
Planning for the new women’s dormitory began in Feb- i: sige 

ruary of 1937, at the same time the regents initiated SS : 
work on the Kronshage units—the implication being that ~ Kage eee, ee ae 
the board fully intended to expand campus residential ss 203 © a Za eae ee i op 
accommodations for all students. Progress was consider- | { = . a a / 2 on ae Fa 
ably slower in the case of the women, however, for two 1 wi 4 Man a eT; 
reasons. First, the Van Hise units offered obviously r a 4 aA 5 7 "1 nn ote oe 
helpful models to which planners of the Kronshage facili- 2 ee eee a ; ey ee 
ties referred for help. Barnard and Chadbourne, on the 3 Ns id tno? oe - 7s 
other hand, were old and seriously outdated, offering lit- Dien Sei os 3 ~ 

tle in the way of good planning for university women. i & ae i he : .. 

Second, and perhaps of greater importance, those vitally ae ic San 

involved in the planning of the Kronshage units were : ‘ aed se * ae 

experienced in the process—many of them had been 4 cd a Sy 
present through housing construction of the mid-1920s. a Ye. ‘thee. ; s x 
As concerned the new women’s facility, on the other : S sic BS 
hand, Dean of Women Louise Greeley, who had replaced Elizabeth Waters Hall and Lake Mendota
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me ; ania women had long bided their time with their aging 

een las — Barnard and Chadbourne halls, and Wisconsin tradition 

oo ee hee |_ demanded that they too enjoy their fair share of modern 
a ie possi mS Be residential facilities. The new “superdorm,’ as it was 
ae Be Bi Pes. ee popularly known, also fulfilled the residence hall compo- 

| . gi tor ieciliihisi nent of the architectural commission plan of 1908. 

i Me : Finally, and especially important from the educational 

Sa ia Le ee point of view, the process of building Elizabeth Waters 

on ‘ me See eae Hall provided the occasion for a general clarification of 
17 nee . : | | authority and responsibility between the department of 

| {oa a eos . Dormitories and Commons (now renamed the Division 
ft a | , i (fies a 4 : of Residence Halls) and the dean of women. The pri- 
med t ri es a 

I s , a ay : ie a ce oa ee mary educational result was a greatly expanded use of 
= ? | | ie \ " nue aa a the house fellow system in all forms of university 

; a | | =n se r _ : housing. _ 

Di a Sel f el f “ al As the planners and builders were accomplishing their 

4 A i | 4 etd Fr. a construction tasks, Donald Halverson and Dean Greeley 

° “a * i, : em errs f spent a stormy year and one-half establishing a workable 

\ ' ! ea a ao 1 arrangement, dividing the turf and introducing the house 

ae . = , re fellow system to the womer’s facilities. On April 13, 

| | me: 1939, Halverson wrote a letter to Greeley about her 
expressed intention to appoint the hostess for the new 

| a hall. Halverson began by defining the boundaries of their 

y | : aan a % = respective fiefdoms: “You have the social set-up for the 

ce E : Se ere rt private dormitories, the sororities, and the girls’ room- 

Elizabeth Waters Hall, main lounge, circa 1955 ing houses; I have the same responsibility for the univer- 
sity dormitories.” The director next argued his case 

from the employer’s point of view by noting, perhaps not 

wrote to Comptroller A. W. Peterson to advocate a Elizabeth Waters Hall proudly opened its doors to the altogether accurately, that “since 1925 the hostesses 
three-story building. In November of 1937 the dean public on May 19, 1940, during the annual Parents’ have been under my supervision, and have appeared in 
informed President Dykstra that three units, each with Weekend. Consisting of five connected units on seven my budget; when changes have been made, I have made 
its own dining room, now seemed preferable, and that levels, the hall maintained accommodations for 478 stu- them.” Thus, concluded Halverson, when the dean had 

the entire facility should be fireproof. The exact plan dents, raising the total number of spaces available for informed him of her intentions, he “was really under the 
remained fluid, however, even after construction began women on campus to 769. Compared to any other Uni- impression you were not serious, for it would have 
in April of 1938. It was not until August of that year that versity of Wisconsin residence hall, Elizabeth Waters seemed incredible that you would appoint a person in my 
matters finally were settled when the Works Progress was massive and truly palatial, boasting fifteen lounges, department any more than I should select one of your 
Administration notified the University that it would pro- four dating parlors, a library, built-in radios, and a paging staff.” 

vide $363,088 for the project. This bonanza, combined system.” University women now had at their disposal a Dean Greeley, for her part, looked at things from a dif- 

with $443,774 borrowed by the Wisconsin University residential facility second to none on campus, perhaps in ferent institutional slant. Her responsibility, as it had 
Building Corporation, allowed for a much larger facility the nation. been since near the turn of the century for the dean of 

than was earlier anticipated. Once the authorities had The completion of Elizabeth Waters Hall for University women, was to look after the personal lives of her 

completed all of these arrangements, the project moved of Wisconsin women in 1940 was a fitting culmination of female charges, many of whom resided in the university 

swiftly toward completion.23 the Van Hise ideal for campus living. After all, the dormitories. That the hostess of a residence hall was
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budgeted outside the dean's office was irrelevant to the E Bt Re Bea Ni at. oa ee 
need to provide consistent and appropriate supervision, LU Bo iy " Mee. TAA ST [LIM Ee on RE cet Wo) oe 
for women by women, the ultimate authority currently i és he a CHER it \ " "i Sa a sec 
residing with Greeley. Mr. Halverson, the dean might = hair wea Ll ial e 
have argued, was the prisoner of a narrow, business- 2 Mietas RL ‘ 1 oF gpm 
office perspective that emphasized formal power and & 5 ae a4 Se: st TORS eae 
accountability over traditional moral responsibility. Thus N mM We aR " sy 1 A f ‘Adee | ae 
it was that Halverson wrote from his somewhat biased he May ee | B. Cae ne "4 

perspective to Comptroller Peterson in April of 1940 that Ra be, ee ’ va <a ie | ae 
Dean Greeley “just hops and skips all around the point babe f PAR ae es 
and ends by saying ‘you have enough to do in running the » eh y | ? ae aa 
men’s dormitories now you just let me have a hand in the He gS ys ee Deg 
women's, etc.”26 : as ny a ee | 

Greeley and Halverson finally came to loggerheads wae eae es. : a a \ wee A Neal 

over the appointment of the first head resident for Eliza- e as — = - im oy ee i 
beth Waters Hall. Previously they had agreed to intro- ee Se es res | Ts a te ; 
duce the house fellow system at the new facility, as well eet Eis i = a aan + i ee 

as at Chadbourne. They also had found common ground ==! ii bi itl i Er Ds 
in the proposal to use the Women’s Self-Government t Meee ac ae ‘NE iy : eS ae 
Association at Waters, an uncontroversial matter in view ae a oe — - 
of the fact that the association already functioned in i iit mm TE Ez ae es fi i) R 

nearly all university women’s residences. In the case of Ly E A = _—- a eet Pa oe % - 
the head resident, however, Halverson favored placing " a \ a M/S co Sag een 

Ruth Campbell, current head resident at Chadbourne hd a \ a mr 2 ma) 
Hall and apparently an ally of the director, in charge at F ¥. mi f a — we : paoes 

Waters. Greeley backed another candidate, one who Lier 4 bye : > te a a Tt a eh?" Be = a 

almost certainly favored the view that Greeley and her ibe ey ala fe ee he cad te es. 
female colleagues from across campus should supervise, a 4 ao ak mae : ; f Wy, eae : 

if not hire, the new house fellows. While this controversy R ee qe bs + | — z 
was common knowledge at the time, no documentation I) Ms : =z a a Pree ee i 

has yet come to light indicating exactly who resolved it. eo —— en, —., : P 
Whatever the case, however, Director Halverson suc- ae oe 

ceeded in having Ruth Campbell hired, while the dean of F ae = —— = 8 aioe * 

women quietly and with a minimum of controversy es ‘ ret lates = 

asserted her influence as best she could.?” With this SBOE ay ae ge : = 
informal and tenuous arrangement, university housing at lig Be eee a aie sineai = 

5 ' : . Te GN GR Nana | 
Wisconsin had finally coalesced into a smoothly running, aera po ai a fai, “a aaa a 
educationally oriented program of which the institution Pera ae ee Sc en 
was rightfully proud. Elizabeth Waters Hall, main entrance, circa 1954
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: ee e aa 
“| # ie .G VA — Reet dl ia fe mee? 2 a Note: Much of the information cited in these notes, including the Regents’ 

‘i i £ ee! 4 yG ae — met i eo ath Reports, can be found in the University of Wisconsin Archives, located in 

a be po “ Pe i 4 > 5 a Pig the basement of the Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
Po eam ae 3 wh er ae i oi telephone (608) 262-3290. 

, ts Ce | a \ . ee 
O F \ ‘ ie 

ee se ai eal : . yy b Ww : ket ste 1. The professional administrators on the Dormitory Committee 
ets ae om ’ =| p eae . : wash 

. i OT) —— @ ~ sda ay es included Donald Halverson, director of Dormitories and Commons; 
le vr . 4 r a Mee i F Porter Butts, director of Memorial Union; and Scott Goodnight, dean 

: E E ty , ba had * ee of men. Although these men officially were members of the faculty, 
Lt they were not teaching professors, as were Otto Kowalke, of Chemi- 

ie oe cal Engineering, and Harold Bradley, of Physiological Chemistry. Max 

\ f a aa Mason left the committee and the University in 1925 for the presi- 

| eect Mia cori a dency of the University of Chicago. Charles Slichter’s involvement 
re et nel rit -—— waned following the opening of the new men’s dormitories, although 

on ye ag ee —" the precise date of his resignation from the Dormitory Committee is 
a ee unknown. Alexander Meiklejohn, professor of philosophy, served on 

Pie ems ns ae : a the committee while the Experimental College resided in Adams Hall. 

co = oe eT re . 2. Wisconsin Alumni Magazine 27 (November 1926):5; University of 

B Hall; ea 1960 a Wisconsin, Bulletin (1926-27):32. 
ascom fall, circa
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6 r§ ar came to the University with ical student was a veteran, older than his predecessor, ers. Other temporary housing arrangements, such as 

breath-taking suddenness in the more vocationally oriented, often married, and, in Halburn House, sprang up as well. Located at 515 North 

afternoon of December 7,” wrote the increasing numbers, non-Caucasian. The change in stu- Henry Street, from 1942 to 1944 it provided rooms for 

editors of Wisconsin Alumnus in dent profile brought with it changes in other areas as about 25 male students forced to give up rooms in the 

early 1942. “Students and faculty members gathered well, such as student dress and attitudes toward author- Kronshage units in favor of military personnel. Halburn 

about radios, listening to the symphonies or the profes- ity. All these changes impacted—directly and indirectly— House, named by its occupants for Donald Halverson 

sional football games were stunned. . . .” Two days on the organization and operation of university housing. and Lee Burns, operated as a cooperative, as had the 

later, the article continued, units it replaced at Kronshage.? 

It remained for the University to develop a working 
President Roosevelt's request for a declaration of war, lis- . : relationship with the military and the federal govern- 
tened to by nearly the entire campus when most classes Wartime Housing ment. Shortly before military personnel began arriving 

were unofficially dismissed at 11 0’ clock, served to fan the From the outset of the war the Division of Residence on campus, President Dykstra discussed his perception 
flames of patriotism. . . . There was a job to be done—and Halls played an important and active role in the war of the University’s role in housing the military, and the 
the University campus would have to gird itself for an all-out effort. University President Clarence Dykstra appointed military’s reciprocal obligations. “The University,” he 
effort to help win this gigantic struggle.+ an Emergency Housing Committee consisting of Donald - told the Board of Regents, “is asked to provide dormito- 

As the 1930s had been dominated by the Depression, Halverson, Zoe Bayliss from the Office of the Dean of ries and meals, instruction in a course of study including 

the 1940s were dominated by the war and its aftermath. Women, Blanche Stemm from the Office of the Dean of typewriting, radio communications, code, and radio the- 
And as the Division of Residence Halls had found itself Men, and two students. To meet the needs of new war- ory... . The Navy will furnish typewriters and all bed- 
playing a key role in coping with the effects of the time programs, early in 1942 Halverson appointed Lee room equipment as well as all associated costs, including 
Depression, so would it find itself playing a similarly Burns, Assistant Director of Residence Halls, to the amortization of the equipment.” He concluded by saying 

important role in providing housing first for the soldiers position of Director of the War Housing Office, a new that he expected military discipline to be the responsibil- 

stationed at the University, and then for the large num- agency that develop ed progra ms to feed and house mili- ity.of the navy.* 
bers of Gls returning to school after the war. tary personnel assigned to training programs at the Uni- Despite this clear agreement, problems arose once 

The war and the period immediately afterward was a versity. Working throughout the summer of 1942 with the operation began. Though, as Dykstra noted, the 
time of challenge and change. Perhaps the most dramatic the Emergency Housing Committee, Burns and former University assumed responsibility for dormitories and 

change was reflected in the fluctuation in student enroll- house fellows Joseph Van Camp and Robert Bittner meals, Donald Halverson nevertheless found himself 
ment. In 1939-40, just prior to the war, 11,286 students found creative solutions to housing problems, which besieged with questions from the military. The chief 
were enrolled at the University. In 1944-45 that number included using not only established dormitory housing, offender, in Halverson’s eyes, was the officer in charge 
had dropped to 6,615 students. Two years later enroll- but also commandeering fraternity and other available of military operations in Madison, Lieutenant Com- 

ment had nearly tripled, climbing to 18,598 of which housing as well. Their job did not stop there. They also mander Lambert. By November of 1942 Halverson had 

11,076, or 59.6%, were veterans. Additionally, the typi- needed to locate housing for students displaced by mili- had enough, complaining to A. W. Peterson that “Lt. 

cal student profile changed. Before the war, the typical tary personnel.? Comm. Lambert calls CNEL. day, raising some Pont al 
undergraduate came to college directly from high school, At the end of September, Halverson reported to Dyk- other about the contract hee Today he asked if he 

was unmarried, white, and came to the University to stra that all displaced students had been relocated. Ann could know about certain other points.” Halverson ended 

acquire a broad liberal arts education, During the war, Emery and Langdon halls, two large off-campus housing by requesting that Lambert either be shown the contract 

the typical student was female, unmarried, white, and in facilities privately run but operated under university the instant it arrived or be provided with a point-by-point 

pursuit of a liberal arts education. After the war, the typ- rules, shad e nlarged their capacity by 44. Madison girls outline.* . a: ae 
living in Elizabeth Waters Hall had voluntarily given up To adapt to the influx of military training programs, 

their rooms and moved back home. Sororities had Halverson wrote Peterson in February of 1943 that he 
increased their capacity by 40. Furthermore, Halverson had made several changes in the duties and responsibili- 

Badger Village Row Houses apartment, 1947 reported, operators of private, approved houses contin- ties of members of his staff, chief among these was 
ued renting to university students, despite the possibility appointing Lee Burns in charge of answering all 

of making more money from the influx of defense work- questions
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referring to Army and Navy contracts; information regarding female students registered for Women’s Emergency while offering traditional academic programming to those 

incoming and outgoing groups; requisitions requiring priori- National Training Service (WENTS), which provided students not in the military. 
ties; questions regarding food priorities for all units; placing training in home nursing skills.” Hectic as the times were, Halverson and Burns man- 

and transfer of equipment; [and] rental of equipment. Training programs continued throughout the war. One aged to find time to put together a newsletter that they 

Halverson noted that he retained responsibility for all of the most popular was the Cooks and Bakers School sent overseas and to bases and training camps around 
“general policy matters.” started at the request of the navy in July of 1942. the country. As they wrote in one issue, “we've tried to 

A year after the war began, A. J. Glover, president of Classes were taught by members of the Division of Resi- collect a little scuttlebutt for you.” The newsletter con- 

the Board of Regents, reported in “A Message To All dence Halls, including Helen Giessel, Beulah Dahle, tained information from, and questions to, the soldiers. 

Alumni” on the development of new campus programs. Carson Gulley, Lydia Jones, and other chefs, food man- The following is typical: “Lt. Peter Pappas is over in the 

Twelve hundred sailors, Glover wrote, were enrolled in agers, and dietitians in food service. The course Pacific. His unit has received a special commendation 

the radio code and communications school; 480 WAVES instructed those who had no previous training or experi- from MacArthur for ‘superior shooting’. ‘It’s sure differ- 

were being trained as radio operators; an Institute of ence in kitchen work, and the objective was “to make ent from the Winslow House days [where there was a 

Correspondence for Army and Navy personnel was in available to camp and ship trained cooks and bakers.” At basement Rifle Club practice range], says Pete... . 

operation; 2,600 students were enrolled in ROTC; forty the end of each training session graduates prepared The last we heard, Lawrence Halle was still with the 

courses of study had new or streamlined curricula and meals for representatives of both the navy and the Uni- Caribbean Unit in Florida—wintering in Florida, Larry?” 

were aimed at aiding the war effort. The Extension Divi- versity. Its last class was graduated in July 1943.8 It also contained information about the residence hall 

sion was working with people throughout the state in Through a combination of hard work by Halverson, staff in Madison. Again: “Ferd [Hintz] is beginning to 

such areas as civilian pilot training and mobilization of Burns, and other members of the housing staff, and look like himself again but the Doc says no cigarettes 

business and industry in the war effort, more than 100 of cooperation between the University, the military, and the and no liquor yet—oh well, who can find cigarettes any- 

the University’s leading scientists were working on prob- citizens of Madison, the University converted its campus how, but no martinis—that is tough.” And news about 

lems related to the national defense, and about 300 into a base and training ground for military personnel, the University, as well: “Edwin Fred is our new. . . 
President and everyone is happy with the choice. The 

new prex will certainly want you to stop in and say hello 

T) ee a a a ee , ; 1 when you get back this way.’ Mostly, though, the news- 

d | : m : vit. i za = Ce — letter simply let those in the service know that the peo- 

2) yo fi at | ead a a ple back home were thinking of them. We are very 

Hi \ At a ont aq} \ ae i fe s f : proud of our faithful employees who are doing the job [of 

ya WG ONY, is oe pa > i ae i feeding the servicemen],” Halverson and Burns wrote in 

| us rN 4 t ” sé a. a el one newsletter, “but a lot prouder of you guys doing the 

oA - Uy Ps ae 3 I = a real jobt"® 
= PET a ie = 
Sa. 2 I ‘em tf ae Truax and Badger 

1 | . - : b ae \ 24 After the war, the job of housing thousands of return- 

ee 4 \ iin » + 7 ing veterans fell squarely on the shoulders of the under- 

co a staffed and overworked Division of Residence Halls. 

ESS asl “agnosia ———_ | " i They succeeded in their task by setting up a number of 

ol - OP 1 ~*® * temporary emergency housing facilities and through 

. s P a financial assistance from the federal and state govern- 

os oe ment, as well as the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foun- 

eo} nn dation. Veterans also received support in their schooling 

. . — efforts through the GI Bill of Rights, which provided a 

Eabraty ia: Kronshagy Unis, crea 282 monthly stipend and helped defray tuition, fee, and book
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expenses.!° Just two years after the war’s end, exclud- 

ing the dormitories, temporary emergency housing facili- is . ses al 
ties were provided for 1,522 single veterans and 1,158 eal ener wis ee ee a : a 

married veterans and their families, for a total of 2,680 rs ee : Se i ma aca ice , 

seni ang es ee a es 
The two major temporary emergency housing facilities hace SS a * = 

were developed at Truax Airfield in northeast Madison, ae ee eS SS ae 
and at the Badger Ordnance Works, located outside boars SS a Se SS ap 
Baraboo, Wisconsin, approximately thirty-five miles Pearman = a = ae a a ee ; 

northwest of Madison. Truax primarily housed single =. a Se Se . 
veterans, and Badger exclusively housed married veter- as eet, an = a ee ee eee ee cle 

ans and their families. a ee ey ee Se SES = a 
The development of Truax officially began on January a a ae ee 9 a oe . ee i 

15, 1946, when the base hospital there was transferred (gl NE See a Seta Oe ets See nee Se Se ——— 
to the University by the Federal Public Housing Author- ee Oe oe Sees : ee 2 
ity. Two weeks later, the first veteran moved into the i Es awe SS sg 

. . . Pas a 
project. This first section of the Truax Project, later Pek G'S Pe ee ee Sg Asa 

named the Nelson Group, housed 562 single men and Se eT bt x = — 
100 married couples. Since it was made up of a maze of foe ame Oh re SS SNS we = a eG 
hospital buildings connected by miles of covered corri- kee * So SS CLE Big te ae ieee 
dors, these facilities were determined to be unsuitable > * = ey es 2 ) See Zig Trig ee 
for families with children. Five months later, in May of ee ie eee ee. a eres 7 aia 
1946, work on a second section at Truax was approved Badger Village (bottom right), circa 1945 
by the Federal Public Housing Authority. This housing 

complex, which consisted of three large, remodeled 

radio instruction buildings, came to be known as the 

Johnston Group and housed 960 single men. In addition, 

the University took on the responsibility of remodeling 

auxiliary buildings that eventually served as cafeterias, 

libraries, gymnasiums, and other service buildings.12 

While A. W. Peterson, vice-president of business and 

finance, was completing final negotiations with the army 

for the transfer of Truax to the University, President E. : i 
B. Fred was helping secure the early release of former — a 

residence hall employee Newell Smith, a combat veteran TTETT TT YR Fe ee ; : 
who was stationed at Fort Hood, Texas, awaiting his offi- Peed Oe ee I EE EO yl qf i a a | Lh] | Gey { a 
cial discharge. Donald Halverson left the Division of oan a i pets 5 | | 
Residence Halls to become associate director of busi- A : naar Rares = me = 

ness and finance in the spring of 1945. Though Lee Re na Bins ~ eee 
Burns, director of the Division of Residence Halls since EE Se Spt ee Sr a ee 2 
June 1945, served as project director, the important day " wae SS Pitre Rr eee 

to-day job of running Truax fell to Smith, who moved tc Loans Bsa - Ce eee aa ee ee 

Truax in mid-November of 1945. Two more veterans, Badger Village Barracks apartment building, 1947
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a = = = service, Halle stopped in to chat with his old friends, with a box of flour in her hand as her roof peeled off and 
f es ae yr T > 1 Donald Halverson and Lee Burns. Before the conversa- went sailing down the row. I can still see that roof, as 

r | ie mY = = tion had ended, they offered him the job of managing though it had been rolled off with a can opener, peeling 

, a E Badger. He accepted, thinking he and his wife would off and bouncing down the row as Jen stood there in the 
ae sa : : . : ee : 
we : , ei CC r have a place to live for a year—since housing was doorway, flour pouring out of the box.” During the winter 

7 ie a] (] extremely scarce—after which time he would enroll in of 1951 the temperature dropped to fifty below zero, cold 

ee 2 Bs , 1 F a law school. Halle stayed at Badger for the duration of its even by Wisconsin standards. The copper tubing from 

' bi) act +i association with the University, and remained with the the oil tank to the burner froze, leaving many units— 

' ~ “> i Division of Residence Halls for his entire career.15 some housing infants—without heat.18 

|] 1/ ag On December 1, 1946, the Division of Residence Halls Indeed, if Truax had the feel of a not-quite army base 

. ns SS ! began operation of veterans’ housing at Badger being used for educational purposes, then Badger had 

: Ordnance Works by taking over the staff village one mile the atmosphere of a small town. A small town for Gls, 

a ~ south of the plant entrance. Constructed in 1942 for use to be sure, but a small town nonetheless. When operat- 

Badger Village Row Houses apartment kitchen only as a munitions plant during the war, Badger Village ing at capacity, Badger had 699 apartments providing 

was built with the cheapest of materials. Electrical sys- housing for 2,700 people. It had a community center 

tems and plumbing, Lee Burns wrote in March of 1947, that was built in 1945—in ninety days—at a cost of 

George Gurda and Wayne Krebs, joined Smith at Truax. presented serious problems. When hot plates and Nesco $78,000. Privately owned stores operating on the 

Gurda assumed control of the student personnel pro- roasters became available to residents, Halle recalled, grounds included the Badger Village A & P, Badger 
gram, and Krebs was responsible for the business the electrical situation worsened, as did the plumbing Drug Store, Badger Village Variety Store, Badger Village 
aspects of the operation. The number of single units at situation when January rolled around. Nor were matters Barbershop, Badger Village Post Office, Badger Bulletin 
Truax had increased to 1,522 by November of 1947, helped, Lee Burns wrote, by a “chronic shortage of (a local newspaper), and the Badger Village Gas Station. 
while apartments for couples reached 106. Except for plumbing and lumber supplies caused by general condi- Other needed services, such as doctors and dentists, 
differences dictated by the six-mile commute to campus tions prevailing throughout the country.”16 were provided by the University or by surrounding 

and the temporary nature of the project, the student For most residents the hardships of the day were sim- communities.19 
program roughly paralleled the program in the campus ply viewed as unavoidable facts of life. “Everyone was Community organizations established at Badger 

residence halls, including a house fellow program for sin- poor and going to school on the GI Bill,” recalls Joyce ranged from the Boy Scouts to the Euchre Club to the 
gle men and a student self-government association for all Dreyfus who, with her husband Lee, moved to Badger Socialist Club to a P.T.A. to the Badger Slum Clearance 

residents.' after being married in 1947. “It was a very difficult time, Committee. Recreational activities included softball, ski- 
In April of 1946, three months after Truax opened, but a very positive time.” “All in all,” wrote Ellen (Sawall) ing, men’s and womer’s basketball, tennis, and golf. 

Donald Halverson, Lee Burns, Albert Gallistel, Newell Proxmire, “. . . it was not an unhappy time. We were Catholic and Lutheran worship services were held 
Smith, and A. W. Peterson made a recommendation to young, ambitious, optimistic and knew that these condi- weekly at Badger, as were services by the Badger 
the Board of Regents that Badger Ordnance Works be tions would pass and we would go on to other things.” Christian Fellowship, an organization started during the 
developed for housing married couples. At the same Apparently, what made the experience such a positive war by the Wisconsin Council of Churches. To organize 
time they applied to the Washington, D.C., office of the one for so many was the spirit of cooperation at Badger. and administer these activities, Lee Burns and Lawrence 
Federal Public Housing Authority for permission to con- “No place that my wife and I have ever lived,” wrote Halle encouraged residents to form a village council. 
vert barracks into family units at the government's Theodore C. Widder, Jr., “has had the tolerant feeling of Residents accomplished this by dividing Badger into 
expense. If Washington disapproved, they would use only ‘live and let live’ more than Badger.” He and his wife’s wards, with each ward electing its own representative. 
the row houses available at Badger, and convert Truax three years at Badger, he noted, were “a remarkable Plans for a school at Badger were included in the origi- 

into family units. Fortunately, they never needed to exer- and thoroughly enjoyable experience in group living.”!7 nal blueprints for the community. Financed by the Fed- 
cise that option. That spirit of group living withstood many tests. In eral Works Housing Authority, construction began 
When Lawrence Halle was drafted into the army, he May of 1950 a windstorm struck Badger. “Our most shortly after Badger Village opened. “A year ago the 

thought his days with the Division of Residence Halls vivid memory,” wrote Betty Wylder, “was . . . when all land upon which the school was located was filled with 

were over. Returning to Madison after his release from of a sudden one afternoon Jen Runke flew to the door animals, birds, bees, and a few carpenters,” wrote a res-
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ident reporter in the community newspaper. “By Sep- SS Filia eo a aaa conn oe 
tember 1, 1944, it was a school which opened with two ro ST ghee SIO ca ite Se <S...ceeee on 
hundred folding chairs.” Since most children at Badger ba ae ae Oe ee <b pato SS 
were young, the school provided an extended day-care a oer = Pw ines: > ei ; a ee 
program, a nursery school program, and a regular state- ae ee “ So ee penny ee Sng ey 
graded school program. Instead of being known by grade eae ae ee ee wi elieges Ser PLE pe F call 
level, students were Seabees, Marine Corps, Rangers, al j 4 eee I Annie glee oe PS 
Commandoes, Army, Navy, B-12, and so on. With help |< omens gag : — DS me es ae 
from members of the University’s School of Education, ge eee ee oe arene a, oe 
particularly Professor John Guy Fowlkes, the school not er I a Se ae ey yo 
only survived but prospered, becoming “‘a model school, LE a Sn es : 2 wie ee 
which was studied by school administrators from across a Spl “i = r 1 
the nation, as it coped with students from all corners of ee ee Se Soe a F | 

i i i i Wrote: 6 a ee SG the nation and many different ethnic groups. . . .”21 eA aia IR a ee i ioned i Sse eS y ee le While Badger functioned in many ways like a commu- Sx eo iL pip ps ST ek ge RO 

nity, the veterans behaved pretty much like veterans. 5 As Pf gp gale Py ins «a oe re. . ee * » n " " : » > ae “They were not about to put up with petty bureaucrats,” me Ca pe ne ee ers eal ee SW —- 

recalled Halle, and neither were they sympathetic with pin ig ‘ Pe ea = 
the inordinate numbers of rules and regulations. The aie wage h~ a iat 
veterans were not hesitant to question authority, and eran gent = tet 
Halle learned quickly that he had better have good rea- ee Coe a ec ea Rs. 

hin ~ sSohiing Policies if he expected them to be Truax Field Veterans’ Housing, left foreground and center, 1946 

Some of the problems this new generation of students 

presented were new to the University. Domestic squab- 

bles occasionally cropped up. Two fathers came to blows Badger Village seems to be working towards teaching at thirty-two additional buses, bringing them to Madison 
because of an argument between their children; finally, a Badger Village, and not transporting students back and from Georgia, Virginia, Missouri, Ohio, Minnesota, Illi- 
law student, who doubled as Badger justice of the forth.” This would be done, he continued, “in order to nois, and other parts of Wisconsin. As Burns wrote in 
peace, resolved the matter. Sometimes, as Badger Vil- eliminate the transportation problem.” Three months March 1947, “The buses received by the university have 
lage manager, Halle was called upon to do a little coun- later, President E. B. Fred presented the recommenda- generally been in poor condition. Many had to be 
seling or to refer couples to a professional counselor at tions of a faculty committee appointed to study the prob- repaired before they could be driven to Madison. The 
the Memorial Union. Ifa situation got out of hand, there lem to the Board of Regents. The committee’s first rec- greatest difficulty has been experienced in repairing, 
was a policeman paid by the University stationed at ommendation read: “That a program of housing and overhauling, and keeping them in safe, serviceable con- 
Badger.23 instruction of students be inaugurated at B.O.W.’24 dition.” This already acute problem was complicated, 

For the most part, though, life at Badger consisted of This decision had been based in part on the fact that Burns wrote, by a shortage of mechanics and 
students commuting between home and campus, attend- there were simply no buses available for transporting spare parts.?5 
ing classes, and studying. The story behind the com- students to and from campus. A short time later, when The employees and residents of Truax and Badger, 
mute (done on buses that can only be described as vin- the Federal Public Housing Authority (FPHA) announced displaying what can best be described as pragmatic inge- 
tage) serves, in a sense, as a metaphor for the ingenuity that buses would be made available to federally spon- nuity, did what had to be done. Students worked as driv- 
of both the Division of Residence Halls and the residents sored emergency housing projects, the picture changed ers and managers; two of the managers, Bob Korach and 
of Badger. At first it looked as though neither the buses dramatically. Up to that point the University had been Bruce Solie, typified this practical approach. Newell 
nor the commute would even be an issue. As late as Jan- able to find only one second-hand bus. In the year fol- Smith recalled Bob Korach as a student who, when he 
uary 1946, Lee Burns wrote, “the University plan for lowing the FPHA’s announcement, the University located first arrived at Truax, “just raised hell about the bus
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is bs a “Vs | Truax Room for four students Bee) Wy |e e/a 
_ * ati a 4 
i , Y Pi Ray | Other Temporary Emergency 

‘a : — 7] : Housing Facilities A Pe. ma oe ousing 

a : | a ea: / a Emergency housing extended beyond Truax and 
a gon a i CP . Badger. On April 11, 1945, the State Emergency Board 

ee : Lh authorized $40,000 to build a trailer camp at Camp Ran- 

oy . iéeani dall for veterans.?9 The board noted that the camp would 

alll be operated by the Division of Residence Halls. Again, 

_—_ 4 the Federal Public Housing Authority assisted by provid- 
Truax. Project student cafeteria ing sixty-four “standard” and twenty-seven “expansive” 

trailers, as well as four toilet units and two laundry units. 

The Board of Regents set rental at $25 per month for 

service.” Smith remembers Korach, stopwatch in hand, Two children were born to the Solies at Badger, and the standard trailers, and $32.50 for the expansive trail- 

clocking the buses and complaining if they ran behind Bruce, as student manager of buses, spent thirty to ers. On September 20, 1945, just over five months after 
schedule. Korach’s attitude didn’t change after being forty hours a week hiring and training drivers, taking the initial proposal, the trailers were ready for occu- 

hired as a driver. At this point management decided to care of minor repairs, and working with the mechanic at pancy. The original intent had been to provide temporary 
act, appointing Korach student manager in charge of the University on other bus-related problems. After housing until better facilities were located. “However,” 
buses. Efficiency came to Truax, and Korach, so leaving Badger, Solie went on to Washington, D.C., for a Lee Burns wrote, “as soon as the veterans and their 

involved with his job as manager, shifted his academic career with the CIA.27 families moved in we were informed that the majority of 
major to transportation, and eventually became head of Badger and Truax were more than just places to live. them were planning to stay in the trailer camp until they 

the transit authority in Rochester, New York.?6 People like the Korachs and the Solies all helped in had finished school.”2° The veterans, as shall be seen, 

Bruce Solie had been an army navigator during World countless ways to ease the veterans back to civilian life, would prove steadfast on this point. 

War II. Born and raised on a farm outside Stetsonville, while shaping the hearts and minds of the citizens of the An unusual variation of temporary housing, which 

Wisconsin, he had never attended a day of high school. future. “They were good years,” wrote Bob and Pat operated only during summer sessions, deserves men- 

He received credit from courses he had taken in the mili- Fausett. “In many ways during those times when we had tion. Beginning in 1913, a Tent Colony was located on a 

tary, married a school teacher, and moved to Badger. He the least, and all of us had the same discomforts, [those] wooded slope at the far western end of campus along the 

stayed six years, earning degrees in economics and law. years . . . are our fondest memories.”28 Lake Mendota shoreline. Eight families lived there that
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first summer. The University provided improvements apartments for twenty-two couples, while putting up five three separate building projects: the first, an addition to 

such as a well, a pier, comfort stations, and tent plat- other couples in his house. George Wahl, owner of a the Van Hise units; the second, an addition to the Kron- 

forms, and modern technology provided the automobile. resort on Lake Ripley, winterized forty-eight of his cot- shage units, which was completed in 1939; and the third, 

Over the years the Colony grew, and at its peak accom- tages and rented them to university students, faculty, a new residence hall for women. The enlarged Van Hise 
modated approximately 200 residents, the great majority and staff. Through the generosity of the city of Madison group, he estimated, would house a total of 250-300 

of whom were graduate students with their families. and its surrounding communities, many of the universi- additional men; Kronshage 500-550; and the new wom- 
Renamed Camp Gallistella, after Buildings and Grounds ty’s housing dilemmas were solved.*5 en’s hall about 300. The major obstacle, Halverson 

Superintendent Albert F. Gallistel and his wife, who warned, would be finding money to finance the projects. 

supervised it during most of its years of operation, the sas “Tf the [State] Annuity Board is willing again to invest 

camp prospered during the postwar years. Indeed, this Old and New Dormitories additional funds,” Halverson wrote, “I believe that even 

experiment lasted fifty years, until occupancy dwindled Before World War II ended, even as the University though 100 per cent of the cost of the proposed budgets 

and it closed for good in September 1962.38 was making plans for temporary emergency housing must be financed, with the Division's total assets as col- 

Another chapter in veterans’ housing began when facilities, planning for additional permanent housing was lateral, the loan will be sound.” Despite this, he admit- 

Nancy Fischer, a law student at Wisconsin, learned that under way by the Division of Residence Halls. “We know ted, only two of the three projects would be possible— 

sixteen cabins located in the 2900 block of University that housing will present a serious problem at the close unless $225,000 from an outside source could be found. 

Avenue were for sale. She “advanced the suggestion,” in of the War,” Donald Halverson wrote President Dykstra “From every viewpoint except the financial one,” wrote 

Lee Burns's words, that the University buy them. in July of 1944, “so I shall hope that work may start as Blanche Stemm of the Dean of Men's Office, “it is expe- 

“President Fred and other university officials investi- soon as materials are available.” Halverson suggested dient to expand our dormitory program at once.”36 

gated its possibilities and . . . authorized its purchase.” 

A. W. Peterson informed the Madison Town Board on 
September 12, 1946, that “the University of Wisconsin [LB SS A 7A Ld Aa 
has purchased the property in the town of Madison Ros »- . | NY i , 4 an aoa /, 

owned by Walter W. Sullivan and Bertha Sullivan known BAN NY eo i A \ ZB “VY Vy 
as the Sullivan Cabins.” The property, Peterson wrote, bE eg Ss ‘ ere | i) )) i Asx /} 
“was purchased as an emergency measure to provide has ) Na Ld f, e f \ 1) fr f\ i N LEY NY 

space for approximately twenty-four trailer sites, four b. & Lan i C (Hye (ky Von Aw. V7 fF i i 
prefabricated cabins, and for the use of the present six- Xe , aa _ ’ 
teen cabins.” Two days later the Board of Regents ee " i si ae ay 

approved the purchase and appropriated $40,000 to Ih mu t | a ie i: lr ss | -! 

cover the purchase price plus equipment and remodel- ey f ; > | ff " ‘ 

ing. When opened, the Sullivan Cabins—also called gy > “ " {pi 1 

“University Cabin Court” and “Cabin Camp” —provided re ! ao hs i “i cig 
housing for fifty married veterans and their families. ms A Pe - a 

The story of temporary emergency housing facilities ea > atid) 4 ie | 

for veterans at Wisconsin would not be complete without N | 4 y ia x ia 

mentioning the “emergency hospitality” provided to vet- “ y S, We ae i | Je { 

erans by residents of Madison and Dane County. The = i Ti e ‘i _— Pe i 

Wisconsin Alumnus for example, tells of Madison resi- ocak Sr =, 

dents Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Paske who, despite having ‘ne ae 
five children of their own, opened their doors to five uni- Bee i, 
versity student veterans “who were searching desper- eae ¥ es 
ately for a roof over their heads.” An area farmer, pac bi =— 
Vernon Kahl, converted his cavernous machine shed into Monroe Trailer Camp, Camp Randall, 1947
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ba 4 ia nc oy ane eee in é G58 i al Tent Colony on Lake Mendota 
j ye pr ae aed rege» Pt ¥ aK 

fen eo i. ry a see “| 8 oe net oF “Ss is % a 4 

ad i Z nips bes is ad Fe I] pays ee | i at! ‘ee bs} aaa the disappearance of tablecloths and waiters and “family 

YE, com ] a é Laat ay a La style” food service, among other things, brought a new 

Rie ee i: Ruel teal eca = lect | eS = look to the postwar residence halls—a look determined 
ed ; CB toad a Toe 2, Bi be to ae ee : ee not by choice but by the exigencies of the times. Still, 

ae 2 oa 5 e a pete A 5 even with these changes, which by their very nature 

! i * Pi? ae ee a el Aaa oped B made for a more impersonal atmosphere for the resi- 

i a cee” doe ‘ - en dents, one key ingredient remained, an ingredient aimed 

Tent Colony on Lake Mendota at preventing students from thinking themselves anony- 

mous cogs in an impersonal machine: the house 

fellow system. 

As it turned out, only one of the three projects, the men’s halls are entirely occupied by Wisconsin veterans The house fellow system operated in its early years 

third residence hall in the Van Hise unit, ever made it and a very few out-of-state veterans who were assigned ona more or less informal basis; that is, after the 

past the planning stages. Construction of Slichter Hall in the fall of 1945,” Lee Burns wrote A. W. Peterson in screening and selection process by the Dormitory Com- 

was approved at the Board of Regents meeting on February of 1947. “No applications have been accepted mittee, each fellow went his own way, managing his unit 

August 20, 1946, and the new building opened the fol- from non-veterans for the academic year 1947-48,” he without a great deal of supervision. As the 1930s pro- 

lowing fall. Named after Charles Sumner Slichter, former continued, “since there is no possibility of assign- gressed this began to change. In 1935 Donald Halverson 

dean of the Graduate School and a key member of the ment.”38 appointed W. Norris Wentworth “Graduate Fellow” (or 

original Dormitory Committee, the hall housed 200 men A closer look inside the dormitories reveals another “head head fellow” as Wentworth facetiously referred to 

and provided badly needed office space for the Division dramatic change. Before the war Tripp and Adams had his job title). In charge of the house fellow program and 

of Residence Halls.37 each housed about 250 students in what were mostly room assignments, Wentworth’s responsibilities were 

With a new men’s dormitory under construction and single rooms. After the war many of these singles were “to see that things ran smoothly.’ Wentworth left the 

with temporary emergency housing facilities popping up converted to doubles. Tripp Hall, Arnold Dammen University in 1941 and was replaced by Arnold Dammen 

in various parts of south-central Wisconsin, it was easy reported to A. W. Peterson in November of 1947, had and Otto Mueller. Dammen’s responsibilities included 

to overlook the fact that all existing dormitories were increased its housing capacity to 400; Adams to 403. student activities programs and student government for 

operating at full capacity. And like most everything else Even old Chadbourne, whose demolition was a favorite the men’s program; Mueller’s included room assign- 

on campus, nothing was quite as it had been before the topic of discussion around campus, increased its capacity ments, as well as the training, selection, and supervision 

war. This was especially true in the men’s halls. “Our from 125 to 157 students.3° Changing styles of dress, of house fellows. Neither job had a chance to develop,
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however, as both men left the University to serve in eo aa a 
the military.40 ae. ee 

Any progress toward systematizing duties and respon- ; oe a : 
sibilities of the fellows disappeared during the war years. ee 
Ata conference of fellows in September of 1942, Donald ee a! 
Halverson explained that each was to be an “individually et : ot Be te ae : 
. . . good Fellow in [his] individual way.” A good fellow, : , eo me ee ne aa : 
he went on, does not “follow any setup or scheme of Fetes a oe a eee Vee Cae ccGh clas og 
things’ ches NEN eo eh in : 4 ECan ge ie | 

A more full-fledged training program for house fellows - ee eer Se ee tk kat gn i 

began shortly after the war's end. In the immediate coal a oe ie eee i co: aay te ‘ ea aah Fj 
; a Reb Rr | postwar years Lee Burns and Arnold Dammen ran the Ne Men rie eC: Ce Gye, 

program. In a September 1949 address, titled “Talk to | . fet Phen See Po ce House Fellows,” Burns told the gathering of new fellows . es Pee wo oe oa ee a a. 
that “the entire Fellow Orientation Program, as drawn . sas eae ee oe | 
up by Mr. Dammen, Miss Campbell [senior head resi- ee ; a a F 
dent], and our head residents, and with the valued F = a Ae he E 
advice of our [Dormitory] Committee, is to. . . acquaint PG Mee ee F 
you with our Division, its aims, and its purposes.” The 50% ihe Peete a = | 
point Burns made over and over was that “the residence Y Ss ie a - = pied * 

halls system is a part of the total educational enterprise 7s Ape ee ; be 1 - ms ne | 
of the University. . . . Student residences should not ‘ ae ee , | ye pb 
only enable education—they should be an education.” pS geeea ss tm a a Soy SE bs 
Finally, Burns addressed the issue that might very well Bore e Pa, | I qf q F “a i ih 
have been a key reason for the conference. “We are a Pa | Pn $ d & | | | ‘se ‘goa (ad 
large organization but that does not necessarily mean & ’ boca i : wel]! | 1 | i cae ee a By be 

that we must be bureaucratic. We are trying hard to cy - k ae oy a iii | | bh te | ‘i : 
guard against becoming impersonal and we need your a ie i Fi cu i i i \ 

help on that problem. We need you, as liaison officers ee 7 tl he ; 
with our students.’4? The goal was a difficult one: to | | ge ee qi \ i 
provide more definition and direction to the house fellow ra ' ba F } GN ie pa a ae ra 
system without it losing its autonomy and becoming too mer ; ceil Mi Pine a 
impersonal. a oe 3 a 

Civil Rights and Housing era ee 
“ “ re aie igen 

Another profound postwar change, which shook the Be aaa ih 
country as well as the University, occurred in the area of i i es = — Sa 

civil rights. In late 1947 the Committee for Civil Rights % oe seria anal 
delivered its report to President Truman. The commit- arr ad rca 

tee’s report documented discrimination in nearly every on 5 “yeti 

aspect of American life. The committee unanimously a wee 

recommended that segregation based on race, creed, Slichter Hall, circa 1951
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<a —— Hi In early 1949 the Student Board Committee Against 
i ——— I ASNE | Discrimination recommended that “all questions pertain- 

_— Ray: Be ; /| ae ® iz ing to race and religion on Residence Halls application 

aoe H ay A \ ra CG fy blanks be removed.” Director Lee Burns, stung by the 
et t / J . 4) ae tacit implications of the recommendation, responded 

rn i | Hy f | “ cy. y | with a statement summarizing “the policy and the aims 
EE | wel dhe i Nov eS | eal of the Division of Residence Halls with reference to the 
ed ATE ‘ iter e . housing of negro /sic] students.” Students whether col- 

; =" : : : . 
pee — \ oe ored or white [are assigned rooms] in order of applica- 

ae , Hy tion date, within class quotas.” It was also “the desire of 
; » ~ 4 the University Residence Halls Administration to have 

ye oN x — students representing all creeds, races, and ways of life 
oe me » << gin \ - pore live happily in a democratic atmosphere. . . . The ques- 

— Tae x a Y mi a tion of mutually satisfactory roommates is important in 
. i D5) Ch Wy ; Vives iN achieving this aim,” Burns continued. “For this reason, i pie a? N\ ae we : 

ex | _— a 4 F ahh in assigning roommates the Division attempts to assign 

r( ei F ; A ae | Dy together students who ask to room together; or gener- 
ow & WW . 2, ae 2 ally if no preference is given, students of approximately 

a ‘ a 1 rere / én 4 > the same age and class.” When Tequests for roommates 

i Re. | of the same faith were made, Burns said, the division 

l/ i’ ao i tried to honor them. “In the case of negro /sic/ stu- 

| i j dents, we have not segregated them to any sections or 

a Sd halls. We have not, however, assigned a negro /sic] and 

aa white person together as roommates unless requested 

Ba) to do so, or unless both parties have been informed 

~ beforehand and the arrangement approved.” 

l a Ge | i ns Ochsner House den, Adams Hall, circa 1952 _ Responding to the student board's request that ques- 
MN 4 4 Base I Pine Room, Van Hise Hall, circa 19 tions about race and religion be replaced with a new 

1" Pf : tne Room, Van Hise Hall, circa 1954 question “that would give each student the opportunity 
y oA 4 | | to state what qualities he would like to find in his room- 

Mp if p mate,” Burns stated emphatically that 
ae aah | me . . . en 

lan 2 tlle , , color, or national origin be eliminated from American life. us . : . . 1 
Just a few years before the issuance of this report, ‘We do not believe such a system is practical or workable. 

i - cain: : Ifa resident then asked for a negro /sic/ for a roommate or 
Vee Arthur Burke, a promising University of Wisconsin grad- : 
—— ss oe 8 a 7 for a white person for a roommate, how would we be able 

BS > a uate student in English, had been forced to move out of to fulfill his request, if we have removed the question per- 

Sc . - the University Club because he was black. With the help taining to race from our application card?’"45 

b nl 4 " of Professors Merle Curti and Helen C. White, among 

\4 ,. — 2 os ] others, he was eventually reinstated. The University of Later that year the University Committee’s “Report 

me a Wisconsin, like the rest of the country, was being made on Human Rights for Students” recommended that the 

A - yi pOCE 4 - painfully aware of the fact that the race issue could no optional information request for race and religion on 

’ » | as = longer be swept under the rug. The University also housing applications be eliminated, that requests for 
4 aa ae oe learned early on that many of the key battles would be roommates be made by name only, and that a University 

ae ae fought in the area of housing.* policy statement against discrimination be included on
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every application blank. In a letter to President Fred in Rights, issued the following statement: “It is recognized Permanent Housing for Married 

late January of 1950, Burns wrote that: the recommenda- that the Dormitory authorities have made rapid progress Graduate Students and Staff 

tions of the University Committee's report “could be fol- in the improvement of human relations as related to the 

lowed without seriously affecting the residence halls pro- occupancy of the university dormitories. We commend The first graduate students appeared at the University 
gram.” Burns went on to note that if the report was the staff members for their efforts and urge them to of Wisconsin in the 1850s. Between 1925-26 and 1940- 
approved “the Division of Residence Halls will do its continue working in this direction. . . ””45 The issue of 41 about 10% of the students attending the University 
utmost to carry out the recommendations as outlined.” room assignments of blacks in residence halls had been were enrolled in graduate programs. The percentage of 
The report was approved by the Faculty Senate on Octo- resolved. The stirring of social protest engendered by graduate students on campus rose steadily after the war, 
ber 2, 1950. On May 19, 1952, the Commission on the issue, however, would remain with the University for increasing from 10.5% in 1946-47 to 19.8% in 1950-51. 
Human Rights, later named the Committee on Human decades to come. In 1940-41 there were 1,248 graduate students on cam- 

pus. That number climbed to 3,126 by 1950-51. Statis- 

tics concerning married students are even more dra- 

ace i } matic. Between 1936-37 and 1940-41 the percentage of 

i Sat? me married students averaged between 4.8% and 5.6%. By 

[ ¥ Nie > 1946-47 it had shot up to 19.2%. Real numbers are 

eee bar “a more startling still. In 1940-41 there were 544 married 

% cise Ee a a students attending the University. By 1946-47 that num- 
Rs A 4 aie ree ber had risen to 3,592. Many of these students were 

b scl ' & Ce a housed initially in the temporary emergency housing 

~ Me ‘ 4 i a apa a SE. s - facilities and the obvious question became, Where would 

 RontiaaP Ses | ae “ , ay Si tll va these students live after the facilities closed?47 
4 an GAP rec cm, pe Graduate student housing had been recognized as a 
ae I cir : tee eee A growing problem in the years immediately preceding 

at i ———— ~~ A cian, <n ee World War II. In the fall of 1939, E. B. Fred, then dean 
‘ ae —— fpf  Saeee ie é of the Graduate School, suggested that the Graduate 

: yg f | ail + = = a ‘ ae we eens Club appoint a committee to conduct a study of housing 
: a = THE ; fae aes BA A age conditions for graduate students and report their findings 

Sola 33. = Pee to the Board of Regents. The Graduate Housing Com- 

ES —— >, te =; or mittee submitted their “Interim Report” to the board at 

ee i. — . its March 7, 1939, meeting.48 
a 34 F ‘ aia ee, “For several years,” the Interim Report began, “there 

Co’ a A cd . iF é aa SS has been a growing conviction among the graduate stu- 

= 2 Sr : ~ > ka dents, as well as among the faculty and administration of 

i e | np " = 7m the University, that improvement is needed in the hous- 

| i eo os 3 ing facilities available to graduate students.” Graduate 
gas Sa fe ak | : ee students’ needs differed from undergraduates’, the 

aid re a .. 4 de | | oe fae = report continued, because their work demanded more 

cae — oe oy fe tenes ae | “quiet study” than undergraduates’, and because they 
eo: ' ve aks eames | : were older and shared different interests, with about one 

cal : ee quarter being married. All these problems, the report 

en : : continued, were exacerbated by a housing shortage in 

Se Madison. Based on the results of a questionnaire pre- 

Tripp Hall, circa 1963 pared by committee members, “the solution of the grad-
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uate housing problem lies in the direction of a housing : — pais Wigs 5 gO Pe : . 
project or projects undertaken either by the university ce ret cae ei eS Pe Sis = AG i : s . 4 | ie 

directly or by the university in cooperation with some Sed a A bas Pike 
other public agency, such as the Madison Housing ‘Ae BS a zs = EE es = pg oo, a oe 

Authority, or the Public Works Administration.” ae 2 —T ae io: lS oe 3 
Citing precedent, the committee noted that during the ee : oT ee | wed <a % 

1933-34 and 1934-35 school years 72 graduate assis- a. ir im ee By i) eet Ss 
tants were housed in one of the undergraduate dormito- as ae! fae a _ ia ; ey 
ries (see Chapter 3). In a survey taken several weeks ra al re t= 3 | F t o F = 7 SS 

later, 66 said they were satisfied with the arrangement, hme al A oe = 
while only 6 said they were not. In addition, of the 608 - wv | : — . 

graduate students responding to the committee’s ques- H | rr fia MS, woh we i P 
tionnaire, 508 reported “that they would like to live in a ie at iil} ij! i Fv 7 CS \ Ly : 
University graduate housing unit.” The committee pre- Bh ee. aie ae : ae 
sented their final report to the regents on December 7, =— Pa i: 

1940. The outbreak of World War II, however, pushed eas serene 

the graduate student housing issue to a back burner.‘9 University Houses University Houses 

After the war, with the influx of married veterans, the 

emphasis shifted away from the larger issue of graduate 

student housing and gravitated specifically toward hous- had felt compelled “to postpone the project indefinitely.” reacted favorably to Fred’s request. On July 25, 1946, 

ing for married students, especially veterans. On April Permanent graduate student housing for married veter- the Board of Regents voted that WARF “be advised that 

18, 1946, the Sub-committee on Residence Halls met ans would never be. Graduate student housing for mar- the regents approve their proposal for a housing project 

“to review and inspect the plans for [permanent] apart- ried students would have to wait another ten years.5! to be located on the Eagle Heights Farm in an area of 

ments for married couples.” The Board of Regents acted Although the faculty did not experience the dramatic approximately ten to twelve acres. . . .” Interest would 

quickly, approving a proposal at its July meeting that increase in numbers displayed by graduate students and be 1% with the principal amortized at the rate of 2% 

called for a 120-unit apartment quadrangle for married married students, the Wisconsin Alumnus, for one, annually for fifty years. Later that year, at an “Informal 

student veterans “at a cost of approximately $800,000.” posed a question about the University’s “homeless Conference of the Regents” held the day before their 

Construction was set to begin immediately.5° profs.” In 1935-36, for example, there were 479 faculty regularly scheduled meeting of November 23, 1946, rep- 

A month later, on August 15, 1946, the Board of members at Wisconsin; by 1940-41 the number had resentatives of WARF and the regents agreed that the 

Regents voted on the following action: risen to 599; by 1945-46 it had fallen to 542; and by amortization rate would be raised to 2 and 1/2% and that 

. : , 1950-51 it had climbed back up to 613. Faculty members WARF would set up a non-profit corporation—later 

That the plans for the construction of the married veterans did not have the option of living in temporary emergency named University Houses, Inc.—to construct and man- 
apartment buildings be postponed for ql he present on housing facilities, and like other local residents, they age the 150-unit property. Despite the strenuous objec- 
account of the fact that final construction estimates are in 5 < 5 : : 
excess of budget allocations and the construction of these found themselves ina town with a severe housing short- tions of Regent Grady, who claimed that such a corpora- 

apartments at this time would require the allotment of an age. As with housing for graduate and married students, tion had no precedent and the board would have 

unwarranted sum from the postwar construction appropria- something needed to be done, and quickly. “absolutely no control” over the property, the revised 

tion made available by the State. The “homeless profs” were luckier than the married motion passed. Construction began in May of 1947 and 

graduate students. In 1944 President E. B. Fred, him- was completed in 1948. Leonard Schultz and Associates 
In an article a few months later, the Wisconsin Alum- self a “homeless prof” when he arrived in Madison after of New York City, designers of the Waldorf-Astoria 

nus reported that local contractors had been upset when World War I, approached the Wisconsin Alumni Research Hotel, among others, served as architect. The “home- 

the contract for building the quadrangle had gone to an Foundation (WARF), asking that they provide funding for less profs” would soon have their much-needed 
out-of-state firm. Coupled with the fact that in-state con- housing for faculty members and their families. WARF, housing, 3 

struction estimates exceeded the budget, the regents aware of the likelihood of a postwar housing shortage,
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End of an Era ER cas ie ay bi és Bee 4 a is pay in. ae! g ete be, eee 
Although organized during an urgent housing short- aie Ss ORR. ¥: Pie” VAs - ar : 

age, the communities at Badger and Truax were more - Si Ba cece Ramen 
than places to live. The people, the buildings, even the ae ex Pare on E: 

buses created an environment that, despite the many yi , ets 

hardships, are remembered with fondness and pride by _-—. , 

many former residents. But from the day they opened, a &s 

the University considered Badger and Truax as tempo- lei aN Hee —t Taal 
rary, operating only as long as the housing emergency ys oe PY . a J 

persisted, after which time they would be closed. hl ne . \ ‘4 
In the 1948-49 school year 10,134 veterans accounted Fo 4. SPiN \Y, ee & a 5 

for 54.4% of the University’s enrollment. Two years ,, oes ¥ p) .~ “= a = i 

later that figure had dropped to 5,455 veterans, repre- i SS APA Sy Ze ‘af ee 
senting 34.6% of the total. At its peak Truax housed ar j a5 A a” | ‘ i 

nearly 800 single male students and Badger over 550 Cn \\\\\\\ \\ ie LN ke) Gh <a 
families. As the 1940s ended, a steady decline in the : ) A Oo 6 e a sell ‘| 
population of each of these facilities began.5 ee, fe I seh ea 

Ina description of Badger written in early 1951, Lee re ee ld, eat f Me i Ya \ aca aa 7 ey Ros 
Burns noted that even though the Division of Residence Pr eae Y] di \ se r © i -~ Ale MY asic 
Halls managed to operate on an overall “break even” ge i 4 . / WERT o.. oi Gee af ahi ts 

basis, it had lost $54,000 on the Badger operation alone, es “* Rh HOR hee os .' ‘ NG etre ave xh Mh UGA Seip de 
with nearly 60% of the loss coming from the bus ser- ; " {xo Oa yf A } ie a : " 2 gs rene "y Meat reeks 2 See 

vice. Burns concluded that “since it is predicted that the ey aim Wea - a fii Bese acl iy) ee DENS AF PAE Sei Nak CGY See ey 
enrollment of GI students will drop off rapidly during the Resour A ahaa pea A, CMe so NEY PAS CIE NS er Ut ha ; : a eit A OU Ct RANA aed MMR I oT < by a next few years, it appears that plans for an orderly with: bis Mae Sona wat Ba EN on aKa BS ae Ke ee be’) a 

drawal from the operation of Badger should be made Elizabeth Waters Hall picnic, circa 1960 

now.’ Working in conjunction with the Badger Council, 

Burns outlined a plan which would move all residents out 

of Badger no later than June 30, 1952. Again, as had 

happened so often in the recent past, world events—this Halle’s recommendation was rejected by council mem- later that number had dropped to 426. As enrollment 

time the outbreak of the Korean War—forced changes in bers. Ina letter to A. W. Peterson a short time later, the fell, talk of closing the facility increased. Acknowledging 

the plans. The federal government needed Badger as Badger Council proposed saving money by eliminating that possibility, Lee Burns wrote to University Business 
soon as possible to train soldiers. Lawrence Halle, resi- janitor service and curtailing bus service for North Manager Neil G. Cafferty that despite the decline in 
dent manager of Badger, therefore recommended that Badger, asking in return that they be allowed to remain enrollment, “we have a very great obligation to the resi- 
the part of the facility known as North Badger be closed at Badger until the original June closing date. Respond- dents of Truax Field right now.” As with Badger, the 
March 31, 1951, three months ahead of schedule.5s ing on February 19, 1951, Peterson wrote to the Badger budget was crucial. And like Badger, Truax was operat- 

Throughout the existence of the temporary emer- Association that “the Regents are willing that we con- ing at a loss—$63,000 during the 1949-50 school year 
gency housing facilities, veterans had displayed little tinue to operate North Badger for the balance of this fis- alone. At the May 1949 regents’ meeting funding was 
enthusiasm for residence halls’ self-government associa- cal year provided the deficits can be kept to a approved to operate Truax for the first semester of the 

tions. It is ironic that the Badger and Truax associations minimum.”56 1949-50 school year only.5? 

chose these final months to exert themselves. In a A similar situation had developed at Truax. In October In October of 1949 Lee Burns wrote A. W. Peterson 
meeting of the Badger Council on February 6, 1951, of 1948, 785 single males lived at Truax. Twelve months that even though the Board of Regents had recom-
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Truax.” They concluded by emphasizing that their living Halverson to A. W. Peterson, 10 November 1942, UW Archives, 

experiences at Truax had 24/1/1, Box 175; Donald Halverson to Lt. Comm. Lambert, 10 

7 November 1942, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 175; Donald Halverson to 

5 A rae dd developed responsible democratic individuals, through a pro- Lt. Comm. Lambert, 20 November 1942, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 

"ee > 4 4 gram of self-government and planned social and recreational 175. 

g = cS 2 . f bk | activities. Such a program is in point a part of any educa- 6. Donald Halverson to A. W. Peterson, 25 February 1943, UW 
| eee Ny ae tional plan. Truax has benefited from this program because Archives, 24/1/1, Box 175. 

ca] of i f PI A a Z4 oy f\ se 8 i a aes so We ask only that you 7. A.J. Glover, “A Message To All Alumni,” Wisconsin Alumnus 44, 

Oa) 5. Se ( ~s = OW, US Ho TERA ese: Denemts no. 2 (February 1943):106-13. 

a is pee | On November 12, 1949, the Finance Committee of the 8. Lee Burns interview, 18 July 1985; Donald Halverson, “The Univer- 

ao oi Board of Regents recommended to the full board, “That sity of Wisconsin Naval Training School, Cooks and Bakers,” 21 

| Vee the University Residence Halls budget for 1949-50 be October 1942, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 175. 
1) ee ps amended to permit the continuation of the Truax Hous- 9. Donald Halverson and Lee Burns, “Newsletter” (December 1944), 

— A i eis ing project for the second semester of the 1949-50 UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 182; Donald Halverson and Lee Burns, 

Student social activities, circa 1963 school year only and that not to exceed $25,000. . . “Newsletter” (February 1945), UW Archives, 19/18, Box 1. Peter 
: 60 Pappas was a former house fellow, as was Lawrence Halle, who had 

be budgeted for this purpose: . gone on to replace Arnold Dammen when Dammen was called into 

By arguing the principles that Slichter and the other military service in early 1942. At the same time, Otto Mueller was 
. members of the original Dormitory Committee had called to active duty and was replaced by George Gurda, a former 

mended closing Truax at the end of the first semester of sought to instill in their charges, the residents of Truax house fellow. 

the 1949-50 school year, there are some 8 tudents who won their point. The largest temporary emergency 10. Known initially as the Serviceman's Readjustment Act, the GI Bill of 

are questioning the advisability of terminating the project housing facilities, Badger and Truax, closed that spring. Rights was signed into law on 22 June 1944. 

aie erul ok the rel setneeee Hemiensd Eel ssoe A unique and, in many ways, inspiring chapter in the his- 11, Donald Halverson to Clarence Dykstra, 18 July 1944, UW Archives, 
that “there undoubtedly will be some student sentiment tory of the University closed with them. 24/1/1, Box 188; Blanche Stemm, “University of Wisconsin Report 
for continuance.” On the same day Burns sent his mes- on Housing of Men, 1943-44,” 13 October 1944, UW Archives, 

sage to Peterson, Otto Mueller, director of the Housing 24/1/1, Box 188. 

Bureau, sent Peterson a separate memo stating that  € 12. Lee Burns, “Report on Emergency Housing Projects at Wisconsin 
even though housing remained scarce in Madison, ENDNOTES and Operating Estimates for 1946-47,” 8 March 1947, Lawrence Halle 

“these men [forced to leave Truax] will be able to find Papers, UW Housing Office Archives. 
accommodations in the city by the opening of the second Note: Much of the information cited in these notes, including the Regents’ 13. “University Uses Truax Hospital,” Wisconsin Alumnus 47, no. 4 (an- 

semester.’58 Reports, can be found in the University of Wisconsin Archives, located in uary 1946):4; Newell Smith interview with Barry Teicher, 18 October 
Armed with Burns's letter and Mueller’s memo, the basement of the Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1983, on file with UW History Project; Arnold H. Dammen to A. W. 

Peterson met with the Board of Regents Finance Com- telephone (608) 262-3290. Peterson, 10 November 1947, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 229. Among 
itt N ber 3 and inf d them that “[al defi Co . those helping at Truax was Susan B. Davis, who came out of retire- 

Mnitiee-on November, ane informed. them that ” 1a]. de 1. Editorial, Wisconsin Alumnus 43, no. 2 (February 1942):102. The ment to assist in the advising of students, especially married couples. 
nite decision should be made by the Regents at the Wisconsin Alumni Magazine became Wisconsin Alumnus as of Davis, who had served as assistant dean of women, related her expe- 

meeting on November 12 whether to continue the Truax October 1936. riences at Truax in “The Student Veteran's Wife,” a published book- 
project for the second semester.” On November 10 the 2. Lee Burns interview with Barry Teicher, 18 July 1985, on file with let, in Housing Files, UW Archives, 25/00/6, Box 1. 

Truax Student Association informed the regents that, UW History Project. 14. Clarence Dykstra, Handwritten Notes, 6 April 1946, UW Archives, 

based on a survey they had conducted, over three- 3. Donald Halverson to Clarence Dykstra, 25 September 1942, UW AIL, Box 188. 
fourths of the 366 students still living at Truax desired Archives, 1/1/3, Box 58; Lee Burns interview, 18 July 1985; Lawrence 15. Lawrence Halle interview with authors, 6 June 1984, on file with UW 

to stay there. They pointed out that most students who Halle interview with Barry Teicher, 31 October 1985. History Project. 

had recently moved out had done so “because of the 4. Clarence Dykstra, Handwritten Notes, Board of Regents’ Meeting, 16. Lawrence Halle, “The University of Wisconsin Badger Project,” in 

action to close Truax.” The “general living conditions” 14 March 1942. Burns, “Report on Emergency Housing Projects,” p. 1; Lawrence 

of those students, the Truax Student Association had 5. For specific examples of these disagreements see Donald Halverson Halle interview, 6 June 1984; Erhart Mueller, Badger Village Bluffoiew 

since learned, was “far below the quality we receive at to Lt. Boudry, 7 April 1942, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 168; Donald Courts, 1943-1982, (Madison: Bluffview Acres, Inc., 1982), p.3.
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17. Mueller, Badger Village, pp.18, 22, 26. Lee Sherman Dreyfus would on Housing of Men, 1943-44,” 13 October 1944, p.8, UW Archives, 50. Donald Halverson to James G. Woodburn, 22 April 1946, UW 
later serve as governor of Wisconsin, and William Proxmire as a 24/1/1, Box 188. Archives, 24/1/1, Box 188; UW Regents’ Minutes, 25 July 1946. 

United States senator. 37. A. W. Peterson, Vice-President of Business Services and President 51. UW Regents’ Minutes, 15 August 1946; “Building Program Moves 

18. Mueller, Badger Village, pp.16, 19. of the Wisconsin University Building Corporation, should be given Slowly,” Wisconsin Alumnus 48, no. 1 (September/October 1946):5. 
credit for the addition to the Van Hise unit being completed on sched- “ » . 

19. Mueller, Badger Village, pp.40, 52-58. ule. Whenever the contractor, the George A. Fuller Company of Chi- 52. io : Homeless Profs,” Wisconsin Alumnus 49, no. 6 (March 

20. Mueller, Badger Village, pp.61-84; Lawrence Halle interview, cago, fell behind schedule, Peterson always seemed to be there to — 
6 June 1984. prod them along. (See, for example, A. W. Peterson to George Fuller 53. Three years later, in 1951, WARF turned the operation of University 

Construction Company, 18 February 1947, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box Houses back to the University. UW Regents’ Minutes, 25 July 1946; 
21. Mueller, Badger Village, pp.86-96. 214.) UW Regents’ Minutes, 20 August 1946; George Gurda inter- “Informal Conference of the Regents,” 22 November 1946, UW 
22. Lawrence Halle interview, 6 June 1984. Hal with Barry Teicher, 17 July 1986, on file with UW History Archives, 1/1/3, Box 65; [Untitled Amendment to the] Regents’ Min- 

23, Lawrence Halle interview, 6 June 1984, roject. utes, 3 November 1946, UW Archives, 1/1/3; “Houses for Homeless 

. 38. Lee Burns to A. W. Peterson, 28 February 1947, UW Archives, Profs, Wisconsin Alumnus 49, no. 6 (March 1948):21; Clarence 
24. = Bate to 0. B. Fensholt, 12 January 1946, UW Archives, 24/1/1, 2A/1/1, Box 214, “Report on Situation in University Halls and Tempo- Schoenfeld interview with Barry Teicher, 16 July 1986, on file with 

ox 188; UW Regents’ Minutes, 9 March 1946. rary Projects” was distributed weekly in the years immediately follow- UW History Project. 

25. N. J. Fagerland, “The University of Wisconsin Badger and Truax Bus ing the war. These one-page mimeographed reports provide an excel- 54. Lins, “Fact Book for History of Madison Campus.” 
System,” in Burns, “Report Housit jects.” lent week-by-week account of the housing situation on campus. 
stem,” in Burns, “Report on Emergency Housing Projects, y m 55. Lee Burns, “Some Facts and Statistics About Badger Village,” 23 

26. Newell Smith interview, 18 October 1983. 39. Arnold Dammen to A. W. Peterson, 10 November 1947, UW March 1950, pp.1-2, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254; Lee Burns to 
Archives, 24/1/1, Box 229. i i . 27. Lawrence Halle interview, 6 June 1984. Ives, AW. Peterson, 12 April 1950, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254; Lee 

40. W. Norris Wentworth interview with Barry Teicher, 19 June 1984, on Burns to Neil G. Cafferty, 9 February 1951, UW Archives, 24/1/1, 
28. Lawrence Halle interview, 6 June 1984; Mueller, Badger Village, p.14. file with UW History Project; Otto Mueller interview with Barry Box 274. 

29, The State Emergency Board, set up to deal with requests for postwar Teicher, 1 May 1984 on file with UW History Project. 56. Badger Village Association Statement, 6 February 1951, UW 
emergency funding, consisted of Governor Walter S. Goodland, State 41. Donald Halverson, “Joint Fellow Conference Meetings Thursday, Sep- Archives, 24/1/1, Box 274; A. W. Peterson to Charles D. Gelatt, 8 

oni Director E. C. Giessel, and a member of the assembly and tember 10, 1942,” UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 175. pe al, gs tl aot ee nh senate. . W. Peterson, 15 February i chives, 24/1/1, Box 274; 

i ‘arte ” i ‘i 42. Lee Burns, “Talk to House Fellows,’ September 1949, Lee Bums A. W. Peterson to Badger Council, 19 February 1951, UW Archives, 
30. “Randall and Monroe Fark Projects,” in Burns, “Report on Emer- Papers (emphasis in original), UW Housing Office Archives. 2A/I/1, Box 274. 

gency Housing Projects.’ , 
. . 43, For a thorough discussion of the Burke case, see John W. Jenkins and 57. “U of W Housing Bureau: Where Students Lived [1948-49].” UW 

31. “Randall and Monroe Park Projects,” in Burns, “Report on Emer- say? secceitv-of We ~ “U of W Housing Bureau: Where Students Lived (1948-49), —iw£,* Barry Teicher, “The Community of Scholars at the University of Wis- Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254; Lee Burns to Neil G. Cafferty, 11 May 
cae ee consin, 1920-1944,” UW History Project Working Paper #1, 1984, 1949, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254; Lee Burns to A. W. Peterson, 

32. “Regents’ Constructional Development Committee Meeting,” 28 Sep- pp.33-42. 24 May 1949, UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254; Regents’ Minutes, 14 
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Wisconsin: The Story of the Origins and Growth of the Summer UW Archives, 24/1/1, Box 254. 
School and the Summer Session, 1885-1940” (Mimeo., Office of the 46. Burns, “Residence Halls Assignment Policy”; “Minutes of the Resi- . . 

Summer Session, Univ. of Wisconsin, 1940), pp.49-50; “Interchange dence Halls Faculty Committee,” 23 January 1950, UW Archives, 58. be roenon Board of Regents Finance Committee, 3 November 
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hen the temporary emergency housing this problem.” Since space for such facilities was not and sketches for the dormitories were approved, with 

facilities closed, the Division of Resi- available on campus, the board finally voted that work on rent tentatively set at $4.00 per week. Four months 

dence Halls, under the direction of preliminary sketches for “a low-cost housing unit for later, final board charges were established at $5.00 per 

Newell Smith (who succeeded Lee Burns about one hundred students—either in one building or week. By June, financing had been secured. The cost, 

in October of 1954), refocused its energies onto new several” begin immediately. Instructions were that the not to exceed $125,000 per unit, was to be taken from 

projects. The first of these was the cooperatives, housing be located south or east of campus; Regent cash balances in the 5-A Residence Halls Revolving 

expanding on the pattern of the first three Kronshage Renk suggested reserving part of a trailer camp project Fund and advanced to the Wisconsin University Building 

units, which arose from the University’s desire to pro- or a University farm area for this project. Corporation.? The method of operating these scholarship 

vide the option of lower-cost on-campus housing. The Six months later, at the May 8, 1954, regents’ meet- cooperatives was discussed at the September 1955 

Division of Residence Halls also returned to plans for ing, site approval was given for two scholarship coopera- board meeting. University Vice-President A. W. Peter- 

new housing for an expanding undergraduate population, tives. Unlike Kronshage, the scholarship cooperatives son reminded the board that “the goal . . . in building 

and, finally, to the transition for married graduate stu- had very inexpensive construction, small rooms, and lim- these dormitories [is] to reduce the costs to students as 

dents from the postwar facilities to permanent housing. ited social space. The criteria for assignment were a much as possible.” Therefore, Peterson said, it was 

While the Division of Residence Halls worked on these stated desire to participate in a cooperative, proven aca- “deemed advisable” to form student cooperatives with 

projects, the campus-wide planning commission, work- demic ability, and need. In November preliminary plans “the costs to the students [being] reduced by the stu- 

ing in conjunction with President E. B. Fred and the 

Board of Regents, turned their attention to developing a 

comprehensive forward-looking plan for campus growth. 7 RY ee 
This period in the history of the Division of Residence ee Z y R tage e\f Bei bee 
Halls was characterized by a tremendous increase in the ie pai i. Ta a Bas I a sige 
size and scope of the University. Once again, the Divi- he iy) a Wis He a a Meee Rt 
sion of Residence Halls assisted the University’s general RUE, fs. SR eae ee eS oo 

: 2 os Wiiyre Aree wy cage MRNA 3 RS Ze RM aie “ 
goals by developing specific plans and by redesigning the i) ty pss ae iS. be ee cr Us eae SS Bes. y/ 

house fellow system and the residence halls’ self- ROW) ee? |e AE oe ae Fae oe (ae | { my = 
government association to meet the needs of a modern \ if lf 228 > Be Bee ee Se ai k 

iversi NS ar Rac me Sek pe ee a university. " YY Meas! a oe ee Ra ot ee] ia 

Vt eT a 
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Acting on the recommendation of the Division of Resi- aod e | i <I ‘ oe of homes " aa 
dence Halls, the Board of Regents, at their November ard c 1 eee f nos Re “4 pad A 

1953 meeting, tackled the problem of expanding the low- , en —— Papper ae et 5 3 
cost housing option for students. Regent Wilbur N. - 5 J — is a can fay aes a a aoe - 
Renk, concerned that “a number of women . . . did not F , Ae i ‘a De beck wi i. ae 

enroll in September” because of a shortage of low-cost x I AD Lene ‘ aM Bah ; 3 4 

housing, noted that enrollment projections “made it ena se ip 4 ed 
essential that the Regents . . . do something regarding § Palen Shean, ee Me eo iS oc Kae er 

eo Fe Ag ee here ie Peer be cmd oe r _ i aes = 

ag en ae Set ae oan hash Sana, ie enoncae reas Me Pe ees 

Gordon Commons and Ogg Hall plaza, 1965 Lee str Stam Fiend 6 . 

Rust House, men’s cooperative
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. - se ee : dents doing part of the work in the dormitories 

ee aa aie ES Te en themselves."S / / 
ee girs ate an . = The two dormitories opened, with a month’s delay, in 

‘ ae ek PS SRI can ; ‘ the fall of 1955. The women’s dormitory, located at 915 
esa = RE ai 3 ‘ pee oe 2 Bilan. West Johnson _ was _ oe Bayliss, for- 

ee Sp ee eae ai ces : mer assistant to the dean of women. The men’s unit, 
pes a ee Se ne _—s aS 4 . — SS , located at 123 North Orchard Street, was named after 
? P< <= — Lt 7 ie y Saige, acy Sy David Schreiner, a former men’s hall resident and an All 
* Sn SS Px a a we American football player who was killed on Okinawa.‘ 
Pe ea as etn e. i ad x4 i = In their March 1956 annual report, the Board of Visi- 

oy : Re ees e , ; ne oa tors commented favorably not only on the overall con- 
5 gee x re Za = aid » es = oa ri eS | struction of Bayliss and Schreiner houses, but on “the 

ae. ae a ee secs a —. aes nS ¢ a enthusiasm of the students” as well. “This type of hous- 

page eet es a os Ps Pd ; 4 Sa ing,” they wrote the regents, “is meeting a real need.” 

: ap 36 a eer Cae as oes ie A. The Board of Visitors asked the University to “please 
Ho, ate a a Sea ce _* ae? 5 give us more.” The University did just that, building two 

te a Mate id ~4 xt Ring ‘ne gts a additional scholarship cooperatives. The first, for 
‘ = By 7 oF. p ' ea : s Ae women, was opened in 1961 and named after Zoe Bay- 

: . >, - ¥ ~~ vr. val liss’s colleague and friend, Susan B. Davis. The second, 
Eo : a 7) ore, é © i opened in 1963, was named after Henry Rust, its princi- 

es 5 3 ies gare SS gs pal benefactor. Each dormitory was built adjacent to its 
a ne eae a <cJ counterpart.® The cooperatives fulfilled their function 

Je % 1 fe ia i and they continue to provide a popular housing alterna- 
Eagle Heights and University Houses, circa 1967 tive to traditional residence halls. 

e ee es SS pa en ae OA Married Graduate Student Housing 

a @ oa Pig. eS ee } tg Bi Y fy h The University needed permanent housing for married 
mes =a aie ie il 3 is sy students displaced by the closing of temporary postwar 

Orr ition wi q ; qi H ei ee os housing and for the increasing number of married gradu- 

tj Perce 9 > PI ys ee rca a ate students who were teaching and research assistants. 
i ie a Sp ee bs BeS Po; At the same regents’ meeting where approval was given 

i. pee 4 Be g ae: Pe sai “4 to proceed with Bayliss and Schreiner houses, the board 

f Rei: i par aS ak Bs 4 voted that the University’s administrative officers be 

¥ rabpeienn a) ay Le a permitted to begin site evaluation and to initiate discus- 
ae A bod i a ai i sions on financing and construction for married graduate 

f oe ea per AN aa hie or student housing. Once set in motion, planning pro- 

i Paes aS. I f i ci ceeded quickly, though not at quite the breakneck pace 
a | | = i} UF of the temporary emergency housing immediately after 

Bee Sar ag ac EN the war. . iinet ce First on the agenda was choosing sites where initial 

Eagle Heights apartment building — — housing could be built and future housing planned. In 
July of 1956 two possible sites were presented to the
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regents for consideration. The first was in the Spring in overseeing financing; construction began soon hensive plan for major expansion was still a few years 

Street area, located just east of Camp Randall, and the afterward.? off, the Division of Residence Halls continued to work 

second was the Pharmaceutical Garden area, a section The pattern for financing married student apartments hard toward short-term plans to keep a step ahead of the 

within the Eagle Heights Farm. Weiler and Strang, had been set. Plans for a second unit in Eagle Heights increasing need for student housing. 

Madison-based consultants, were hired to study not only began two months after bids for the first unit were From the postwar period on, the process of planning 

site selection, but cost and feasibility as well. In their approved; this unit would also contain 100 apartments. and constructing university housing projects became 

report they deemed both sites acceptable, as well as a In June of 1957 the Board of Regents approved financing increasingly systematized. In 1945 the University Cam- 

third on Midvale Boulevard. In February of 1955 the for a third Eagle Heights unit of 400 apartments, with pus Planning Commission was created “to advise the 

Board of Regents voted that “the Pharmaceutical Gar- approximately half of the $3.6 million price tag coming president and regents concerning priorities, the location 

dens area [Eagle Heights] be approved for the site of 100 from HHFA loans and the rest “from other sources.”10 of buildings, and the acceptance of plans at various 

units of married student apartments.”” Four additional units of 100 apartments each were stages.”!3 This commission, which did not initiate plans, 

During this period, the regents were actively investi- eventually built. The Eagle Heights apartments were provided support throughout the planning process. They 

gating other possible married student housing options. attractive for many reasons. They were built on spacious were later aided by the Division of Physical Plant 

One proposal was for the utilization of the University grounds, they had spectacular views and large areas for Planning—initially headed up by Albert F. Gallistel, 

Cabin Camp—located in the 2900 block of University resident vegetable gardens. They were accessible to superintendent of buildings and grounds—which provided 

Avenue and used as temporary emergency housing dur- campus bus service, and developed an increasingly inter- technical support ranging from determining utility loca- 

ing the war—by razing the cabins and replacing them national atmosphere. More importantly, though, they tions to landscaping. Both the University Campus Plan- 

with apartments. At its June 1955 meeting the board offered reasonable rents, and when finally completed, ning Commission and the Division of Physical Plant Plan- 

voted to do just that, approving construction of forty- they provided housing for 1,074 students and their ning worked closely with the Division of Residence Halls 

eight apartments for married students on lots fronting families. staff during all stages of planning. 

Harvey Street. Securing financing for the proposed units The Division of Residence Halls had planned on more The first major housing project developed to meet the 

presented another problem. Beginning in the Depression units than were actually built. At the September 1963 anticipated undergraduate enrollment increase was initi- 

(see Chapter 3), the University had relied heavily on regents’ meeting, Housing Director Newell Smith stated ated in early 1954 when the Board of Regents, acting on 

federal aid for its building projects, with loan and grant that the University was planning 150 apartments for 1965 the advice of the Division of Residence Halls and the 

money channeled through the Wisconsin University and 150 apartments for 1966, with a “long range pro- University Campus Planning Commission, agreed to give 

Building Corporation (WUBC). In this case, financing gram. . . for 150 apartments per year for the next 7 “further consideration . . . to the construction of a new 

through the WUBC was delayed “pending the decision years.” The following year, University President Fred women's dormitory on the site of Chadbourne Hall and 

of the Wisconsin Supreme Court as to the legality of Harvey Harrington recommended to the board that 400 to the urgent need for constructing such a dormitory as 

financing through private building corporations.” Thus it married student apartments be built near Tokay Boule- soon as possible.” A year later, in February of 1955, it 

came about that the board granted authority to invest vard on the Rieder Farm area. Neither of these ambi- was “Voted, That . . . it is the considered opinion of the 
about $400,000 from Anonymous and Knapp funds to tious goals were met, but married student housing had Regents that a new dormitory should be constructed on 

finance the apartments. Regent Renk also requested found a permanent place on the campus. the site of Chadbourne Hall.” Two hurdles needed to be 

that the board be furnished a report on the feasibility of cleared before the new Chadbourne could be built, how- 
financing such projects through temporary loans from the ‘ : ever. The first related to financing, the second to deter- 

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. Again, the Expanding Undergraduate Housing mining dimensions and capacity.15 

Board of Regents employed creative financing to meet Undergraduate enrollment, which had more than dou- As with the Eagle Heights project, financing of the 
the housing needs of the University.8 bled between 1945 and 1946—from 7,743 in 1945 to new Chadbourne Hall was delayed while the Supreme 

Financing the first 100 units of married graduate stu- 15,877 in 1946—leveled off in 1947 and 1948, and then Court settled the question of the legality of financing 
dent apartments at Eagle Heights came through a loan began a three-year decline as veterans gradually left the through private building corporations (in this case, the 

from the College Housing Program of the Housing and University, falling to 10,139 in 1951. Undergraduate WUBC). The Housing Act of 1950 was amended by Con- 
Home Finance Agency (HHFA). Bids for the first unit of enrollment held at around 10,000 through 1954, then gress to allow for loans through private corporations like 
apartments were approved on October 6, 1956, shortly started a steady climb for the next decade, reaching the WUBC, and when the regents learned that 

after the courts had reasserted the WUBC’s involvement 20,000 for the first time in 1965.12 Although a compre- $65,000,000 was available at 2 and 3/4% over forty
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a oe ei ef Be) a 5 8 lms IT Tle ss ae e Bucky Badger visits Chadbourne Hall dining room 
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bith espe =a ee Tene a 9 i we Ng ses <8 ag : Kronshage was three stories; Tripp, Adams, and Slichter 
ae . Rag] ik. Tu is ] Tt eee ae tank cari were four; and Barnard, and Elizabeth Waters’ center 

ech tink ay vy Fog ees kee section were five stories. If the new Chadbourne was to 
be SU a q a tor i a re be built on the site of old Chadbourne, the lower, tradi- 

h ot al on) =f = rary TL Re as tional structure would have to be abandoned. 
ee ail 7 ee ee my The options were limited; the new building could 

Fei ax if PI a eG Rae i either soar upward or spread over most of the site. The 
a, aS 5 Seed ee : a regents selected the former option. At the December 
Bei ee, a nae micatie a a | 1955 regents’ meeting, when preliminary plans and 

. a Tg: a Se bniel sketches for the new Chadbourne were presented to the 
a WR, en st ———— ——. board, Regent Renk expressed regret “that the new 

} is ' en phe Sh | ‘ dormitory would only provide space for six hundred stu- 

‘ pe i | seein a | dents.” Apparently once the Board of Regents started 

am ma | aon —, aE] thinking big, they did not look back. On June 14, 1956, 

_ | _ — authorization was given to employ a contractor. A year 
Chadbourne Hall, circa 1965 later the schedule of costs was approved. Old Chad- 

bourne Hall was torn down in 1957, and the new Chad- 

bourne Hall was built in 1959 at a cost of just over 

years for just that purpose, the board wasted no time in sion. Dining facilities were already in place adjacent to $3,000,000.17 
applying to the Housing and Home Finance Agency for the site, the land belonged to the University, and having Both the size and the high-rise design of the new 

monies.!6 the building near Barnard Hall insured a better utilization Chadbourne Hall posed serious planning problems for 

The question of determining dimensions and capacity of staff. Matters became more complicated still when the Division of Residence Halls, which sought to retain 

presented a different challenge. The original Chadbourne the University announced that it hoped the new Chad- the “gracious, intimate atmosphere [that] had character- 

Hall was situated on a prime location that the Division of bourne would house up to 600 students. The old Chad- ized the Residence Hall program at Wisconsin.” To meet 

Residence Halls wanted to retain for housing purposes. bourne was four stories high and housed about 180 stu- this goal, the Division of Residence Halls had the build- 

Economic considerations were also a factor in the deci- dents. The other residence halls varied in height— ing designed in a “Y” shape, and designated each floor a
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“house.” The number of residents living in each house between Tripp and Elizabeth Waters Hall be postponed Actually the University Campus Planning Commission 

was kept relatively small—about 66. There were no long indefinitely. . . 2” The unobstructed view of Picnic Point recommended two groups of dormitories: the first on 

corridors and community facilities were centrally from Observatory Drive was safe. Building another large the east side of Elm Drive, the second on the west side. 

located, as was the house fellow room.'8 women’s dormitory would have to wait until the develop- Group one, to be located on the east side of Elm Drive, 

Once the building of new Chadbourne Hall was under ment of the Southeast Dormitory Area on the lower planned for two four-story units and a single two-story 

way, the regents turned their attention to building an campus in the 1960s.2° dining hall, received the final go-ahead in the fall of 1957. 

additional women’s dormitory. Plans were to locate it With other land in the lakeshore area still available for The board approved final plans and specifications the fol- 

near the lakeshore between Tripp and Elizabeth Waters expansion, planning for two large dormitory units for lowing spring. During construction the board decided 

halls and to provide housing for 400 to 600 women. undergraduate men moved with relative speed. In June that one of the units would house women. Cole Hall, the 

When debate over the issue finally reached the board of 1957 the University Campus Planning Commission women’s building, along with Sullivan Hall and Holt Com- 

floor in November of 1957, opposition to the plan was led recommended that the regents grant authority “for mons, opened in the fall of 1958, housing 500 students. 

by President E. B. Fred. As the board minutes state: employment of an architect to prepare a site develop- For the first time a men’s and a women's residence hall 

“(President Fred] pointed out that the construction of ment and preliminary sketches for new dormitories to shared a commons.22 

the dormitory building, as proposed, would violate the house up to 1,000 men and to be located west of Elm On April 7, 1956, the regents granted approval for a 

long-held understanding that no buildings are to be con- Drive.”21 second group of dormitories, housing 825 students, to 

structed which would in any way interfere with the view 

of Picnic Point from Observatory Hill.” The proposed 

dormitory, Fred was quick to point out, “would put a 

building directly in front of the finest view in the State of ae rr as 

Wisconsin.”!9 aie - 
Although respectful of the president’s wishes, the onan ne ez 

regents did not immediately defer to what the board min- gt | Ha iy | Zoe) 
utes characterized as Fred’s “vigorous opposition.” aE ; {ii ax ee Li # 

Regent Carl F. Steiger, for example, “emphasized that H -— ty ia we ‘ 

he felt as strongly as anyone regarding the aesthetic i | ies \ 

aspects of the campus. . . but that. . . it was his opin- ." a x S 

ion that the proposed building would not interfere with 1" A “4 , 3 ) 

the view of Picnic Point from Observatory Drive.” When | ' fy q y : 
it was suggested that the board refer the question “for : Lm eA fp NY Aa & ! : mm, , As 

further study,’ Vice-President A. W. Peterson reported r ful i a v 4 l ‘ iN 

that the plans and specifications for this project needed : Py w iy " ra. 
to be submitted to the HHFA by December 31 in order t et ; | Ly A Pa oe 

for the University to be eligible for loan consideration, oie if é a gti | ’ 
and thus would not allow for “sufficient time to complete Poa, ae ‘e af Ss : - Soh AY 7] 
[the revised] plans and specifications.” The board was ree Na SS 2 st ra Cs Naga : , 
stymied. The final motion referred the plan to the Uni- Acs oe 4 Peed — 7 NG 

versity Campus Planning Commission, recommending Yar cada Se — = ra v tad 
“that the area between Tripp Hall and the west line of : , 2 OG ve ‘a 
Elizabeth Waters Hall and bounded on the south by SS os” - Me Lé- 8 
Observatory Drive not be used for the contemplated ie Be: se ” a < 

. # - ‘ - eg Mae ‘3 Gy ‘a 
purposes; and that this matter be considered by the Sa ae uA 

Board at the December meeting.” In December the : . =o CaaS 
board voted that “consideration of the construction Holt Commons, circa 1960
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0 tH a i Wt oils ao a] os hg U i h Ap ae 7 y Le hd iy Py T il i | tt Planning for the Future 

P a! a ’ i. : ad q On February 7, 1959, the Board of Regents approved 
| <tc + A i. <4 A Faculty Document 1365, “The Sketch Plan for the Uni- 

Ro. aA \ —— ee " ; versity of Wisconsin at Madison: A First Progress 

: & > ae A } : t | a tas | Report on the Development of a General Campus Plan.” 

| ae 2% see i | : ] Zi H A ’ 8 Developed by the Department of University Planning and 
es pa ENS, A iy a te)» ii 4 Construction—formerly the Division of Physical Plant 

: See ed ae ee Pee > = a y/ Pi 4 ok | Planning—and approved by the University Campus Plan- 

Tt a oe ive rw Me aia tome CB EE ae s ning Commission, the Sketch Plan, as it came to be 

aoe aa ook oil 5 ae Oo aa" rea called, was “to show in very broad terms major planning 
f 4 eapaaeee9 ii itiocel = . Lisanne objectives in order to establish basic development poli- 

eer ¢ ta) ) oy a . \ cies.” The key to implementing these policies lay in the 

e Fi: y Ps -_— : : ; acquisition of some seventy acres of land south of Uni- 

eeos st ees pre od versity Avenue between Breese Terrace and Frances 

2 4 Cail é " Street. Among the seven “component parts” listed in 

rh Jeo i iS § at } the Sketch Plan was housing. The other areas to be 
& ie i oh ex a a , ; studied included university services, academic land use, 

Pe a vie rey yo rege | commercial and industrial services, transportation and 

a a ocean cman — ) a a arking, university recreation, and the environment.” 
} a ae = parsing, yRC 2 nmen- 
ae’ stoic apiaeiie en egies Ne - aa pero Within the context of housing, the Sketch Plan out- 

: baa toa eT PTE: pe a ites peer lined two general needs: student housing, and faculty 

6 aber daaalineite Hake aut! ‘sibs POA Oe No ak sl we a ge Oe and staff housing. The University currently provided 

seated ' a ee eae Ne Olen ena EEE pricier osaaiel housing for 30% of its single students and 17% of its 
aE Ts athe eras it eet MO are pease ihe on VS Si widales Caakane ce cone married students. The Sketch Plan noted that to main- 

a pith : - - - . tain that percentage, the University would have to con- 

Intramural touch football, lakeshore area struct over 3,000 additional housing spaces by 1970. If 
the University elected to expand south of University 

Avenue, the Sketch Plan continued, several facilities 

be located west of Elm Drive. The WUBC negotiated from Milwaukee, longtime adviser to the School for then housing students would have to be razed, thus 
the loan and WARF backed it. Three housing buildings Workers, and past president of the Board of Regents, exacerbating an already serious problem.” Fortunately, 
and a commons opened in September 1959. The total who died in 1980. The building now serves as a Univer- most of the facilities to be razed were of sub- 
cost of the four Elm Drive buildings was a little over sity extension conference center.23 standard quality. 

$3,400,000, with each housing unit costing around With the exception of Merit House, which opened The Sketch Plan also foresaw a greater need for fac- 

$833,000. much later, in June of 1986, the completion of the Elm ulty and staff housing. “About 40% of the faculty mem- 
The three housing buildings were known as “A,” “B,” Drive units brought an end to the days of low-rise, on- bers,” the Sketch Plan pointed out, “presently reside 

and “C” for several years. The food building was “Elm campus housing units for single students. The hand- within 3/4 of a mile of the center of campus, indicating a 
Drive Commons.” After Professor Harold C. Bradley some, sturdy, functional style of architecture that had so strong demand for proximity to the University among 
died in 1976, ‘A’ was named after him. “C” became characterized these buildings was about to be replaced the faculty.” Assuming that expansion would displace 
Goodnight Hall after Dean of Men Scott Goodnight’s by more cost-efficient, space-efficient “high-density several of these faculty and staff living units, and project- 
death in 1973, although the building was no longer a structures.”24 The new Chadbourne Hall had, in effect, ing that future enrollment levels would “result in a sub- 
housing facility by that time. “B” was named the Frie- shown the University the shape of things to come. stantial increase in academic and civil service members,” 

drick Center, after Jacob F. Friedrick, a labor leader the plan advocated “new, private residential accommoda-
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tions . . . on the periphery of the campus proper.”2? Sa 7 ~ es 5 ‘7 a 1 

Using the Sketch Plan as a guide, the Division of Resi- aL . age me Me sal etme 
dence Halls prepared its own “Ten Year Housing Plan” a je ae a oT pe ; a 
for the lower campus area. Not since the University City Tt = eS oe So 
report of 1929 had the University seen such an ambi- jane ae ee : y am 4 F 

tious plan for housing. The plan, to cover the years 1960 : ‘i pale a LUA 

through 1970, called for a total increase of 4,850 housing ——— MT ns gy ll SS 

spaces for undergraduates—3,200 for single men and = ie Rare en aia WY Qy = } 

1,650 for single women. It also called for 1,500 new ; 4 Y QU ON % SZ Yj Peg 

housing spaces for graduate students, faculty, and staff. | 7 ON \N ~ > men a nore 

Of the 3,200 housing spaces for undergraduate men, Ya SW ~ > Qa I | | Fee j has 
3,000 would be in conventional residence halls with food “a > \\ SSS i] il 3] rr ee +19 Q i 
service, and 200 in cooperatives with food service. For Soe r ss 3 ee H yl ‘| 4 47 Las 
the 1,650 undergraduate women, 1,000 would be in con- hSeeee 4 I j Ti} a Il a be u ee 
ventional residence halls, 250 in cooperatives, and 400 in ST S | 7 | - ee : : 
apartments. Of the 1,500 spaces for graduate and pro- ee ( | ees | Hf SNe, ge 
fessionals, 400 would be for single rooms for men, 900 gees W Zz mM Hs : ¥ 3 

for apartments for married students, and 200 for single a ” 5 : . “a 
rooms for women. mal to rs — 

Residence Hall Director Newell Smith, University | 2 ak te te 

Vice-President A. W. Peterson, and others presented i a . eid site aie 
basics of the Ten Year Plan at the regents’ meeting on Pa : \ 24 r ae ee 
July 8, 1960. They called for an expansion beyond the Se | <<< — oe : ‘ iti 

campus boundaries proposed in the Sketch Plan, asking ts re ae rr ii ee A Loos SS op 
that dormitories be built in the area bounded by Univer- gt SS i re Saw a PP ait 
sity Avenue, Park Street, Dayton Street, and North ee pee oe eee ? ae ane a Me ed 
Frances Street. They requested provisions be made for Merit House, 1987 
indoor and outdoor recreation areas, and, if at all possi- 

ble, “financial assistance in the form of appropriations 

from public sources and gifts from private sources to aid citizenship training, social education, and counseling; single undergraduate students and for apartments to house 
in building future university housing.” Food services ini- fireproofing of all units; and adequate parking. about 200 married students. . . .”30 
tially were not to be included in this area, as some President Conrad Elvehjem (who succeeded E. B. 

thought food service needs could be met by the Memo- Fred)? pushed the plan, warning that although the past A lengthy discussion of the motion followed, covering 

rial Union and in local restaurants. The Division of Resi- year had seen a housing surplus, nevertheless, “this fall a wide range of issues and concerns. Regent Oscar Ren- 

dence Halls staff convinced these skeptics, however, that we have a larger number of students coming to the Uni- nebohm, for example, worried about “taking property 

food service was a necessary and essential part of the versity than . . . anticipated.” As a result, he warned, off the tax rolls.” He also questioned the policy of mak- 

residence hall operation and that serious problems would “we are going to be short on housing.” Elvehjem pre- ing life on campus better “than 80% of [the students] 

result if it was not included. The report also asked that sented the following recommendation for regent action: are used to at home.” Perhaps, he wondered aloud, the 

“an area in addition to the one described . . . above be University might not just be making it a little too easy 

reserved for University housing expansion.” Other high- That, subject to the approval of the Coordinating Committee for students to attend college. Director Newell Smith, 

lights of the plan include “consideration [that] coopera- for Higher Education . . . the State Building Commission meanwhile, was concerned about financing, noting that, 

tive units [be kept separate] from other University hous- [be authorized to prepare] analysis sketches and budget unlike in the recent past, borrowing might have to come 

ing and each other;” development of programs such as preliminaries for dormitories to house approximately 1000 from private sources rather than the federal government.
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¢ The final word came from University Vice-President 

rd 5 Peterson. If the state did not begin purchasing the 

houses and land under discussion, Peterson warned, this 
other wrangling would become pointless. A vote was 

j ; finally taken and the motion as proposed by Elvehjem 

ce carried. Not one to think small, Vice-President for Aca- 

pe : demic Affairs Fred Harvey Harrington then stated that 
/ ee 3 1 or et Tipe £ 3 “if the Regents have no objections . . . we are going to 

Le te me j have a thousand units [built] a year from now on.” 

Best a Regent Robert C. Bassett replied that he was not sure if 

eA, | | ee | Harrington’s statement was a fair summary of what the 

sie f 5 regents had just voted on; President Elvehjem said 

cs 45 l F determining the exact number of units was not yet possi- 

Le ee a l= ae: l ble.3! The Division of Residence Halls was off and run- 
ies eal Co. | oe ee J ‘| ning on a student housing building program, the likes of 

: i é Se ‘ oe ik a | j 3 which the University had never seen before and most 

ae he 

eas ee LL ll | r The Southeast Dormitory Area 

rs 6 celles eet rs F On September 9, 1960, Kurt Wendt, dean of the Col- 

eats | fie ea jae : a lege of Engineering and chairman of the University Cam- 

aos re| og. a yee ie, Be oy pus Planning Commission, presented to the Board of 
ae te oe deogatae RZ ge ay ee Regents, at the request of President Elvehjem, a pro- 

5% we Pa ee tne Ge ie a gs ae “Ss . posal relating to sites for additional dormitories. Relying 

‘ ae i Go, Se lla Bes Same 4 ge Re ro heavily on the Sketch Plan and the Division of Residence 
ee ee ee | alate ee os Yr Br wag Halls’ Ten Year Plan, Wendt’s proposal called for 

Bcc oa eae Mh Ge tat eo Mad ie ef A fees rial “apartment-type units for both men and women in the 

Es ( iS ES eS Rie See ae 4 ey Do a i a ei area east of Lake Street; graduate dormitory facilities 
a ’ oe Nea ha pant oi ss Sa ae OF ee "he Me ens in the area between North Park Street, West Johnson 

Por ‘ ye ae beer int as ee ES is a OMe Street, North Murray Street, and Conklin Place”; and 

ord iz Oe 3) eae | Oia 7 Aa oe il ae eA three “conventional type dormitories” (high-rises) to be 

: Ae” ss i eS hi v ig : : built on a location bounded by Park Street, Dayton 

Paihia) 7 eae ly | | ‘ i ape ! Z Street, Lake Street, and West Johnson Street. Of this 

= nies 3 | A , : ambitious plan, only the last of the three proposals came 

Cea) ae ‘ ae f oe to be.® 
cs ne ee # : op ey The first proposal, dealing with “apartment-type 

<i eet. —— units,” was denied funding by the legislature. The sec- 
eee a —— ae Rs ee ri 

fren c a a aan y es Le ond proposal, for a graduate dormitory facility, though 

ee a, eres 5 os reworked numerous times in planning, was never built. 

<. a a one To meet the needs of planning and constructing the 

Wile Hal cian tore — - : — three high-rise dormitories and a food service building, 

eee Director of Residence Halls Newell Smith appointed
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Lawrence Halle to oversee the construction project.33 ee eee ie jl 

Nothing was going to be built anywhere, Vice- ar ‘ f i me wy ‘it p 

President A. W. Peterson said to anyone who cared to May, | ae Be : f 
listen, unless the University began buying the houses nn ? —- |: 
located on the sixteen acres of land needed to provide r ipa fs : 
space for the dormitories. Peterson must have breathed rh A 7 pa is oe ee been 
a sigh of relief when, at the February 10, 1961, regents’ a Co a Me A es <" 

meeting, the board finally authorized Peterson and the ! Be ps mie ee 5 
WUBC “to conclude the purchasing of properties dan i sat atl Mili ronerar Fe! a 

needed for the first units of dormitory construction in git rig ie oy aa 
the southeast dormitory area.” During the same meeting i uy - 

the board went a step further, allowing the University to | Wn . re) 

hire retired Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds A. Eo P Ny oer ae segs . = py 

F, Gallistel to assist Peterson in this task “on an hourly ! Bi et + 2. ak a 

basis.” Shortly thereafter, Peterson and Gallistel began ri LY 

the incredibly time-consuming and frustrating job of im 5 ; 

acquiring the dozens of properties in the area.*4 } | | | / 1 } c be 

In March of 1961 Kurt Wendt, at the request of Presi- ‘e o PL} 

dent Elvehjem, reported to the regents on the basic plan ] % 

for what had by then become known as “Southeast Dor- j 

mitory Area.” The plan called for three dormitory units, } 

two with twin towers eight stories high, and the third a 

with a single tower fourteen stories high. Each tower Gordon Commons, Ogg, and Sellery Halls, circa 1965 
was to house 500 men and women, with the third dormi- ee 
tory having space for 1,000. Asked by Regent DeBarde- es Sg Seiko 

leben about the decision for the floor heights, Leo Jakob- gL i a ns ata Se 

son, a professor of urban and regional planning and a Lear. ero es eee ie eee oh 

member of the University Campus Planning Commis- = i gg 5 Dee eae a ee TTT — TT 
sion, explained that for elevators to be cost-efficient, Mite oe, ‘ : 3 : 

buildings must be “eight or nine stories in height” and rt ; ra 4 F a i 

that if a dormitory exceeds fourteen stories “the costs pee “4 P me NA ots Ve hw, ri fe . io i 

become greater because of the need for additional eleva- fe fF OF ) “Gee a a a Legal Ay < Ce g 

tor capacity.” In addition, as the minutes read, “Profes- y aS ; ey pi Ory Ae > sy TAS > aah 
sor Jakobson also noted that there were certain aesthetic ie, bane 3)) (oor, (i OY aes ae 
considerations in planning the dormitory structures with r . 4 ES +t i DS ae ee SS cs 

different heights.” Finally, Wendt noted that the original ‘a [ F ) Ow Late! ~.. ie 

plan was to have the food service located south of West a’ aN hata ey } le ee al Zz y 7 MM i 

Dayton Street. “Following a detailed study by the Divi- NE ER RO AEB | ON: SI a 
sion of Residence Halls of problems in connection with % oe ies mn me oh ie : bs Ro mh ie aly a é & fed 

transporting food,” Wendt told the board, “the decision ESR URIS, Coo oN nN Ce eee Sarina ame SANT RAT Weekes OREN tiga feels) 

was reached to have a combined food preparation and eee & ae is 1 ee ete 

dining facility located just south of West Johnson Fanaa BPE ARIUS PN ac aia i ag ah a 
Street...” Picnic activities, southeast halls
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Southeast Halls in foreground, 1965 

As in the planning of Chadbourne Hall, the Division of The final challenge came at the next regent meeting, finance the purchase of the land needed, Newell Smith 

Residence Halls sought to maintain the traditional hous- when State Architect Karel Yasko presented his plans to estimated that dormitory rates would have to be 

ing goals of an intimate atmosphere through careful the board on May 12, 1961. The debate that followed increased by an average of $100 per year. When Smith 

building design. House size was held to a minimum, a revolved not so much around Yasko’s plans as around noted that 600 parking spaces were needed for hall resi- 

central location for the community area was again dollars and cents. The problem was basic. “This is the dents, and that television would be readily available, 

employed, and architectural design elements, such as first dormitory project, other than the Modest Rental regent reaction was predictable. “I have always objected 

low ceilings in the lounge area were used to foster the Dormitories,” A. W. Peterson noted, “where the project to out-of-town students owning cars at all,” Regent Ellis 

division’s goals. The initial plans incorporating the divi- has had to stand the cost of land.” (The cost of the land E. Jensen fumed. “I have a number of serious questions 

sion’s recommendations were approved.3> in this case was about $1,000,000 per square block.) To about the entire project,” he went on. “It seems to me
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it appears to be a club, instead of a dormitory for serious 1 ee A ¥ ri 
purpose.” Other regents joined in as the discussion poy” Vim Gai 

moved from “the national disgrace of TV,” to building : } eer ae - gees) 

dormitories that encourage “a more Spartan-like exist- NA ! ee | ee iat Me | 

ence.” The point was made that dormitory rates should i \ | | | | ry 5M Z 1 

not be raised to where “the demand is limited to the \ i | et } , 

economic status of the parents of the students,” and the Ea | it ae ie j if ae () 
hypothetical student “ends up paying $200 more than — a } ik 5. | t- [ 

she should for the dormitory she is in.” In the end it was y r | : ae fe 

moved to adopt the architect’s recommendations. The y 1 4 | | ae) i are. Ag IAS | ie 

motion carried with only Regent Jensen voting Rr ——— jer. 1 OY me ’ be 
against it.36 is as ay ere « (7 es 

From there matters moved quickly. The board x : ry 

approved preliminary plans and specifications for the first ’ ] | 

Southeast Dormitory (Sellery Hall) at its July 1961 meet- E a Saad yee f 

ing. Final plans were approved five months later. Plans i Be 3 ed f se & 

and specifications for what would become Witte and Ogg maf Z 

Halls, and Gordon Commons were discussed as bids / = ) & 

were accepted, contracts rewarded, and construction } ; : 

begun on Sellery Hall.37 . , 7 

Sellery Hall opened in the fall of 1963. Its opening, in = r SY aw 

contrast to that of Tripp and Adams halls nearly forty ae SO ‘3 ae 
years earlier, went virtually unnoticed in the Daily Car- SON aa a) TY er eee 
dinal. The focus of campus life had shifted to other con- SEK SX Re Ce Or te ear 

cerns, the conflict in Vietnam and civil rights among ‘ ie SS e ey mere 1 Ur i 
5 R . i A SS a a ld them. When Witte Hall opened in 1964 and Gordon Se Sy err af A ] ae A! 

Commons and Ogg Hall opened in 1965, construction of a eg ee a 4 «te ae Lend | t i = { 

the Southeast Dormitories was completed. Ss oc aoe ¥ tea | | ip i a ey “ 
SS BS ie gtgr ve as j « Nes a 

House Fellows and Student | ET waa. oS . we ed . 
Self-Government ag f oe ae == 1 \ ae 

. el ae Oy 4 a. <. © ar C7 p-| 
As the external structure of housing expanded and Ls : = ; hs ay ? . te 

changed to meet the needs of the University, the inter- = 4 wes Ni vj ‘Eee J 
nal structure of the house fellow system changed as , lies EA’ (aa i | 

well At the time of the opening of the Holt units in i ee a ye a a ‘D | 
1958, the house fellow programs in men’s and women's 5 ae | Baya i Ke y R ‘ wed ae | 

residence halls was staffed entirely by graduate students. i < : ay av We cK t ’ id : ~] ce 

A head fellow supervised male fellows and the head resi- e ; 1M ra EI \ ' Coa a2 ~ 
dent in each of the halls for women supervised female i i 4 a ai 7 \ Opie 

fellows. The head fellows and the head residents } = =e Se 1 Students in Ogg Hall, 1976 (top) 

reported directly to an area manager. Traditionally, the F 4 4 zs | = A aul eal Homecoming decorating, circa 1950s (left) 
house fellows received room, board, and in the case of 1 we i es PAC SME Moving in, circa 1978 (above)
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those from out of state, waiver of non-resident tuition as rately. To accomplish this, the new halls were “col- 1, UW Regents’ Minutes, 14 November 1953. 
compensation. However, the University discontinued onized” by transferring volunteer upper-class students 2, UW Regents’ Minutes, 16 June 1955. 

granting this tuition waiver for house fellows in 1971. from the old halls to fill 10% of the new halls as they / 3. UW Regents’ Minutes, 8 May 1954; UW Regents’ Minutes, 25 Sep- 
This action made the fellow position less attractive to opened. It was intended that the transfers would provide tember 1954; UW Regents’ Minutes, 12 March 1955; UW Regents’ 

graduate students, the majority of whom were out-of- a core of experienced participants that would get the Minutes, 10 September 1955. 
state residents. At about the same time, the availability new hall governments off to a good start. This effort 4. UW Regents’ Minutes, 10 December 1955; “Dave Schreiner, UW 
of federal grants for research increased, as did the need worked reasonably well at first, but as a cadre of resi- Football Star, Hero in Battle, Laid to Final Rest,” Wisconsin State 

for graduate teaching assistants because of larger enroll- dents with experience as house and hall officers devel- Journal, 14 April 1949. 

ments of undergraduates. These factors provided many oped in the new halls, it became evident that different 5. ‘Annual Report of the Board of Visitors,” 16 March 1956, p. 6, UW 

more opportunities for graduate students to finance their approaches to student government would be instituted. Archives, 1/1/3, Box 79; also found in UW Regents’ Minutes, 12 May 
ducati hil ining in jobs allied with their What finally developed " f individual hall 1956. For information on the construction of Davis and Rust Houses, 

education while remaining in jobs allied with their aca- al ly developed was a system of individu see UW Regents’ Minutes, 7 October 1960; UW Regents’ Minutes, 
demic work. . . governments that varied from highly centralized to rela- 6 June 1961; UW Regents’ Minutes, 8 December 1961; UW Regents’ 

As the new high-rise dormitories were built and as the tively decentralized.4° Minutes, 9 February 1962; UW Regents’ Minutes, 9 March 1962; and 

program expanded, house fellows were increasingly UW Regents’ Minutes, 4 May 1962. 

drawn from the undergraduate student population. To Conclus} 6. UW Regents’ Minutes, 6 February 1954. 
i i i id- onciusion 

supe these less experienced fellows; inthe i 7. The first group of apartments, the 100s, were originally called the 
1960s the Division of Residence Halls established pro- As federal money flowed freely, and as a larger, more Pharmaceutical Gardens Apartments; the second group, the 200s, 
gram advisers for each building. These full-time Resi- educationally oriented generation of students came of were called the Eagle Heights Apartments. Eventually all the units 
dence Halls staff members held master’s degrees in college age, American universities entered a new period became known as Eagle Heights. (“Blueprints for Pharmaceutical 

di li id guid: 8€ age, . Pt Garden Apartments [100s],” prepared by Gausewitz and Cashin, 6 student personnel or counseling and guidance programs. f growth. In the 1950s and 1960s, the U: ty of rtme | ; 
Th ised the day-to-day activities of the house o Bro oe n the S an z Ss, the ANE y Ol . July 1956, Division of Residence Halls Papers; “Blueprints for Eagle 

ey Supervised. te, day-t0 ay ~ Wisconsin no longer engaged in the frantic construction Heights Apartments [200s] . . . ,” 12 September 1957.) UW Regents’ 
fellows in their buildings and reported directly to area of temporary facilities that had characterized the years Minutes, 25 September 1954; UW Regents’ Minutes, 12 February 
managers. It was during this period that the profes- after World War II. Instead, campus officials and plan- 1955. 
sionalization of the house fellow system at its supervi- ners instituted a program of permanent growth that 8. The question of accepting federal aid, especially as red tape became 
sory levels began.** . would shape the physical boundaries of the University more of a problem, was much debated by the regents. In June of 

Student self-government for residence halls continued for decades to come. Housing had come a long way since 1956, for example, Regent Chester 0. Wanvig complained of “the 

in its function of providing social, recreational, and ath- 4 s unnecessary expense and complication encountered in obtaining 

letic programs Siudent self government in cooperation a hana ct begs Heat spit the 1851-52 school year in money from the federal government for purposes which are really the 
5 p ae . ” ‘ the confines of North Dormitory. responsibility of the State.” It was pointed out to Wanvig that UW had 

with the Division of Residence Halls, also provided other There must have been a sigh of relief when Ogg Hall received nearly $1 million that year from the federal government. 
services to enhance dormitory life. A prime example of opened its doors in the fall of 1965. The time had come Regent Renk, speaking for thosé in favor of accepting the aid, noted 
these support programs was the Lakeshore Halls Associ- to enjoy the fruits of the labors of such people as that although he too found the process “irritating,” the University 
ation store, started by the Men’s Dormitory Association i . “should still be pleased to get dormitories built by accepting federal 
¢ oe by . ry a Charles S. Slichter, Harold C. Bradley, Scott Goodnight, aid.” (UW Regents’ Minutes, 14 June 1956.) UW Regents’ Minutes, 
in 1929-30, which grew over time to become “one of the Otto Kowalke, Donald Halverson, Lee Burns, Newell ime 186 

. , , ' . 
largest student-controlled stores in the country.”39 Smith, and of so many others who had helped pave the ee ee ee 

+ i T i i *. < . ie . egent inutes, lober ; egent nutes, 

The opening of the high-rise halls in the mid-1960s way toward this moment in the history of housing. 3 Damier 1956 
challenged the existing structure of student self- : 

government. The first attempt was to simply set up self- 10. UW Regents’ Minutes, 12 January 1957; UW Regents’ Motes 

government in the new halls as an extension of the Se aiantine ea abt bes mene 
structure prevalent in the existing halls. It soon became ENDNOT ES cect j 

evident that the size, location, and internal layout of the 
oe Note: Much of the information cited in these notes, including the Regents’ 11, (UW Regents’ Minutes, 6 September 1963; UW Regents’ Minutes, 

new halls would make this difficult. The next approach Reports, can be found in the University of Wisconsin Archives, located in 8 May 1964.) UW Regents’ Minutes, 29 July 1961; UW Regents’ Min- 

was to try and establish self-government in the DEW halls the basement of the Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison, utes, 4 May 1962; UW Regents’ Minutes, 6 September 1963; UW 
patterned after that in the old halls, but functioning sepa- telephone (608) 262-3290.
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Regents’ Minutes, 6 December 1963; and UW Regents’ Minutes, Interaction,” Journal of College and University Student Housing, 8 34. The UW Regents’ Minutes list all property purchases. Apparently 
8 May 1964. (1978):14. Peterson and Gallistel became very proficient at the job, as they soon 

12. L. Joseph Lins, “Fact Book For History of Madison Campus” [pre- 25. Faculty Document 1365, “The Sketch Plan for the University of Wis- devised a fornia ‘ot determining property worth. Gee, for exam 
. A . . é ple, UW Regents’ Minutes, 11 October 1963.) UW Regents’ Minutes, 

pared for UW History Project, 1983]. consin at Madison, A First Progress Report on the Development of a 
” i 10 February 1961. 

a ei . 5 a General Campus Plan,” December 1958, pp.5-13, UW Archives, 
13. Mark H. Ingraham, “The University of Wisconsin, 1925-1950,” in tage é 7 

ts asad : 1/1/3, Box 84. 35. UW Regents’ Minutes, 10 March 1961; Lawrence Halle interview, 31 
The University of Wisconsin: One Hundred and Twenty-Five Years, October 1988, 

ed. Allan G. Bogue and Robert Taylor (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin 26. “Sketch Plan,” pp.7-8. one . 

Press, 1975), p.74. 27. “Sketch Plan,” pp.8-9. The Sketch Plan was the first of three steps a, a hak cre tar eg, ene a ae et 

14. The Division of Physical Plant Planning was reorganized in the late in the general campus development plan. Step two was the Tentative BUR, Snore : Bs a 
eee 5 5 should be no elevators for the first four floors. He ended by saying, 

1950s, after which time it was known as the Department of Planning (or working) Plan; and step three the General Plan itself. We have “ G 
: . . : : eae 4 x ‘We cannot pound at them in the classroom and ask them to get seri- 

and Construction. Lawrence Halle interview with Barry Teicher, 31 limited ourselves to the Sketch Plan because it serves as a good intro- ous, and provide them with living quarters where the invitation is to 

October 1985, on file with UW History Project; John A. Paulson inter- duction to the Division of Residence Halls’ Ten Year Plan. » and’ pl : Nam arse ie 
Somat ; : z have a four-year loaf! That’s the thing on my mind! 

view with Barry Teicher, 11 August 1986, on file with UW History e sr 2 
: 28. “Proposed Ten Year Construction Program for the Division of Resi- ne 

Project. » wa: a KR 37. The dormitories were named after: George Clarke Sellery, dean of 
dence Halls,” as summarized in UW Regents’ Minutes, 8 November i : 

ag Fa, the College of Letters & Science; Edwin E. Witte, professor of eco- 
15. UW Regents’ Minutes, 6 February 1954; UW Regents’ Minutes, 1960. _ : spaxaniae tt ccasts 

12 February 1955. nomics; Frederick A. Ogg, professor of political science; and Edgar 
29. Conrad Elvehjem succeeded E. B. Fred as UW president; he served B. Gordon, director of the School of Music. 

16. UW Regents’ Minutes, 16 June 1955; UW Regents’ Minutes, 10 Sep- from 1958 until his death in 1962. UW Regents’ Minutes, 20 July 1961; UW Regents’ Minutes, 8 

tember 1955. 30. Created in 1955 by the legislature, the Coordinating Committee for DS aie a Laan Ma consinuion . Southeast ea 
17. Atits June 14, 1956, meeting, the Board of Regents employed the Higher Education (CCHE) was set up to coordinate the activities of oe : ee ee mes oe 

: ji 3 i 2 : eae Regents’ Meetings: 13 July 1962; 9 November 1962; 7 December 
First Wisconsin Trust Company of Milwaukee “‘on the basis of their UW and the state colleges and institutes, as well as to recommend 

. oe ‘ Sie di 3 1962; 11 January 1963; 8 February 1963; 6 March 1964; 8 June 1964; 
offer dated May 10, 1956, to act as Trustee in connection with the necessary changes in programs and facilities. “Transcript of Notes 

: x Rea ; os and 20 August 1965. For Southeast Area Dorm No. 3 (Ogg Hall), see 
bonds to be issued.” (UW Regents’ Minutes, 14 June 1956.) UW. from Regents’ Meeting,’ 8 November 1960. . P 

Regents’ Minutes, 10 December 1955; UW Regents’ Minutes, 20 the Minutes for: 8 February 1963; 5 April 1963; 10 May 1963; 6 Sep- 
8 aa. i wy + 31. “Transcript of Notes from Regents’ Meeting,” 8 November 1960. tember 1963; 11 October 1963; 6 December 1963; 5 March 1965; 9 

June 1957; Lins, “Fact Book for History of Madison Campus. ; 
5 April 1965; 10 October 1965; and 7 January 1966. 

18. “Chadbourne Hall” 1955, Division of Residence Halls Permanent 32. Eventually the boundaries would be expanded to North Park Street, 

. File: La Hal ‘it Hi 31 Oct er 19 ‘5 West Johnson Street, Frances Street, and the Illinois-Central Railroad 38. Newell Smith, Lawrence Halle, and George Gurda interview with the 
i ENEEEE soowe ere one . right-of-way. UW Regents’ Minutes, 9 September 1969. authors, 8 August 1986, on file with UW History Project. 

19; UW Regents: Miuutes, 16 November 1997, 33. UW Regents’ Minutes, 9 September 1960; Lawrence Halle interview, 39. Smith, Halle, and Gurda interview, 8 August 1986. 
20. UW Regents’ Minutes, 16 November 1957; UW Regents’ Minutes, 31 October 1985. Later in the 1960s, the plans for a graduate dormi- | we 

14 December 1957. tory facility were enlarged into plans for a Graduate Center, to be built 40. Smith, Halle, and Gurda interview, 8 August 1986, 

tape on the site of what is now the Vilas Communication Arts Building. 

7x UUW Regents! Mines) 20 June 1957: Lawrence Halle remembers that part of the plan called for the reloca- 

22. UW Regents’ Minutes, 7 September 1957; UW Regents’ Minutes, tion of the University Bookstore—slated for demolition because of 

16 November 1957; UW Regents’ Minutes, 10 April 1958; UW the Memorial Library addition—to the complex. A failed financing 

Regents’ Minutes, 3 May 1958; UW Regents’ Minutes, 17 June 1958. attempt with Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, and the 

Cole Hall was named after Dr. Llewellyn R. Cole, former director of reluctance of several University Avenue merchants to join in on the 

the Department of Student Health, Sullivan Hall after Richard E, Sul- venture eventually led Chancellor Robben Fleming to call off the 

livan, a former house fellow in the lakeshore area as well as former project, substituting in its place an urban renewal plan for the area, to 

director of the Industrial Management Institute, and Holt Commons be worked out jointly with the city of Madison. As it turned out, the 

after F. 0. Holt, former director of the Bureau of Guidance and city’s half of the project became what is now University Square Four, 
Records. a complex of stores; the University purchased a number of businesses 

5 2 iversi , and i king lot. 
23. UW Regents’ Minutes, 7 April 1956; UW Regents’ Minutes, 12 May om University Avene, and its half became a par ang. Plans were 

ee Cae begun in early 1986, however, to convert the area into student apart- 
1956; UW Regents’ Minutes, 20 June 1957; UW Regents’ Minutes, 7 . . 
September 1957: Lins, “Fact Book for History of Madison C. ” ments. Regarding graduate student housing, Witte Hall, one of the 

epHEMES 1 TADS) RACE LOO ION HISTORY OL AgSOn Campa. three dormitories built in the Southeast Dormitory Area, had one of 

24. Kenneth L. Stoner and Christopher W. Thurman, “The Effects of its two towers reserved for graduate student housing through the 

Density in a High-Rise Residence Hall on Helping Behavior and Social mid-1970s.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN HOUSING CHRONOLOGY 

1851 North Hall opens. 1940 Elizabeth Waters Hall opens. 

1855 South Hall opens. aa li and Commons renamed Division 

1ae8 Unive sonnen take tesblence ia Socth Hal. 1945 Lee Burns appointed Director of Division of Residence Halls. 

1867-68 Female College established. Camp Randall trailer camp opens. 

1871 Female College Building opens. 1946 Truax Field facility opens. 

Men reoccupy South Hall. Badger Ordnance Works facility opens. 

1874. Female College Building renamed Ladies’ Hall. 1947 University Houses open. 

1885 — Men's dormitories in North and South Halls closed. 1954 Newell Smith appointed Director of Division of Residence Halls. 

1901 Ladies’ Hall renamed Chadbourne Hall. 1955 Bayliss and Schreiner houses open. 

1904 Van Hise inaugural address. 1957 Eagle Heights apartments open. 

1908 Architectural Commission campus plan completed. 1958 Holt units on Elm Drive open. 

1910 Lathrop Hall opens. 1959 Second set of Elm Drive units opens. 

1913 Barnard Hall opens. New Chadbourne Hall opens. 

1924 Department of Halls and Commons renamed Department of si Ba ear Hoang Benepe, 

Dormitories and Commons. ; _ 1961 Davis House opens. 

Cenaiory Co me of Dormitories and Commons. 1963 Rust House opens. / 

Sellery Hall, first building of Southeast Dormitory Area, opens. 

ee ees ona 4 Wie 
1927 Experimental College occupies Adams Hall. 16 Ogg Hall nc Goce. Somminen one. 

1929 Report on University City submitted to regents. tas Ment Hats pens. 

1938 A, B, and C of Kronshage units open. 

1939 Remaining five dormitories and dining facility of 

Kronshage units open.
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EPILOGUE 

This history of housing at the University of Wisconsin-Madison ends in 1965 with the Along with the drop in demand for university housing came student criticism of the 

completion of Ogg Hall and Gordon Commons. The years immediately following brought conventional residence halls’ system of food service and the regulations governing student 
substantial student unrest and activism, and many changes for the campus and the city. conduct. The traditionally strong identification with the living unit was weakened because 

All of this made a significant impact on students, the University, and student housing. a number of students chose to identify with the political and social issues of the day. This 

The political, economic, social, and educational events that occurred in the United caused some reduction in the effectiveness of house fellows and the house system, which 

States after 1950 laid the foundation for student attitudes and actions in the 1960s and had served the residence halls so well over the years. 

early 1970s. Some of the key factors were the unpopular Korean and Vietnam Wars, a The capacity of university housing was reduced in 1971 and 1972 through conversion of 
booming economy, the civil rights movement, and the expansion of federal and state stu- two housing buildings and one food service building to academic, research, and adult edu- 

dent loan programs. The generation of students brought up in the 1950s and 1960s were cation uses to reduce occupancy losses. Demands for a student labor union culminated in 
taught to utilize the “scientific method,” and question facts and authority in general. This strikes by student employees in both those years, which exacerbated the financial adjust- 
contributed to the campus unrest that occurred across the United States in the 1960s and ment problems. 

early 1970s. To increase student satisfaction, new ideas were developed in all areas of housing oper- 
The most significant student attitude that developed during the 1960s was the distrust ations. Major changes included a radically different, flexible food service plan and coedu- 

of authority, which led to the questioning and challenging of national and state laws, uni- cational housing for students who wanted it. Student attitudes changed as the 1970s pro- 
versity policies and regulations, and traditional parental values. Restrictive rules in uni- gressed; trust and confidence returned, bringing strong student demand for campus 

versity housing, based on the old principle of in loco parentis, were attacked; women's housing once again. The house system with house fellows and student self-government 

hours, visiting between the sexes and consumption of alcohol were the greatest irritants. that had come through trying times renewed its role and began to flourish again. The 

It was a difficult time for University Housing staff as well as for all student services staff events in this exciting period of university housing are left for future historians to 
in the University. Rules were eventually liberalized or abolished, but it took time to con- chronicle. 

sider and resolve the strong feelings held by legislators, regents, parents, and the general 

public. Newell J. Smith 

The substantial increase in local apartment construction by private capital in the 1960s George F. Gurda 

coincided with the students’ desire for more privacy and freedom in their living arrange- Lawrence E. Halle 

ments. This resulted in a reduction of student interest in residence halls, sororities, and July 1987 

fraternities, which all experienced serious financial consequences.
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PHOTO CREDITS 

We gratefully acknowledge the use of photographs from the following 

sources: 

From the collection of the University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives: cover (left), 

pages x, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 30, 
36, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50 

The State Historical Society of Wisconsin: page 29 

The University of Wisconsin-Extension Photographic Media Center: cover (right, 

George D. Gambsky), 28, 32, 34, 37 (Duane Hopp), 38, 39, 40 (left), 44 (Gary 
Schulz), 52, 54, 55, 56, 59 Jay Salvo), 60 (top), 62 (right), 63, 65 (lay Salvo), 66, 
67 (top, George D. Gambsky), 67 (bottom), 68, 69 

University of Wisconsin-Madison Office of Information Services: page 69 (bottom 

right, Norman Lenburg) 

Del Desens: page 51 

George F. Gurda: pages 31, 35, 40 (right), 53, 58, 60 (bottom), 62 (left), 64, 69 

(bottom left) 

Harold Hone: page iv (dedication)
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